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CHAPTER I 
INT:RODUCTION 
Water was·. treated as a free good in the classical and neoclassical 
literature. It was given no. particular attention by .the early econ-
omists, and is· scarcely mentioned in their writings. .In recent years 
however, the ~Xpanding. demands. for ~ater of E;nli table quality and in 
. sufficient quantities ha,ve attracted attention to this resource. In-
creasing demands upon available water supplies stem from two basic 
factors: (1) the rapid growth of popula:tion .· (1ricreasing 1.5 per cent 
per annum) and (2) the increase in per capita consumption (which is 
. twice. as ra,pid as the rate of popul~tion growth) •1 
.Due. to increased. compet1 tion for limited water supplies in many 
. . 
areas, water is becoming more important as a limiting constraint on 
regional economic growth. 2 Renne i.ndicated that the economic growth of 
a commurti ty or area may depend largely on. the increased efficiency with 
which this resource is used~3· The problem of inadequate water supplies 
1Earl O. Heady and John F. Timmons, "Economic Framework for Plan-
ning Efficient Use of Water Resources," Iowa's Water Resources, ed. 
John F. Timmons;, John C. O'Byrne, and Richa.rd K. Frevert (Ames, 1956), 
p. 48. 
2L. M. Hartm~ and R. L. Anderson, Estimating Irrigation Water 
Values: !! Refliression Anal:y:sis of ~ Sales Data From N'?rtheas~ 
Colorado. Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 
8"1 (Fort Collins, November, 1963), p. 1. 
3Roland R. Renne, :I:mpact of Water Resource Development .£!!.Economic 
Growth. Presented at the Fourteenth Annual Farm Business Training Con-
ference on Resource and Community Development, Oklahoma State University 
(Stillwater, June 22, 1966), p. 3~ . 
1 
2 
faced by farmers in some areas is aggravated by uncertainties posed by 
weather variations. Irrigated agriculture usually permits greater con-
trol of moisture availability than dryland farming. Thus, it has 
become clear that more research is necessary to find means of increasing 
the supplies of water for irrigation and of utilizing the existing sup-
plies more efficiently. 
Watershed development programs provide one means of developing or 
increasing the supply of.water for irrigatton. The watershed protection 
. . 
and flood .prevention programs authorized in 1954by Public Law 566 (and 
subsequent amendments thereto) permits locally organized watershed or-
ganizations to sponsor·the construction of improvements for flood pre-
vention, drainage, irrigation, recreation, wildlife, and providing 
water for municipal and indm,trial mies. 
Farmers with flood plain land are generally willing to provide the 
easements and sign agreements reqUired to build structu:i;-es for flood 
prevention purposes because planning and construction costs are financed 
largely by the Federal Government. Structures bUilt for flood preven-
tion only contain a relatively small part of their total capacity as 
sediment pool. Rights to .the use of water held in this permanent pool 
. can be obtained by farmers if they put.the water to a beneficial use • 
. Irrigation is one beneficial use frequently made of the water contained 
in the sediment pool of flood water retention structures in Oklahoma. 
Property owners could have larger structures built that would contain 
storage capacity for water for irrigation or other uses by paying the 
additional costs. Farmers have generally not made this investment. 
Apparently they have not had sufficient cost-return information at the 
t1me a proJect is being planned, indicating such an investment would 
3 
be P.rofitable, to decide in favor of paying for the additional capac-
ity. This study investigates the potential economic impact of using 
the water stored in the floodwater retention structures of the Sugar 
· Creed Watershed for irrigation. It also investigates the potential 
economic impact of larger amounts of storage. 
The Area. of Study 
This study is concerned With.the Sugar Creek Watershed area. As 
shown by Figl.U"e 1, it· is, loc:;ated in. the west central part of Oklahoma. 
Sugar .Creek ri.ses three miles west of Hi~ton in Caddo County, and flows 
in a southeasterly direction for approximately 30 miles, enterl,ng the 
Washita River four miles east of Anadarko. The wate.rshed is roughly. 
rectangular in shape, averaging ten miles in Width. It has a drainage 
area of 189,076 acres, which comprises Sugar Creek proper and several 
Washita River laterals •. The dra_inage area· of Sugar Creek proper is 
152,704 4 acres. 
The . soils of tb,e. water.shed are· dominantly sandy and range from 
silty clay loam to loamy sand and are permeable to freely permeable. 
The climate of the watershed is mild, although some years it experi-
ences wide ranges of ,rainfall Md temperature. Table I shows the 
fifteen-year average monthly temperatqre and rainfall for Anadarko, 
locat~d three miles south of the watershed. The annual precipitation 
at the Anadarko station has ranged from 17.15 inches to 43.98 inches 
during the last fifteen years, With an annual average of 29.13 inches. 
The average temperature for the same period is 61.87 degrees Fahrenheit. 
4united States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 
Service, Work~ Sugar~ Watershed (Stillwater, 1959), p. 3. 
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TABLE .I 
MONTHLY TEMPERATURES AND PRECIPITATION: ANADARK01 
Month . Temperature Precipitation 
January 38.36 .721 
February 43.36 1.078 
March 50.86 1.784 
. April 62.70 2.753 
May 70.80· 4.414 
June· 78.68 3.432 
July ·83 .2.5 2 • .59;; 
August 81.92 3.781 
Sephmber 74.58 3~7o4 · 
Octobe:t:' 63.66 3.058 
.November 50.62. 1.598 
··December 41.07 · 1.304 
. ~Avera.gee Compute~ for the fifteen-year period JaI;1.uary l953 
through December 1967. 
Source: U. S.·Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 
Climatological~: Oklahoma (Ashville, 1953-1968). 
6 
The economy of the watershed is dependent largely on its farms and 
:ranches. Livestock production,.especially beef cattle, is an important 
source of income. The do~1nant crops are alfalfa, cotton, peanuts, 
small gra;Ln, and grain sorghum. Approx:tmately 24 per cent of the water-
shed is Indian land and most farm operators lease some Indian land in 
addition to farming their ~wn holdings.5 The maJor towns within the 
watershed are Gracemont, Binger, and Lookeba. Anadarko, the county 
seat; of Caddo County, 1s situated 1;.hree miles south of.the watershed. 
The Watershed Program and ObJect1ves of This Study 
The Sugar Creek Watershed works of improvement include two types . . . 
of measures: (1) land.treatment m~asures and (2) structural measures. 
The land treatment measures are 1.ntended to decrease erosion damage and 
sediment yields by providing 1.mproved soil cover" conditions. These 
measures cornpr:1ee cover cropping, conservation crop rotation, use of 
:rotl!lt:'l.on hay and pasture, crop res:tdue ut1lizat1on for croplands, brush 
e©ntrol, range aeed1ng, and pasture planting. They also include the 
GOil®t~uct:T.on of farm ponds, and proper use of range and pasture to pro-
v'tdi 1mpr.ov@ment, p:rotect1.o:n, and good maintenance of grass stands. 
'fh@ !i.ltruetur~l me~~ure~ oons:tet of oonstruoti.on of a. system of 43 
1;1,ll. §itruet1.u•1u. me&~u.rriun, ocm1po~ed of a po1"t1on cf the or1g111~l oon= 
§tFY@t.im1 <;ie.i~t plui operation and m&1ntenano®, 1ij @Ellttm~t®d to be. 
'"'114 ?e'i! , __ -,,.1;1.,. The total flood prevention ·.b@nef'itr1~ 1.rwlu.d:tng :reduction of 
flood damages, reduction of flood plain scour damages, benefits from 
restoration of. flood plain l,ands, and reduction of indirect damages 
are estimated to average $4~5,148 annually, $390,587 of which are to 
result from structural measures •. Thus, the structural measures are 
7 
expected to produce, when the proJect is completely installed, $3.40 of 
. . . 6 
be11ef1 ts for eacb dolla:r;- of cost~ Ther.e are other benefits which re-
sult from the works of improvement t.hat have nqt been considered by the 
Soil qonserv.9.tioll Service in the Cbl'.llparisoriof benefits.and cost for 
proJect Justtfication •. · The seco:ri.da,ry ef;f'ects accruing from the above 
. . . . . .. . ', . 
menti~nedmeasures; th,epr:tmary and, secondary effects that would result 
. from using the water stored. in the retention structures for irrigation 
. . 
or recre.9.t;on purposes; 1inp;oved ·~ildlife conditions; and ·Some inta~i-
·.·· ··. •' ·.. .· . ,·.. . . . . .. 
ble benefits $U¢h,a.s better_li'Ving CO:rid1,tionS and a sense Of security 
have not been consi.de:r:-ed. . This ~tudy attempts to measure· the primary 
. and secondary effects that would result froxn. using .the water stored in 
the sediment pools of the retentio:n.. struct.ures for i;rr1gat1on 
development. 
The constpuction of the floodwater retarding structures in Sugar 
. . 
Cr.eek Watershed, · offers p~tential to the farmers of the area of in-
creasing their profits by using the water stored in the structures for 
irr1gsttion purposes. This economic potential is not restricted to the 
farm sector though •. Since irrigation development stimulates off-farm 
economic activity :tn the area where it takes place, other local economic 
groups benefit from it to a certain degre.e. The extent of this poten-
t1al is of interest to. local groups and region,;i.l planners, as well as 
6 . .. 
· Ibid., pp. 21 .. 22. 
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to those who are concerned abot1.t water resource development on a 
national scale. 
The general purpose of this study is to present estimates of the 
importance of irrigation development to the var:'(.ous groups of .the local 
economy •. The maJor obJective is to· investigate the nature and extent of 
the primary and secmidary impact of. irrigat1c,n development using the 
water of the floodwate~ rete:nticm. structwes, The specific obJectives 
are: (1) to ¢levelop opti~urri farm organ1zat1on.!3 for representative 
farms in tlle watershed, under alternative levels of water supply; (2) to 
determine the .value· of irr:tgation wate:t tO the indtvigual farms; (3) to 
. : ·. ·. . 
estimate the changes i.n .farin ;income and resource use arising from irr::t-
. . 
gat:ton devel.6pment; (4) to develop a model that Will estimate the effect 
of the irrigation development·on employment, population and business 
·activity iri the community; (5) to estimate the seoondary benefits of 
.. i:rrigat:ion development for. the water supply currently .available; and 
.(6) to est1rriate the pr::lmary and secondary impact of developing larger 
quantities. of water. 
The remainder of this.thesis is organized in the follow1ng manner. 
Chapter II presents the relevant.theory used in the analysis, and 
descr:I,bes the theore.t:tcal models to be .used in estimating the primary 
and secondary effe.cts of lrrtgat1;n development. . Chapter IlI deals 
. . ,· . . . . . . . . 
w1 th the empirical procedures .. followed in developing the linear pro-
gramming model used to: ·:pro~rarn the optimum farm organizations, deter-
mine the value C>f irrtgation viater to the indiv::idual farms, and. estimate 
the changes in inc.or.ne and· resource . use. arising from irrigation develop-
ment •. These results are used to allocate the available supply .of water 
among farms in.the watershed and tp estimate the aggregate primary 
9 
effects of :Lrrigation development. Cha;Pter IV is devoted to the esti-
matj,on of the intetdepend.ence model used in proJecting the changes in 
employment, population, and business activity o:riginating from irriga-
tion development, .and presents the numerical results for this phase of 
the study. Cha;pter V ties the previous two chapters together, presents 
estimates of prima:r;y and secondary benefits of irrigation development, 
and considers the ~qtential economic impact of allocating alternative 
levels of water among farms in the watershed. Chapter VI summarizes 
the.study and presents the relevarit conclusions. 
CHAPTER II 
. .· . 
ANALY',rICAL FRAMEW'OBIC 
Economic ;'l.mpact studie$ purport-to analyze the changes iri economic 
. . . .. 
activity which result ,fromth,e oqcurren9e of an event in the economy of 
aregton. The.effort qf this study is not to estimate the total.impact 
. resulting from the ~a.ters~ed project'', but ratp.er to investigate the 
changes in economtc activity that 1r;rigi3..t1ori development Will impose on 
. . 
the .faJ;'m secto;r- and on other segementei of the local, economy. The pur-
pose or: this chapter is tcf _dis.cuss· the conceptei involved and present 
. the p:rocedures to_ be used in the-present study~· The following section 
p;r::esents s.otne concepts and yrocedures generally used by the federal 
agencies in the evaluation of· water ;resource development programs, and 
is intended to J?I'OVide a baokgrQ1,lild for· the operational techniques :t:q.-
trciduced in the succeeding sections. · 
Water Resource Analysis · 
r.t'he ec~nomic. anaiys1,s ·o:r water development proJects. f:tts into the 
general.area of we1fare-econo1Dics. Asa part.or economic theory, wel-
iare economi~s. is ·. concer~ed. W1. th. the efficient use . of resources by an 
economic syste.m. Henderson and Quandt state that "the cibJec~tve of 
welfare economics is the evaluation of the social desirabiiity of 
10. 
11 
. . l 
alternative economic states." The generally recognized dominant goal 
iri water resource devel,opmentis to maximi,ze the long run social wel-
fare of the community, which means that in eyaluating public programs 
the federal agenciesshould use some postulates of welfare economics in 
their analysis. The concept usually applied by these agencies is known 
as bene;f1 t-cost analysis Which is ba.seq. u.pon the measurement of benefits 
and costs of a: given>pro.Ject •. 
. . . . . . . . . . : . . 
.· Usualiy,. the ·b~nefits a.s.signed to a p~~Jec:t ar~ the .difference 1n 
the national .. iiloome With an.d wtth~ut the proJect. The increase in 
IJ.a.ti.onal income is 'then br~ken down ;tnto two group~, primary' and 
·. .. . 
seconda:r;y benefits. Primary benefits are defined as 0 the value of the 
products or servipes resulting direct+Y· from .the proJect; net·:;of all 
. . . . . i . . . 
. ' . 2 
as$ociated: costs incurred in theiI1 realization''· 
. Primary b~nefits are then the. val.ue of .the immediate products or 
. . . . . . 
·. services .of the proJect :net of associated costs which are all costs 
other than·proJect co;sts required·for the real:'{.zation of .the benefits. 
In an irrigati6n proJ~ct,·. fo:ri e:x:ample,. the primary benefits would be 
.· the value, of the additionar farm crops which result from the increase 
in the moisture content of the soil through the application of water or 
reduction in damages from drought. Associated .costs would be those 
. 1James 'M. Henderson and Richard. E~ Quandt,. Microecoiiom:1c Theor;y: 
(New York, 1958), p. · 201. 
. . . 
2 . . . . ·. . ·... . .. · 
Subcommittee on Evaluation Standards of thf:l Federal Inter-Agency 
Committee on .Water Reso~ces, Proposed Practice$ . .!Q.!: .Economic Analysis 
2f River Basin ProJects: . Report .E2,. the Inter..-Agenc~ Cc,mmitt'ee ~ Water 
Resources (Rev., Washington, D .. c., May, 1958), p. • This :report is 
referred to in the literature as the Green.Book. Further references to 
this report will be made in this manhep. 
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incurred by.farmers in introducing irrigated farming: addit:1,onal 
fertilizer and labor, cost.of :trrigation system, and higher harvesting 
cos.ts. ProJect costs would be those of making water available to the 
farmers. 
Secondary benefits are also referred to as indirect benefits. 
Secondary be:nefits:attributable to a proJe~t are defined in the Green 
. . 
-~- as ''.the value add.ed over .and above the value of primary benefits 
after taki:pg ac.count of expected co~di ti.ans throughout the eco);iomy W1 th 
and without the proJect. ,,3 Secondary benefits are then, the increase 
:Ln net. incomes_or other benefiCll.al effects as a result of the proJect 
in activities stemmirig. from or induced 'b;y the proJect. The II stemming 
from" effects are attributed to t~e iridustries that process the immed::t.-
ate products of the proJect. The "induced by" effect.a are those that 
resu.lt because expenditures by the prdducers of t_he imme_diate products 
.. · ·. ·. . . . . . . .· • . . . ·. 4 ·.· 
· stimulate. ot;her economic :acti.Vi ty ••. ·• 
Benefits '' stemming ;f;omlt the pr~Ject ,arise f~oin increased produc-
·. tion of goods (Primaryhene:f1ts) afforded by·the pro,1ect. · With this 
.. . 
increased 5upply.of_ goods·, new c:iemancis result for .the transporting, 
processing and_ marketing ·industries of the proJect a:t~a. Profiti;; . 
.. . ' . 
.. realized by the indust~ies from handli~g these new goods are '' stemming 
from'' benef1ta~ Thef'i~duced <byi1 benefit$ result fr~m in.crea:sed expen-
ditures by people of the proJect area •. These benefits arise from the 
3Ibid. 
4 S. V. Ciriacy-Waritrup, "The Role of Benefi t-Cc;,st Analyl;iis in 
Public Resource .Development," ~ Resourcea and Economic Development 
of the West, Report. No. 3 of the Western Agricultural Economics Research 
Cou'ii'ct1--rnerkeley, 1954), p. 23. 
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supplying of additional materials and services required to make possi-
ble the increased net returns which stem from the installation of the 
proJect facilities. These increased expenc;iitures need not be limited 
to the primary producers for these are consumers of other goods pro-
duced in the economy. 
The primary benefits a.re intended to be an estimate of .the primary 
impact and the ~econdary benefits are :1,ntended to be an estimate of the 
seconda,ry impact of a wat.er resource development proJect. Al though 
benefit-cost .analysis ha:s become·the general],y accepted criterion for 
proJect evaluation, ... co~siderable controversy st:ili centers around· the 
theoretical and empirical problems associated With the measurement of 
benefits. Fairly .standard procedures have been developed to make satis-
factory estimates of the increase in net farm inccimes or primary bene-
fits that result from these proJects. Secondary benefits result in an 
,a1tt101;,t infinite var:Lety of ways and it :ts difficult to clarify the con-
cepts enough to measure them.· For.these reasons, methods to measure 
secondary benefits have not been perfected and their prediction is some-
what .uncertain. · 
.General agreement exists among the federal agencies, and among 
. . . 
economists about the existence of :;,econdary benefits. Substantial dis-
agreement exists, however, in relation tn the appropria,teness of in-
clusion and manner of measurement of secondary benefits iri the 
Justification of water resource deveiopment·proJects. 5 Each of the 
several federal agencies engaged in evaluating water resource proJects 
follows its own methods and sta,ndards in making its evaluation. The 
5A. V. Knee~e, "Economic Analysis of Water Resource Development 
ProJects, 11 Monthly Review (Kansas City, October, 1958), p. 10. 
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Soil. Conservation Service and the Corps of Engineers do not include 
secondary benefits in their Justification of proJects, but the computa-
tion of secondary. benefits does play an important role in estimating 
' . 6 
benefit-cost ratios. by the Bureau of Reclamation. 
Some economists argue that secondary benefits should not be includ-
ed in the analysis of benefits and .costs as a Justification for public 
investment. For 1:nstance, it is said that "from the point of view of 
' ' ' 
the nation as a whole, many of the benefits allegeq. to accrue in second-
ary activities merely constitute diversions of income from one region 
or activity to another." 7 This m~a:ns that, under the assumption of "no 
Unused capacity", increases in one region or activity are offset by 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 8 ' 
decreases elsewhere in, the economy.· It .is ev:1-dent, however, that from 
the national point of ,riew, if in the absence of the prOJect some re-
sources would be unemployed or underemployed then secondary benefits are 
real.and Qo:p.stitute a net :tncrease in national income. Whether or not 
these benefits are relevant at the national level, no one questions 
their existence at the local level. 
Margolis mentions three types of arguments which can be used in 
defense of the inclusion of secondary benefits in benefit-cost analysis: 
(1) that supply creates its own demand; (2) that there exists a large 
volumeof unemployed resources for whiQh the opportunit;y costs are zero; 
6Ibid., p. 11. 
7Edward F. Renshaw, Towar\i Responsible Government: !.!'! Economic 
Appraisal of Federal Investment!!!. Water Resource Programs (Chicago, 
1957), p. 25. . 
8 .. '. ' 
Ciriacy-Wantrup, p. 25 •. 
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and (3) the ex1.stence of external economies. 9 The third argument, 
Margolis maintains, is defensible but cannot be used to defend the 
measurements used by the Bureau of Reclamation. There are two maJor 
sources of external economies: (1) the growth of the market and (2) 
the use or expansion of social overhead capital. In some cases, roads, 
10 schools, and community centers may be used more efficiently. 
Different procedures and criteria have been used by the several 
federal agencies 1n evaluating benefits. Several attempts have been 
made to develop a systematic and consistent framework for the economic 
evaluation of river basin proJects and programs. In 1950 a Subcommittee 
on Benefits and Costs of the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee, 
submitted a report which was adopted by this Committee as a basis for 
~onsiderat1on by the participating agencies for application in their 
respective fields of act1V1ty 1n water resource development. Later in 
:!.9:54, the Subcommittee on Evaluation Standards was formed to succeed 
t.he Subcommittee on Benef1 ts and Costs, and a revision was made of the 
c1r1ginal report to include matters in which there was general 
11 ~g~eement. This report focuses attention on effects attributable to 
proJects, the nature of benefits, and the effects of alternative oppor-
12 tunit1es on evaluation and proJect formulation. 
In 1962, a report of the President's Water Resource Council was 
9Jul1us Margolis, "Secondary Benefits, External F.conomies, and the 
Just1f1eat1on of Public Investment, 11 The Rev1ew of Economies and 
2tat1at1cs, XXIX (August, 1957), pp. ~-9. ~ ~ 
10 Ibid., pp. ~8?-91. 
11~ ~' p. l. 
12Ibid., p. 2. 
issued with the purpose of establishing 
••• executive policies, standards, and procedures for uni-
form application in the formulation, evaluation, and re-
view of comprehensive river basin plans and indiVi,.dual 
proJect plans for use and development of water and related 
land resources.13 
16 
The Soil Conservation Service has adJusted its procedures to ti3,k.e into 
account the recommendations contained in Senate Document 97 and some 
runendments to Public Law 566. 14 
There are no maJor differences in regard to the measurement of 
primary benefits among the different Federal Agencie9 • The generally 
accepted basis is the "with"and"without" approach. That is, the bene-
fits to be measured comprise the difference in the future between net 
returns to the watershed resources with the proJect and without the 
'rhe primary benefits to be credited to the proJect are the total 
primary benefits as previously defined, less the cost of goods and serv-
ices that are not otherwise ti3ken into account. These goods and 
services should br;, priced at their expected market prices. The types 
of primary benefits considered include: (1) domestic, municipal, and 
industrial water supply;. (2) irrigation; (;s) water quality control; (4) 
flood control and prevention; (5) land stab;tlization; (6) electric 
power; (7) drainage; (8) navigation; (9) recreation development; (10) 
fish and Wildlife development; and (11) other benefits, including area 
l3Presideri.t 's Water Resource Council, Policies, Standards, .~ 
Procedures in.the Formulation, Evaluation, and Review of Plans for Use 
and Develon;;;;nt £! Water~ Related Land R~urces, Senate Doc~nt 
No. 97, 87th Congress, 2d session (Washington, D. c., 1962), p. 1. · 
14United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Serv-
ice, Econom:lcs Guide for Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention 
(Washington, D. C., March, 1964). -. -.--. 
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redevelopment and the servicing of international treaties and national 
defense under specific conditions. 
Several formulations exist among the federal agencies in regard to 
the appropriate operational meaning of secondary b(;;nefits and the;Lr 
measurement. It is recognized that through the multiplier effect, a 
water resource development proJect frequently does trigger utilization 
of additional resources and provides a Wider base for economic activity, 
but these agencies differ ;I.n ];'espect to the treatment that should be 
given to these secondary benefit;s. The ~ ~ states that although 
these benefits may be significant at the local or regional level, from 
the national public point of view such benefits usually have little 
significance in proJect formulation and economic Justification.15 No 
specific procedures for estimating secondary benefits are suggested in 
this report. 
Senate Document No. 97 states that secondary benefits attributable 
to a proJect from the local, regional, or state standpoint should be 
evaluated, and an additional benefit-.cost ratio computed •. Secondary 
benefits attributable to the proJect from a national point of view, 
shall be incl1,1ded in the computation of the benefit-c:ost ratio •16 
Again, no specific guidelines are provided for the determination of 
secondary benefits. 
The "Economic Guide II of the Soil Conservation Service suggests 
some factors that can be used in est1matip.g net secondary benefits: 
(1) The value of local secondary benefits "stemming from" the proJect 
15Green Book 1 p. 10. 
16 . · 
President's Water Resource Council, p. 6. 
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can be considered to be equal to ten per cent of the direct primary 
benefits; (:?) The value of locGU secondary benefits "induced by" the 
proJect can be considered to equal ten per cent of the increased costs 
that primary producers will incur in connection with increased or sus-
. 17 
tained production~ 
TJ:ie Bureau of Reclarn~tion follows a different procedure in the 
est1.mat1.6n of se~ondary benefits. In the case of irrigation benefits, 
the Bureau of ·Reclamat::I;on rileasuree two types of secondary benefits: 
increased prof:t.t.s to some btis:{ness of the area and increased property 
valu~~lB Of course, the methodology used by the Bureau of .Reclamation 
. . . 
. . . \ 
and techniques used by 0th.er agencies .. can be questioned, but no single 
technique has been commonly accepted.either by the federal agencies or 
by economists working on· res9wce development. The esti.mc;ttion of indi-
. . 
rect benefits remains one of t.he 'most 'complex im-d · controversial problems 
. . '• ,. 
in water and· relatecl re$6u:t'c:es deve16pment. · · 
Some have ~ointed out that government decisions . are often based 
. . . : . . . 
larg~ly on political rather than·eco~omic considerat1,ons, and that in-
stead of ben:efi t~cost analysis the wilH.ng;ness to repay. a portion of 
the costs should be made the criteriori f'cir public resource development.19 
It has also been suggested that s:Lnce the gover~ent obJectivesgo 
.. . . . 
beyond the ach:tevement of economic effic:i.ency, proJects should be 
. 17 . • .
. u.s.D.A., Soil Conservation Service, Chapter 11, p. 3. 
18 . . . 
U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau Q.! Reclamation Manual, 
Vol •. XIII-Benefits and Costs (Mc;trch, 1952), quoted in Roland N. McKean, 
Efficiency,!!! Government Through Systems Analysts (New York, 1958), 
Po 154. 
l9See s. V. Ciriacy-Wantrup, "Benefit Cost Analysis and Public 
Resource Development," Journal £.! Farm Economics, XXXVII (November, 
1955), Po 676. . .. · . . . . . 
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approved if they help to att.aih government determined national obJec-
tives. This implies that some.goals which are not e:x:pressable in eco= 
nomic te:rrns should also be considered when evaluating water resource 
proJectso 
Primary Impact of Irrigation Development 
The first phase of this study' analyzes the effects of irrigation 
dev-elopment on the farm sector of the study area. This is the primary 
or direct impact of irrigation~ Linear programming techniques are used 
to determine the farming systems required for maximum income on typical 
or representative farms operating under dryland and 4,rrigated conditionso 
Dete:rm:i.ning the changes in income and resource use II With 19 or II Without" 
irriga:t1c11 for the particular farms, and then aggregating for the whole 
e.r·1::1a, a. m€1asure of the pr:'l..mary impact of 1rr1ga.t:1on development is 
obtained. 
The f:'r.rst step in ax~alyzing the importance of irrigation for an 
area is to consider how valuable an additional unit of water is for the 
111dt11·1dua.l farm. Marg1.nal analysis provides the necessary framework 
f'or determ:1.ni:ug the most proftta.ble · allocation of a given supply of 
water among alternative uses. It also permits estimating how valuable 
a reso·ux·ce :1,::i at the margir.i.. Profit maximization is assumed to be the 
prima:r;y c:>bJect11rn of the firm (farm). It 1s also assumed that the mar-
ket:::, for facto1~s and products are sufficiently competttive, so that the 
ind:tvtdual firm faces a perfectly elastlc demand curve for its products, 
and a perfectly elastic resource supply curve. Thi,s implies that both 
prod11ct and factor prices are given parameters to the firmo 
Under these conditions,· the conventional marginal analysis model 
20 
indicates that the farmer should allocate his available supply of water 
in such a manner that the marginal value product of the water applied 
is the same in all of 1 ts use.s and greater than (in the· case of a lim-
ited water supply)or.equal to (in the case of an ineffective limit) 
the marginal cost of obtaining the water. This is the necessary condi-
tion for profit maximization. The second order condition is that the 
marginai value.product of wat~r in each use decline as additional water 
. is applied.. This .P!'.~nciple 9onsti tut es the basic theoretical framework 
. . . . . 
used in·this study in eshrnating the value of water for irrigation. 
The op$rational procedure used is linear programming, which essentially 
p;t>ovides the same analytic~l.framework as marginal analysis. There are 
some differences between the margtna.l analysis approach to the theory 
of the firm and the linear programming a,pproach. The principal differ-
ences stem from the different assumptions 1ri relation to the production 
·. . · 20 · · 
function. ·· Jlilarginal analysis is concerneq. With. the process of making 
choices from alternative factor.prod,uct combin.a:l;ions considering 
infinitesimal changes in these combinations; that 1$, it involves con-
tinuous production functions. Linear programming is concerned With 
problems involving the opt:imtzation of linear relationships subJect to 
- certain linear coristra.1rits •. Linear programming encompaeises problems in 
which the quantity to be maximized Corminim:!,zed) is stated as a linear 
function of the indepE)ndent variables and is subJect to a system of 
linear 1nequali ties state.cl in terms of these variables. 
20 . . · . · · . 
. For a detailed discussion of the basic differences between 
marginal analysis and linear programming, see.Thomas H. Naylor, "The 
Theory of the Firm: A Comparison of Marginal Analysis and Linear Pro-
gramming," The Southern Economic Journal, XXXII (January, 1966), 
pp. 263-273. . 
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The general 13tat1c·maximizing linear programming model can be 
stated in the folloWing manner. Define. c3 as unit net revenue above 
variable costs resulting from one unit increase in the J th activity •. 
th . . . 
Let.:icj represent the J activity, wherE:1 an activity is a particular 
· way of combining certain factors to produce a unit of output. Let b1 
. th . . 
denote the J ·.·.11m1tational ·reso~ce, ~d the coefficients ~j specify 
.. ·. ~·· .· . ili 
the amount of .. the i resource required per unit increase in the J 
activity. The obJect:i..ve 1s to maximi~e; 
stibJect to the inequality restrictions of the :production possibilities 
.matrix 
an Xi' + ai:,.~. + ... + a ~ < °bJ. ln -
~ .Xi + Br.»·. :ii;.. + ..... + Bg~ Xn· <.~ - . 
. ' 
. · ... 
. . . . 
Pis total profits or the·returns to the fixed factors. The pur ... 
pose of the linea~ programming mo~eJ,. is to' dete~mine the. values of the . 
. . . 
x3 (1;1.0tiV'ity ievels) that Will satisfy the re-stricti~ns of the produc-
tion possibilities matrix.and at the same time maximize profits. 
Linear programming j;s well suited for the kind of data available 
and for the nature of ·the.problem to. be considered in the first phase 
of this study. Thus, l::f,.near programming is used to determine the 
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optimal allocation of rei;,ources among $everal enterprises, and to ob-
tain the optimum enterprise combinations. The simplex procedure of 
solving a linear programming problem also provides estimates of the 
marginal value products of limiting resources, or the amount by which 
total revenue would increase if one more u,ni:!: of the resource were 
21 available. The marginaJ,.val.ue product of a ecarce resource is the 
amount of incr.ease or reduction that· would occur. in P from increasing 
or decreasing the ava.1:t.ability of the resource by o!).e unit, with all 
other conditions remaining equal. A complete marg:'J_nal value product 
. schedule (demand schedule) for irr1$atio;n. water can be obtained using 
variable resource programming. The supply of water available may be 
. ' . . . . 
allowed to change from zero, o.,: a sma.1.1 amount, to an unl:t;mi ting amount 
and the resulting inarginal value products can be used to determine the 
demand schedule for.irrigation water. 'Thi1;, approach will be used to 
estimate .the value of irrigatton water to the farmers of the watershed. 
Secondary lmpact of Irrigation Development 
The broad obJective of this study is to provide an insight into 
the importance of irrigation development, not only to the farmers who 
are directly affected, but also to other economic groups of the commu-
nity which are indirectly affected by the development. The various 
sectors of a local economy contain a degree of interdependence whereby 
a change in one sector reaults, indirectly, in changes to the other 
sectors. Multiplier analysis provides the best available technique to 
21 · · . 
See Earl O •. H;eady .and Wilfred Candler, L:tnear Programming 
Methods (Ames, 1958) for ··1a. complete. exposition of the linear program-
ming techniques. Chapter 7 tr~ats the resource valuation problem. 
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anaiyze the economic impact or change in economic activity resulting 
from changes i.n certa:in economic variables under given assumptions. 
The secondary impact t>f tr:dg~tion development is expected to take the 
form of increases iri. the trade activity of the a,rea, increases in non-
farm employment, increases.in population, and increases in income. The 
developm~nt. of irrigation brings about i;in increase in demand for agri ... 
cultural productive inputs and rui 1.ncrease in farm incomes. This in 
turn leads to ~n increase in employment opportunities in other busi-
nesses 1n·the local area ~hich produce goods and eervices for the farm 
sector. These :lrid.ustries in turn increase their demand for goods and 
servi9es from other economic groups of the community. This process 
results in . ah 1nc:rea.se in income :f'dr the various economic groups of the 
·. ·. . 
local area. The increase in.employment tends to result.in increases in 
population •. Other lei;;s tangible seco;ncjary effects have to do with 
recreation; sense of.· security; and esthetic' values~ 
The input-output model may prov:t,de the. most comprehensive mathe-
matical technique avai;Lable. to· quantify the secondary effects of. 
irrigation development~ .However~ conceptual and empirical difficulties 
limit its u~efulness at the regional level.. 
The input-output model was introduc~d by Wassily.Leontief, who 
used it to study the United StateSeconomy.22 ·The input-output rriodel 
is based upon two fundamental assumptions. To be able to make predic-
tio:ns Wi.th the model, it is assumed that .the input-output coeffic+ents 
are constan,t •. This. in'lplies that·technology rema!l.ns constant over the 
time period involved. · This assumption is cri t1c1zed as being unrealistic 
22Wassily Leontief, The Structure of~ American Economy, ill.2-
1939. 2nd edition (New Yor, 195i). 
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for long run predictions. The other assumption of the model is that 
there are no errors of aggregat:tonin combining industries into sectors. 
This assumption implies that the coefficients for a sector are represen-
. . . · 24 
tative of the industries Within the sector.· Hatana.ka indicates that 
in order to aggregatE;'l Without affecting the predictive power of the 
model, the' industries. that. a.re c·ombined' to form an aggregated sector 
. . . 
must have identical cost structureis· ·and must not purcha.se inputs from 
themselves. 25 There seems to be. no way of fulfilling this condition in 
. . 
the J;'eal world. Another coric'eptual shortcoming of the model. is that 
the multipliers obtained from i~put-output analysispred:!ct the total 
impact of the initial chang~ in economic conditions, exclusive of any 
leak.age. Leakage :ts def1i;ied as the change in economic activity in 
other regions due .·tO the change in a particular region. 26 The amount 
of leak.age depends on the imports of go6ds·and services from other 
regions to the regto·ri.·rece.iving the in;I.tial stimuli. In. a low income, 
predOminantly rural area, th:ts leak.age.has been.estimated to be as high 
. · 27 
as 88 per cent. · 
23Hollis B. Chenery and Paul G. Clark, Interindustry Economics 
(New York, l-959), p. 16. 
24 . . · . . .· 
Gerald A. Doeksen, "An Input-Output Analysis of the Structure of 
the Economy of Oklahoma" ( unpub. M.S. thesis, Oklahoma State University; 
1967)' p. 19. : 
. . . . . 
25w. Hatanaka, "Note on Consoiidation Within a Leontief System," 
Econometrica, 4X (1952); pp~ ;01-303. 
26 · . • · Gerald A. Doeksen and CI+arles H, Little, Estimation of the~-
age £f Output ~Income from ~.Regional Economy Using Input-Output 
Analysis. Oklahoma State Uri1.versi.ty Agricultural Economics Paper 
AE6718 (Stillwater, 1968), p. 2. · 
n . . . 
H. A. Wadsworth and .J. M. Conrad, "Leakages Reducing Employment 
and Income Mult:Lpliers in Labor-Surplus Rural Areas," Jo-u:r;-nal £f ~ 
Economics, XLVII (December, 1965), pp~ 1197-1202. . · ·. . ·. .· · 
2.5 
Empirical difficulties a.rise in the construction of the input-
output model because the statistical data requirements are extensive. 
These requirements make the development of a regional input-output 
model time-consuming and costl;r, especially if loc;::a:l data are to be 
used. In many area9, the detailed data required (such as purchases and 
·. salE;!s of each sector frqm ·eac:Jh other sector) are ·not available, and the 
cost of callee ting them is prohibitive •. 
It has been argued recentiy .that in terllls of design, the input-
. . . . 
output accounting system us:ually ·rocuses attention on the technical 
rather than th:e trade relationships f~r the region, and that "In order 
. . . . 
to quantify the. secondary effects that axe conq:.neq ·to a region, we 
. ·. ,• ,,' 8 . ,, '• .. ·. . ,, 
need purely regional linkag~s. ·~ 2 < . An. operationai model which describes 
the linkages or :f,nterdependence of the various secto~s and subsectors 
. . . . 
of southwestern Oklahoma has been developed by Olson.29· This model is 
lesflrestrict:Lve.in.terms of data requirements than the input-output 
approach and has been designed to reflect th:e particular or regional 
. economic characteristics of areas .such as southwestern Oklahoma. A 
model similar to the one deveioped by Olson is used in this study in 
· attempting to eval).]ate the secondary·1mpact resulting from irrigation 
development .. The procedure followed involves the use of economic base 
multipliers and regress1on,mult1p11ers. 
28Robert ,T. Kalter and Wtll1am B. Lord, "Measurement of the ImpMt 
of Recreation Investment on a Local Economy," American Journal of 
Agricultural Economics, L (May, 1968), pp. 24}·".256. .· 
29carl E. Olson, "The Impact of Agricultural Resource AdJustment 
on the Economy of Southwestern Okiahoma. 11 (unpub. Ph~D. dissertation, 
Oklahoma State University, 1967). · 
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Economic Base Multipliers 
The concept of a multiplier effect in economics was first developed 
by R. F. Kahn. in 1931.30 Kahn's employment multiplier :Ls a coefficient 
relating an increment of primary employment to the resulting increment 
· 31 of total employment. From·the work of Kahn, Keynes developed an in-
vestment multiplier which relates an increment of investment to an in-
32 crease of income. -· · Like the investment multiplier, economic base 
multipliers purport to quantify the economic impact which a change in 
one sector of a local economy. w111·1mpose on other sectors. Although 
statements appear'. in earlier 11 teratur_e to indicate that researchers 
were using the idea qf basic and service activities, 1t was Hoyt who in 
1936 developed the essential outlines of-the concept as it is known 
today. 33 · Essentially, the.· economic · base · ccmc ept asserts that a region 
or local area c.an ecori,omically exist axid expand only becauee of 1 ts 
.... ·. . .:· 
specialization in product output, part or all of which is exported and 
sold to other regions. This .premise states that the goods and services 
a community sells beyond its. borders prov1.de the foundation on which 
nonexport activities can thrive .• · An increase in' exports, ceteris 
paribus; leads to an incre~se 1~_employme:p.t in those industries pro-
ducing for external markets_; this. increase in employment leads to an 
3oR. F. Kahn, 0Th.e Rel~tionof Home Investment to Unemployment," 
The Economic Journal, XL! (June, i931), pp. 179-198. . 
31 · . · 
Alvin H. Hansen, !:,. Guide !2, Keynes (New York, 1953), p. 86 • 
. 32John Maynard Keynes,. The General. Theory of Em;eloYl!jent, Intere:3t, 
and_ Money (New York, 1964), pp. 113-131. · 
33Richard B. Andrews, "Historical Development of the Base Concept," 
Land Economics, XXIX (May, 1953), p. i63. 
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increase in local income, which spent induces a derived and estimable 
increase in employment in those industries producing for the local 
consumers. Further, th.e increase 1n exports increases the earnings of 
. . 
locally owned factors used in producing goods and services for the 
external markets. This also leads to an increase 1n local disposable 
income and hence to an increase in emp:J..oynient in the industries pro-
ducing for the localmarket.34 
Industries which produce g.oods all or part of which are sold in 
external markets are classified·~s basic;:. The remaining industries 
Which produce goods.';and services pr;l.marily for .the local consumers are 
referred to as nonbasic, internal., s~condary, service,. residential, 
derivative, and by other names. by various ·authors •. In this study, they 
. . . . . . . . . . : . 
are called derivative, follow;I.ng Olson.'s notation. 
. The methodology involved in econoinio base analysis consists of an 
est1mat1on of a ratio of·some quantifying.measure of the deri'vative 
industries to the basic industries. From the.data·u$ed to compute this 
basic.;..de:rivat1ve ratio, a regional multiplier. is calculate.d 0 · Several 
. . . . . 
units of measure couJ..d .be used ·.to estimate the .bas1c...;der1vative ratio, 
however most economic ba.se·studies have relied on emp:I.oyment as their 
. . 
unit of measurement, e:ince employment data are more easily obtainable, 
and because employment levels ar~ considered to be good indicators of 
economic activity. Other units of meas1,1rement that could be used are 
income flows, payrolls, and value added. Tiebout points out that, 
although income may be the best unit of measure, measuring income of a 
34aeorge H. Hildebrand a.nd Arthur.Mace Jr. "The Employment 
Multiplier in an Expanding Ind~strial Market: Los Angeles County 
1940-47," ReV1ew 2f. Economics ~ Statistics, XXXII (August, 1950), 
p. 242. . · . · . . . • · · 
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community is a tricky problem both conceptually and statisttcally.35 
Other units of measure present similar problems or are difficult to 
obtain with the.desirable reliability •. For the purposes of this study, 
employment data will be used in estimating the economic base 
multipliers. 
The first ste:p in estimating an employment multiplier using eco-
nomic base analysis :,.sto group total employment into those·employed in 
basic activities and tholse employed in.deriyative activities. The 
second step is the calculation of the ratio of total derivat;I.ve 
employment .to total basic employment. · .. This ratio is called. the basic-
derivatiVe multiplier. . A ratio of 1: 1.50, for example, indicates 
that for.every .1nd:1;,vidual employed in basic activities there a+e 
1.50 indiv:1..duals employed in der::t.vative act:t,vities. If used for 
forecasting purposes, this basic-derivative multiplier would indicate 
that for every lOO new persons employed in basic activities there 
. . . . 
wou],d be 150 new Jobs in derivative activities. A basic-total 
employment multipler (generally referred to in the literature simply 
as the employment multiplier) can also be obtained by adding one to 
the basic-derivative ratio. The actual derivat:Lon of this last 
multiplier is .total employment (basic plus derivat:;tve).divided by total 
. · 36 
basic employment. The basic-total employment multiplier indicates 
35Charles M. Tiebout, "The Urban Economic Base Reconsidered,"~ 
Techniques .Q.f Urban Economic Anal~sis, ed. Ralph W. Pfouts (West 
Trenton, 1960), p. 288. · . · . .. 
36This is exactly the aame, since: 
Derivative Employment +l 
Basic Employment · . 
= Derivative Employment+ Basic Employment 
. Basic Employment 
= Total Employment. · 
Basic Ehlployment• 
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how a change in basiq employn'!ent affects total employment. 
Another mul ttplier which is obtained using economic base theory is 
the basic employment-population. multiplier. This particular multiplier 
indicates how a change in basic employment affects total population.. 
This multipiier is obtained by dividing total population by total basic 
employment, and.is based upon the assumption that there is a somewhat 
constant relationship between the labor force of a community and the 
size of the populat1on which it supports.37 By the same te>ken, a total 
population to total employment ratio could be estimated that would 
. . . . 
indicate how many pe:rsons, including himself; a given individual em-
ployed in any activitycould support. 
Eachof these econom;I.c base multipliers are useful in forecasting 
the future growth of a region. First,·. the change in basic employment 
is estimated. Then, the change in basicemployment is multiplied by 
the re spec ti ve economi.c base mu:tlipl1er ·. to find out the future change 
in derivati:veemployment, tbtal employment, .or total population. The 
basic assumption of the procedu;e ':ts.that exports q;re basic to the 
growth of a region. 
Economic Inte:t:"devendence'Model Specification 
The economic interdependence model is designed to represent the 
inter sectoral linkages of the local economy •. · The moclel is used to 
predict the effects that.the initial changes in the agricultural 
sector, arising from irrigation development, will impose on the rest of 
37Rtchard :S. And:rew~, "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base: The 
Concept of Base Ratios," ~ Techniques of Urban Economic Analysis, 
ed. Ralph W. Pfau.ts (West Trenton, 1960), p.~ 
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the economyo For this purpose, the local economy is divided into two 
broad .sectors, the agricultural sector and tne nonagricultural sector. 
In order to isolate the.specific effects of the original change in the 
farm sector on certain subsectors, the nonagricultural sector is sub-
diVided into four subsectors: (1) the wholesale, retail and service 
sales subsector, which is expected to be the most affected by the 
changes in the agricultura+ sector; (2) the mining and manufacturing 
subsector, which is assumed to be unaffected by the changes in the 
agricultural sector; (3) the government subsector; and (4) the retired 
population subsector. 
The model consists of the five folloWing basic equations and their 
estimating forms: 
l\ ;Ed = lli,t6Eb 
!J,P = ~6~. 
E"" E + E a na. 
E = E + E a mm 
t\ 
E::: E + E a mm 
~ = E .... E a mm 
y = y + y 
a na 
+ E + E wrs g. 
+ 2: + ~ wrs g 
+ (E + ke6C ) .wrs wrs 
y = y + 
a 
y + y + y + y 
wrs mm g r 
~ = ~ + ~ + ~· + y + y a wrs g mm r 
+ (E + k4 AP) g 
~ ~ (Y + ks6E) + (Y + ka6C ) + (Y + k76P) + Y + Y 
a · wrs wrs . g mm r 
c = c + c rs pa c 
e ;::: c + a rs pa c 





































= Total Employment 
= Basic Employment 
- Derivative Employment 
= Agricultural Employment 
- Nonagricultural Employment . · 
. . . . . . 
= Mining and Manufa.cturing Employment 
= Wholesale, Reta:11, and Service Sales Employment 
= Government Employment · 
= Total l;'Qpulation. 
= Total Persona.l lncome . · 
. . 
= AgriculturalPersonal I:ncome 
= .No~agricult~al Personal· Iticome · 
=·Personal Income to Retired .Population 
:: .Personal .Income. to Whol.esale, Reta:1.l, an9- · SE:lrvtce 
- Personal Income· to Mining and Man uf act uririg 
= Personal Income . to Government 
Sales 
= ·Total Volume of Trade in Retail, Wholesale, and Service 
. Sales 
= Total Volume of Expenditur~s in Reta1,.l and Service Trade 
= Demand for Productive Inputs and Services by Agriculture 
= Demand for Consumer Goods and.Services 
= Basfc ... Derivative Employment Multiplier· 
= Basic Employment-Population Multiplier 
= Consumption Expenditures-Employment Multiplier 
= Population~Government Employment Multiplier 
= Employment-Agricultural.Personal Income Multiplier 
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ks = Consumption ]\lxpenditures~Personal Income Multiplier 
~ : Population-Governrnental Personal Income Multiplier 
kg = Per Capita ConsUrllption. 
Equations (LO) and (2.0) are functional relationships, the former 
indicating how a change in basic employment affects derivative employ-
ment and the latter shcMing how a change in basic employment affects 
total population. The coeff1C:1ent Ki., of Equation (1.0), :ts a basic-
derivative employment multipl:I.er -that is used to estimate. the extent to 
. . 
which additional employment in the agr1.cul tural sector leads· to increas-
. . 
. ed. employment in the nonagricultural s~ctor, The coefficient ~, of 
... ', . . . 
Equation (2.0),.is.a ·ba.sic employrnep.t-population multiplier that is 
used to project the chiange .in total po.pulation re1;3ult1ng from a change 
. . . 
1n agricultural employment. · The:se first two coefficients are the basic 
elements of the model •. 
Equations (3.0) and. (3.1) describe the composition of total em-
ployment in the area of study~ The level·of agricultural.employment, 
. . : . . . . 
Ea' is a predetermined va.riabie, and the level of employment in the 
mining and manufacturing subsector, E , is assumed to remain unaf-. . . mm 
. .. . 
fected by irrigation development. Equations (3.2) and (3.3), which are 
/\ 
used to proJect the future levels of employment in the area (E), con-
tain two var:1,ables that Will· be estimated ·Within the model: employment 
/\ 
in the wholesale,· retail and service sa::\.es subsector (E ), and em-
wrs 
ployment in the government subsector The change in employment in 
. . . 
the wholesale, retail and service sales subsector is considered to be 
influenced by the change :tn tp.e volume of trade in the same subsector; 
that is 6E~s = ~6Cwrs· The chang~ ;l.n governmental employment is 
assumed to be influenced by the phange in toi;a:l population; 
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that is, 6Eg = k46Po 
Equations (4.0) and (4.1) describe the composition of total.per-
sonal income for the area of study. Personal income is defined as the 
income :received by person~ from all sources during the calendar year. 
It includes cash plus 1;1elected payments in kind Without deducting per-
sonal income taxes and other direct taxes. Equations (4.2) and (4.3) 
are the estimating equations of total personal income for the area. 
Personal income for the mining and manufacturing subsector and personal 
111.come of the retired population are assumed to remain unchanged as a 
result of irri~ation development. Personal income to agriculture(~), a 
personal income.to the wholesale, retail, and service sales, c!wrs'' 
Md gove:i:i~ental peraonal inoom_e (~8), are estimated w:t thin the model. 
The ob,ange in person~l income to agriculture is considered to be 
a£feohd by the change in total employment; that is, 6"!a = ksAE• The 
. . ·.· : 
1:nex>ea$e in peraonal 1nconie to agriculture as a secondary impact 1n-
ol witill increments 1~ :tnoom~ from _a_ll sour~ee, wages, and salary pay-
.m@n h rui.d other forms of .1:noome; ~ Ya is only seoond..ary effect on 
~f'1Q11ltural 1uoome. '!'hes$ :tnoreasae :ln personal income are produoed 
by th~ SUQoeas1ve rqunds o! we~lth-produc1ng aot1v:tt1ea which result 
f':rom the 1~i.1t:tal ohangel;l in the farm sector. The increase 1n net tum 
reti.rrn~ o'btvJ.1ned.1:n the f1:rst part of the study is M est1mate.0£ the 
d.trfi!Gt or p1"1i:na:ry effeob 1n the form o;f' prof1 t aaoru1ng to the farmer~ 
o! the w~tl;ll~ah®d fci:r the add.1t1onal operl!l.tor ia'bor <itnd management a.Ho"" 
O\§.ted W;t'th tr-:r1gat1on. r;levelopment. The C1h.ange in per11;1onal 1.noome to 
the whole1Hli1:J.la, retail, and serv1oe sales subseotor is assumed to be 
related to the changes in the vol1zne of trade in the same aubaector; or 
And, the change in governmental personal income is 
assumed to be determined by the change in population, 6Y = k_,6P. 
·. . . g 
Equations (5.0) and (5.1) show that the total volume of expendi-
tures in the retail and service trade is composed of the demand for 
agricultural productive inputs and services, and the demand for consumer 
goods and services. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are used to predict the 
volume of l'eta.11 and .service trade in the area. In these last two 
equations, C ·1s a predetermined variable, The demand for consumer pa 
goods and qerv:J,.ces, c:' whi,ch includes all kinds of products sold at c 
retail (including manufactured goods or oils and minerals sold at 
retail), is e5timated Within the model. 
Equations (1,0) and. (2 .O) are used to estimate the changes in non-
agricultural employment and population originating from the initial 
change in the farm sector. 'l'he coefficients kj_ and k:.a appearing in 
these two equations are e:;;ti~ated using economic base analysis. The 
first coefficient, kj_, is a bas1c .. derivative employment multiplier. 
The second coefficient, ~, is a b1;1.sic employment-population multiplier. 
Equation. (3.3) is used to estimate. the leve]. of ·governmental em-
A 
ployment, Eg; the change in the total volume of trade in the wholesale, 
retail and service sales subsector, 6C ; and also the level of em-. wrs ·· 
ployment in the wholesale retail an.d service sales subsector, ~wrs• 
The change in total population 6P, obtained from Equation (2.0) is used 
to estimate the level of governmental employment, ig. The change in 
total employment is obtained when the change in derivative employment 
is estimated from relationship 1.0; then, using the estimated values of 
E and E, Equation (3.3) is solved for 6C • The value oft is ob· g · wrs wrs 
A 
tained by substituting 6C into 6E = Is~C • The coefficient~ wrs wrs . wrs 
is a consumption expenditures-employment multiplier that i11dicates how 
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changes in the volume of trade in the wholesale, retail, and service 
sales subsector affects employment in the same subsector. The other 
coefficient appearing in Eqµation (3.3), k4 , is a population-
governmental employment multiplier that shows how governmental employ-
ment is influenced by changes in total population. These two multipli-
ers are estimated using regress:)'..o:p. analysis •. 
The levels of personal income are estimated using Equation (4.3). 
There are three multipliers in this equat:Lon that are estimated using 
regression analysis: ks·. is an· employment-agricultural personal income 
multiplier that indicates how personal income to agriculture responds 
to changes in total employment; 1fs is a consumption expenditures-
persona], income multiplier that reJ,ates changes in personal income in 
the wholesale, retail,and service sales subsector to changes in con-
sumption expenditures;· and, k.;· .. is ·a population governmental personal 
income.multiplier that indicates how governmental personal income.is. 
affected by changes in total population. 
The demand for c.orisumer goods and services, Cc, is obtained by 
multiplying the proJected level. of population of the study area by the 
per capita consum~tion, ~. · Then, Equation (.5.2) 1$ used to proJect 
the total volume of expenditures .in the retail and service trade, C • . . rs 
. . . 
Thus, there are. five multipliers ::t.n the interdependence model 
which are estimated using regression analysis. Least squp.res regression 
techniques, forcing the regression through the origin can be used to 
. 7:8 
compute such multipliers.~ 
8 . . . 
3 Charles H. Little, Effects 2f New Investment£!!.§; Community. 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Statton Processed Series P-551 
(Stillwater, 1966), p. 15. The regression techniques are discussed in 
Problems in Applying the Interd~pendence Model 
Two key multipliers in the model presented above are calculated 
using economic base analysts. However, there are some problems asso-
ciated with the UE:;1e of this technique in regional analysis. One of the 
most important technical problems in the use of this concept is that of 
identifying basic and derivative industries. To est:tmate the basic-
derivative multipliers, it is necessary to separate the industries of 
the .region under study into basic and,derivative categories. IE:;1ard 
points out ·that differences 1,n methods of basic and service component 
identification can cause significant va,riat:ton in the estimated basic-
derivat:tve ratio, and hence :tn any derived multiplier value,39 'l'here 
are at least three ways in which the basic derivat:tve classification 
can be made: (1) an~ priori classification using the experience or 
Judgement of the researcher, (2) a firm .... by-firm determination of the 
market·orientation of each firm's output; that is,.an analysis of the 
marketing areas of each f:trm, .and (3) a comparison of local industry. 
employment shares With those of other areas of the nation. 
The·first approach abovE! is questionable for obvtous reasons, and 
· the second method is replete with d:1,ffi~ulties due to the amount of in-
formation that is required.· The third method is more promising and can 
be applied by the use of location quotients and specialization ratios. 
any statistics or .econometrics book. For example J. Johnston, 
Econometr1c Methods (New York, 1963), pp. 3-39. 
39Walter Isard, Methods of Regional Anal;ysis: ~ Introduction .!:2, 
Regional Science (New York, 1960), p. 198. For a detailed discussion 
of the problem of identification, see also Richard B. Andrews, "The 
Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base: General Problems of Base Identi-
fication," Land Economics, XXX (May, 1954); pp. 164-17~~ 
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This procedure is used in the present study to classify industries into 
the baste and derivative categories and is discussed in the final sec-
tion of this chapter. 
Another problem associated With economic base studies revolves 
around the delimitation of the geographic area for which the study is 
to be made. However, . lsl:U'd suggests that the choice of the area should 
be made based on the p~poses of the investigation, the nature of the 
. · · .·. ·.. · · · . 40 . 
· regional linkages, and the data ava1lab111 ty. Secondary data is used 
to estimate the parameters of the interdependence model. Thus, for the 
purposes of this study,. the delineation of 't:he area to be considered 
ha!iil to be. made in terms of cowities, .. since data for smaller geographical 
a.reas.lil.l'e not available. ~e selection of the.counties to be included 
is ma.de using.results from previous studies conducted to determine the 
. . . 
trade area of the water~hed. 
·•· Another problem. :ts that usil'l.g ernployment. figures ignores the dif-
f@:rentials i;n wage levels foi, ·alternat1 ve OCCU:P<3.'t:I,ons. It is evident 
.· ' : . ,· . 
that the mul t1pl1er e"ffect of an. :lncreasf:l in employment in a basic in· 
. . ' . . . . . . . . ! . 
diistry W1 th high wages. nll be diff,erent from ttat wh;tch would result 
. . 
:f':rom a.n tnq:rease in employment 1n a low-wage i:ridu1:1try •.. An expansion in 
~ htgh.-w~ge ind.usti:-y Will :have a greater impact. through the multiplier 
th@ ~~P,@li?!O:n t:n a low...:wage industry~. 
. . . . . . 
'l'h;i.§ !i!t-udy is concerned With the estimation of the economic impact 
:re§YJ..t:tng from original changes in the farm sector. It does not con-
1:1:?,0,er:r th, ef:f.ec1ar that would :result from changes in alternative induQ'"' 
and can be ignored. 
Economic base multipliers measure the effect of an economic change, 
but not the time required for the total adJustment in the economy to 
occur. Economic base analysis assumes that subsequent to the occurrence 
of an economic change in the local area, the economy will gradually 
settle back to its previous .or.historical basic-derivative relationship. 
Butj although the round..;.by-round process which causes the return to the 
original relationsh:i,p takes time, i:Q: the longrun the constant changes 
in the structure of the economy.are likely to a],ter this basic-
derivative relat:ton.ship •. Nourse indicates that, conceptually, the 
economic base multiplier is a short-run concept that takes time to work 
. 41 
out its full effects. 
In the case of irrigation development, it is necessaJ;"y to allow 
·time for farmers to adopt irrigation and to make the investments re-
quired by irrigated. fa.rmtng •. It is also necessary to keep in mind that 
in the long r1,.m the inp1,1t-output coefficients, prices,. and other vari-
able are bound to change. Thus, the results of this study have to be 
interpreted considering these factors. The analysis does not indicate 
how long :Lt Wi1], take for the·full effect of irrigation development to 
take place, nor how long it will last. 
Location Quotients and Sl?ecialization Ratios 
The location quotient measures the degree of concentration of em-
ployment in a given industry in one area (the "subJect economy") as 
~ . . . 
. Hugh O. Nourse, Regibnal Economics (New York, 1968), pp. 162-163. 
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compared w1 th another area ( the "benchmark economy"). More precisely, 
the location quotient is a.ratio of the employment in·a given industry 
as a per cent of total employment in the subJect economy to employment 
in the sa~e industry as a per cent of total employment in the benchmark 
economy. For example, assume that employment·in a given industry of 
the sti.bJect economy is 20 per cent of total employment. Further assume 
that the benchmark economy has 10 per cent employed in the same indus-
try. The. location quotient for the subJect economy compared with the 
benchmark economy would be 2 in this case (20 per cent for the subJect 
economy divided by 10 per cent for the benchmark economy). 
A location quotient of 1 for a particular industry indicates no 
greater specialization in the subJect economy relative to the benchmark 
economy. Where a locat:ton quotient in excess of 1 is found, greater 
specializat:ton is indicated in the. subJect economy relative to the 
benchmark economy. If·a. given industry has a location quotient signif-
icantly below 1, this in<:3,icates greater specialization in the benchmark 
economy than in the subJect economy. The .extent to which a location 
quotient exceeds.l indicates the amount of local employment in an indus-
try which can be classified as basic. Hildebrand and Mace list 4 fac-
tors that may result in location quotients being significantly above or 
below unity in a subJect economy. They are: (1) differences in fac.-
tor input coefficients of the same industry in the subJect and bench-
mark economies; (2) differences in the quantity and quality of available 
productive resources; (3).differences in the demand functions of the 
two areas, which indicate differences in tastes, income .levels, and 
~ . 4· · Hildebrand and Mace, p:p. 241-2 9. 
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income distribution; and (4) differences for certain industries between 
the two areas-1n,procurement and/o:v distribution costs of transfer, 
which could explain locational concentrations of industries.43 
Thus, the location quotient can be employed as a usable index of 
the market orientation of industries in a particul1;1.I' economy. In mixed 
industries, the location quotient assumes that the local patterns of 
use and habits of consumption are equal to the national average, and 
that all local demands for prod4cts of these industries are served by 
44 45 local production •. '· There are cases in which these assumptions do 
not hold; for instance, the local consumption habits may deviate from 
the national average because of differences in taste patterns, income 
· · · 46 
levels and income d:tstribtition or relative price patterns. 
In the actual classifi.cat:ton of employment into basic and deriva-
tive for those industries in the subJect economy which reveal a loca-
tion quotient greater than 1, special.ization ratios can be used. The 
. . . . 
specialization ratio considers the difference between employment in an 
industry in the subJect economy and employment expected in this indus-
try tf" both the subJect economy and the benchmark economy were self-
l.L7 
sufficient. '· Each of the two areas are self-sufficient if the 
43 Ibid., p. 244. 
411-The term mixed industries is due to Isard, p. 195, and refers to 
industries which sell in both the local and the external markets. 
45Ibid. 
46John M. Mattilla and Wilbur R. Thompson, "The Measurement of the 
Economic Base of the Metropolitan Area," Land Economics, XXXI (August, 
1955), p. 218. 
47Gerald E. Thompson, "An Investigation of the Local Employment 
Multiplier, 91 ~ Review of Economics and Statistics, XLI (February, 
1959), p. 64. 
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industry's level of employmerit is proportionate to their respective 
levels of total employment. The difference between the actual level 
of employment and the eshmated self..,suff1cient level of employment, 
gives a measure of the extent to which a given industry's employment in 
48 the subJect economy is sustained by sales outside the subJect economy. 
From this estimation, 1t·1s possible to calculate the amount of em-
ploymentwhich is basic for a partic\llar industry. The special1zation 
ratio can be expressed ar;tthmetically as follows: 
B + s. ( ) s1 - , • 5t 
Specialization Ratio~ ~~-B~t......,+~S~t-·--~, 
st 
where S1 and B! are ;industry employment in the subJect and benchmark 
economies, re5pectively, and· St and Bt. are total employment in the sub-
Ject and b.enchmark econ9m:Les, respectively. 49 For e:x;ample, assume that 
. the values of S1 , • St., Bi , and B~ are 20, 60, '40, and 240, respectively. 
Substituting these values 1nto the above formula and solving, results 
in a specialization :ratio of .40. This means that 40 per cent of the 
employment of this industry in.the subJect economy may be classed as 
50 bas:'Lc. 
Location quotients and specialization rattos are used in this 
study to classify industries into the basic and derivative categorie1;5. 
These procedures :J,dentify the basic and derivative employment of an 
48Ibid. 
49Ib1.d. 
50 This also implies that to be Just self-sufficient the subJect 
economy would need only 12 persons employed in this industry. 
industry more obJectively than a simple~ priori classification. 
Chapter IV describes the specific procedures used to estimate the 
parameters of the interdependence model. The numerical results are 
presented in Chapter V. The next chapter deals with the primary ef-
fects of irrigation development. 
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· CHAPTEi{ III 
. . 
PRIMARY IMPACT OF IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT' 
The empirical procedures used in estimating the pr:i,mary tmpact of 
irrigation development are explained 1n the firstpart ofthis cha,pter. 
The rest of the chapter contains the numerical results for this phase 
of the study. 
Empirical Procedures 
Defining Typical Farms 
The idea of a ·typic~·: or rep:resentative. firm has an historical 
. . . 
basis. Alfred· Mars~all pointed out that "a representative firm is in . 
. . 1 
a sense an average firm."· He. uses the idea of. a representative firm 
in analyzing .the effect of. firm size on returns. Other uses of the 
typical firm approach have been made in farm management and production 
economics. 2 'Al.though most studies based on the typical farm concept . . 
are static in nature and tend to be normative rather .than predictive, 
the technique can be used as an operational tool of farm analysis. A.s 
Piaxico a,nd Tweeten put it, "ur~til mQre is known about how managers 
1Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics. (8th ed., London, 1959), 
p. 318. . -
2 . . • . 
The development of this approach is discussed in Harold a. 
Carter, "Representative Farms-GUi.des for Decision Making, 11 Journal £f 
~ Economics, XLV (December, 1963), PPo .1448-1455. . · 
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actually make decisions, and how the different variables enter the 
decision-making framework, a systematic obJective predictive model does 
not appear possible. "3 
The Soil Conservation Service provided detailed soil survey maps 
and a complete description of the soil units of the watershed. Informa-
t1onon the operator's name, legal description, acreage allotments, and 
other data on each farm were obtained from.the Caddo County Agricultural 
' . . . 
Stabiliza.tion and Conservation Service. • This information was utilized 
' ' 
to develop i;ypic:ial farms foi- the progra'llming analysis, in the following 
manner. 
First, using standard sampling procedures, a stratified random 
sample of the operators in the watershed was obtained. Stratified 
sampling was used to insure th;it the total sample would not.be improperly 
.. ·, 
weighted by a pal'.'.ticular size of holding. Prior knowledge of the 
prevalence ofparticularsizes permitted stratifying the population 
into five groups according.to size: The f:Lrst group was composed of 
farms of less than 240 acres; the second, farms of 240 to 400 acres; the 
third, farms of 400 to 560 acres; the fourth, 560 to 800 acres; and the 
fifth~ farms of over 800 acres. Following this sampling procedure, a 
sample size of 54 was determiped with subsamples of sizes 38, 6, 3, 3, 
and 4 corresponding to the five strata considered. 
Second, the soil.units of the watershed were combined into classes 
having relatively equal productivity as determined by comparable yields 
and physical characteristics. Tables II and III present the definitions 
3James Plaxico and Luthe+ G. Tweeten, "Representative Farms for 
Policy and, ProJection Research," Journal .2f Farm Economics, XLV 
(December, 1963), p. 1464. · 
TABLE II 
. . 
DEF:):NITION OF LAND PRODUCTIVITY CLASSES, SANDY SOILS 
Sb - Land Capabil1tyClasses I arid II.· The soils of this group are 
deep, level to very gently slopping (Oto 3 per cent slopes). 
These soils are product;lve fiile- sa.n,dy loams. The folloW1ng 
soils ~re included in this group: Cyril fine sandy loam, 
Pula.ski and Yahola. Soils, and Noble fine sari.dy loam. . . 
S - Land Capa:b1li:ty Class III. · .. This ~roup consists of deep, gently 
c sloping soils (3 to 5 per cent slopes). Included in this group 
arE:l the sandy upland, soils of the Dougherty series. 
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Sd ~ Land Capability Class IV~ This group compri.ses sloping soils 
· (5.to 8-per cent slopes) of the following series: Dougherty and 
Eufala loamy·f1ne sanc;is, Noble fine sandy loams, Eufala loamy fine 
sand, and Eufala loamy fine sand hummocky. 
TABLE III 
DEFINITIONS OF LAND PRODUCTIVITY CLASSES, LOAMY SOILS 
L - Land.Capab1.l1ty Class I.bottomland.· This group is composed of 
a deep, level soils (o to 1 per cent slopes) with none to slight 
erosion. These are highly productive soils. This group in-
cludes the following soils:· Reinach silt loam, Pond Creek silt 
loam 1 .and Pc:mdC.reekfine.sandy lo~. · 
. . . 
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Lb - Land Capability Class IuplMd and Class II upland or bottomland. 
· This group consists ·of deep, very gently sloping soils (1 to 3 
per cent slopes) with negligible to moderate erosion and high 
natural fertili,ty •.. Ifincluctes the following soils: Reinach 
.silt loam upland~ Porid Creek silt.loarri,Pond.Creek fine sandy 
loam, Port silt loam, Grant loam, Norge silt·loam,. Shellabarger' 
fine sandy loam, and.Cobb. fine sandy loam. 
L - Land Capability Class I:U. This. group comprises s. loping soils c (3 to 5 per cent slopes)· with negligible to moderately severe 
erosion.· They have moderate to high natural fertility. The 
folloWing soils are :;t'nc1uded in this gro.up: Grant loam, Minco 
.silt loam, Norge silt loam, Pond Creek silt loam, Shellabarger 
fine sandy J,oam, and Cobb fine sandy ·loam. · ·· 
Ld - Land Capab11ity Class .IV. This group is made up of slop:I,ng soils 
(5 to 8 per.cent slopes), or lesser slopes With severe erosion. 
This group conta::(.ns .the folloWing soils: Grant loam, Grant-Wing 
Complex, Minco very fine .. sandy loam, Cobb fine sandy loam, konawa 
loamy fine sarid, Grant silt loam and Woodward-Quinlan Complex. 
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of the soil productivity classes. Third, the soil units on each of the 
54 farms of the sample were measured and aggregated according to the 
product1v1t.y classes· defined. in Tables II and III. Finally, the typical 
farms defined in Table IV were obtained by using the averages of land 
resources and acreage allotments for each of the above five groups. 
It is convenient to keep in mind that the synthesized typical 
farms described here are not necessarily equal to any particular farm 
in the watershed. Rather, they reflect physical and institutional farm 
resource situations COlll!llOrt to the area. 
Crop Enterprises 
The cr<:>p enterprises considered in this study are those currently 
being used in the watershed. Admissible dryland and irrigated crop 
enterprises for all representative farms are: cotton, grain sorghum, 
wheat·, peanuts, alfalfa, forage sorghum, ensilage, and bermuda grass. 
The Elnterprise budgets used in thfil linear programming analysis are 
based on i,nformationcollected, from severa.;L source$. The yield esti-
mates and cropping systems were obtained from county extension person-
nel, and staff members of the Departments of Agronomy and Agricultural 
Economics of the Okl1;thoma State University. Machinery costs are based. 
· on dat~ developed from other southwestern Oklahoma studies. Machinery 
costs and typical field operations are shown in Appendix A, Tables XXIV 
and xxv. 
Sprinkler irrigation methods are assumed in this study because 
surface distribution methods. cannot 'be used effect:l'.,vely on the "coarse 
. . . 
textured.sandy soils-and because much of-the land of the watershed is 
. . . 
. . 



















PESCRIPl'J;ON OF TYPICAL FARMS 
T;z:e1cal Farms 
I :u III 
13 20 11 
25 73 114 
34 42 96 
4 7 22 
· 18 60 48 
94 202 291 
38 128' 165 
7 17 24 
139 347 480 
9 11 10 
·6 29 35 
18 47 67 
.10 47 24 
Number of Farms in Watershed 532. 113 61 




















required by sprinklerirr:l',gation and no particular skills are necessary 
to move the portable lateral lines wh.ich makes this system very practi-
cal. Although the initial cost of the equipment is high, it usually 
permits utilizing a limited water supply more efficiently than alterna-
t1ve distribution methods. · 
Two basic spr:!,nkler :!'.,.rr:tgat1on systems.are designed based on the 
amount of water to be pumped (Appendix A, Table XXVI). Other systems 
can be designed by combining these two systems. The costs of delivering 
the water t.o the puinp are not considered in this study. Hence, tJ;ie 
.values of water optained. represent the maximum amount that farmers 
could afford t9 pay for wate; del:tvered to the pump •. · Since the average 
fixed and variab.le costs per, acre-inch are ~iff~rent. depending upon the 
amount of water applied, and since this amount cannot be specif:!ed in 
advance. of programming., .the programming. is ·carried on· considering only 
variable costs for alternative irrigation systems. After the program .. 
ming is c:ompleted, · the appropri.a.te siz.e of irrigation system is assigned 
to the particular farm and the .annual fixed costs subtracted from the 
. marginal value products to obtain the value.s of irrigation water. 
Three irrigation:levels are used for each crop. These irrigation 
levels are supplemental or in addit:'f_on·to·the usual distribution of 
r;;dnfalL The lowest irrigation level is chosen to represent that 
combin&tiori of input~ that would yield the highest physical output per 
acre-inch of frrigation water applied~ The highest level of irrigation 
is chosen to represent that combinatioil of inputs yielding the greatest 
net return per acre •. · The !nterrriedia.tei level of water is chosen to fall 
between the upper and lower levels. These crop irrigation levels are 
base.d on experimental data and e;xpe!'ience of personnel of the Soil 
50 
Conservation Service, the Agricultural Extension Serv;:tce, and the 
Oklahoma ExperimentSta.tion. Appendix A, Table XX.VII shows the monthly 
distribution of irrigation water for each crop. 
. . . 
The enterprise budgets for dryland and irrigated condit1ons pre-
pared for this study are presented, in Appendix A, Tables XXVIII-LVI. 
_ Wheat, peanuts and. cotton .enterprises are restricted to the current 
allotments of the typical farms. --The conserving base restriction is 
also included in the programs. 
Livestock Enterprises 
Alternative livesto_ck enterprises are limited to cow-calf and 
feeder systems prevalent in the watershed. Appendix A, Tables LVII-
LXII 9 contains the budgets developed for the alternative livestock 
enterprises. 'l'wo cow-calf enterprises, one assuming spring calving 
with sale of gocd-cho:tce feeders October l, and the other assuming fall 
calving and selling of good-choice feeders July 20 are included. Two 
feeder systems, one fall buy, selling one year: later, and the second 
fall buy, selling on March l are include_d. The other feeder system 
provides for spi·ing buy and fall selling. 
Two classes of labor are included in the analysis: operator labor 
a.,YJ.d hired labor. The operator labor available for farm work is assumed 
to decrease as the s:ize_of the farm :tncreases. As the size of the farm 
increases more time is used in management activities~ Four labor 
periods are used in the programming analysis folloWing the typical 
labor-m;ie time divisions for the crop and livestock enterprises of . . . 
Oklahoma. Table V shows the levels of operator labor assumed in this 
study. The analysis assumes that additional labor can be hired 
throughout the year at a rate of $1.50 per hour. 
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It is assumed that the farm operator may borrow all the capital 
that is necessary for his farming operations at seven per cent simple 
interest •. A capital charge of seven per cent is imposed on the annual 
capital used by each enterprise. 
Pr:tce assumptions for this study approximate current prices paid 
and received by farmers of the study area •. These assumed prices are 
based upon information obtained from extension personnel, retail mer-
chants and earlier surveys ma.de in the area. 
Linear Programming Results 
Variable resource programming ts used to obtain optimum farm or-
ganizations at different levels of water supply.· The.acre inches of 
water• available to the farm. are allowed to vary from zero (representing 
dryland conditions) to the l.evel at which water is no longer a limiting 
resource. 
The parametric programming method is a modification of the stand-
ard simplex linear programming model. rrh1s procedure permits one to 
analyze the effect of changes in the water supply on the.optimum solu-
tion, and to generate the q.ata needed to construct a demand schedule 
for irrigation water. The follow:Lng sections give the results of pro-
gramming optimum farm organizations for the five typical farms at 
alternative levels of water supply. 
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TABLE V 
ESTIMATED OPERATOR'S TIME AVAILABLE FOR FARM WORK BY TYPICAL FARM 
Month Hours Hours Typical Farms per per 
Day M9nth · 
!Ia IIIb IVC yd Month I 
January 22 8 176 176 165 154 143 132 
February · 20 8 160 160 150 140 130 120 
March 22 8 176 176 165 154 143 132 
April 22 9 198 198 187 176 165 ~ 'Sb -- 667, ·624. 581 Subtotal . 710 710 53 
May 22 9 198 198 187 176 165 154 
June 22 10 · 220 220 209 198 187 176 
Jtily 22 10. 220 220 . 209 198 187 176 
Subtotal 66 .·· ms 638 605 572 539 506 . .., 
August 22 10 220 220 · 209 198 187 176 
Sept. 22 10 220 220 
·~ 
198 187 176 
Subtbtal L~4 440 Ii'.40 396 374 352 
October 22 10 220 220 209 198 187 176 
Nov. 22 9 198 198 187 176 165 154 
Dec. 22 8 ·~· 176 . 165 154 ~ ~ Subtotal 66. 59 .5§4. 561 528 95 
Total 262 2,382 2,382 2,251 2,120 1,989 1,858 
a Assumes that \ hou.+> is used daily in management. 
b . . . 
· Assumes that l hour is used da:i,ly in ~anagement. 
c .!. . 
Assumes thatl2 hour.is used daily in management. 
dAssumes that 2 hours a.rE;; used daily in management. 
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Prog~med Optimum Organizations 
'.):ables VI through X show the programmed optimum organizations at 
alternatives levels of water supply for the five typical or representa-
tiYe farms considered in this study. Of the activities programmed, 
peanuts and grain sorghum are the only crops to enter all plans. One 
feeder cattle enterprise based on native range or bermuda pasture, is 
similarly pre$ent in all alter·native optimum programs. Of the crop 
alternatives constdered, only forage sorghum and ensilage fail to enter 
any of the optimum solutions (Tables VI-X). 
Under dryland conditions, the optimum plans for all five typical 
farms include peanuts,· cotton, grain sorghum, and $teers. All typical 
farms with the exception of typical farm II, also include alfalfa to 
satisfy the c:onserving base acreage restriction, and to utilize the 
minimum cotton diversion acreage. Typical farm II complies With the 
conserving ha$e restriction with the :inclusion of bermuda grass. 
Wheat, which is pi~ogrammed only as a dryland alternative~ enter1;3 only 
:ln some of the optimum plans for ~ypical farms I, III~ and Vo It is 
later replaced by grain sorghum. 
Irrigation water is initially allocated to peanuts on each of the 
typical farmso When peanuts are i;rrigated at the high rate of water 
application~ the water not utilized by peanuts goes to bermuda grasso 
The higher acrE'age of bermuda. grass perm1.ts inc:r·eases tn the number of 
steers contained in the optimum plans. As irrigation water becomes 
less lim::lting~ the general pattern is for cotton~ alfalfa an.d wheat to 
leave the optimum organizations. When water becomes an unlimiting fac-
tor9 in general five activities remain in the opt1mum programs~ 
irrigated peanuts~ irrigated bermuda grass, irrigated grain sorghum'l 
.. TABLE VI 
' . 
PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM I, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUI'PLY 
Item 
Irrigation yater Supply 
























































































































































































PROGJR.MDmD OPHMOM ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM II, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Item Uof.t Quantity . Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity 
Irrigation vuer Supply A.-In. 108.00 348.00 729~00 1,173.00 · 1,353.00 2,073.00 2,199.00 2,314.73 2,423.00 
Bet Jtecurus1 Dol. 8,143.86 9,581.80 12,404. 70 14,307.88 15,141.35 15,403.42 15,848.54 15,903.98 15,949.70 15,957.59 
Drylmd Crope: 
BeDllllla Gnu .Acres 49.00 49 .00 49.00 
Cotton Acres 42.00 33.()\) 33.00 42.00 
Grain Sorgbua. Acres 82.00 91.00 91.00 82.00 71.00 51.00 51.00 44.00 37.57 32.00 
P-ts Acres 29.00 20.00 
Irrigated. Crope: _ 
Bei:auda Grass Acres 49.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 67.00 73.43 79.00 
Grain Sorgb1a Acres 42.00 62.00 62.00 62.00 62.00 62~00 
Peanuts Acres 9.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00 
Lbestock: 
Con Bead 
Steers Bead 61.40 61.40 ol.40 . 117. 75 137.00 137.00 189.50 207.87 224.75 240.54 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs. 650. 71 663.13 692.73 943.48 1,035.11 1,057.31 1,345.92 1,374.06 1,430.22 1,460.27 
Bf.red Hrs. 22.46 
Annual Capital Used Dol. 6,137.24 6,188.90 6,436.10 10,676.93 12,060.57 12,188.17 16,115.02 17,438.95 18,656.88 19,812.79 
Crop Product:i.OD 
Cotton Lint Clrt:. 189.00 148.50 148.40 189.00 
Cotton Seed Clrt:. 302.40 237.60 237.60 302.40 
Grain Sorgb1a Oilt. 1,902.00 2,118.00 2,118.00 1,902.00 3,762.00 4,482.00 4,482.00 4,314.00 4,160.00 4,015.36 
Peanuts Oilt. 552.00 706.00 1.026.00 1.066.00 l,Q6_§.0() 986.00 _ 98~.oo 9_86.0.0 986.00 986.00 
11teturns to land, operator's labor, equipment capital, management and overhead 
(H 
. TABLE VIII 
. . 
PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM III, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
. ,.,_,. -· 
Item Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity. Quantity Quantity.· Quantity Quantity 
lrdgation !ater Supply A.-Iri. . 216.00 28.8.00 420.00 477~00 510.00 639.00 687.00 735.00 
· · Net Returns DoL 12,115.92 is ,trn~ ~ 66 · 15,942.51. 17,51L60 17,8~9.39 18,050.17 18,650.18 18,846.95 18,978.92 
Drylaild Crops: 
Alfalfa; · Acres 27.00 8.00 .8.00 8.00 27.00 27.00 8,00 
Bermuda Grass Acres 19.00 19;00 19.00 
Cotton Acres 64~00 64.00 . 64.110 64.00 
.. 
64.00 . 64.00 64.00 64.00 64.00 
Grain Sorghum. Acres 160.00 165.00 165.00 165.00 _ 165.00 · .. 165.00 165.00 157.00 165.00 
Peanuts Acres 35.00 11.00 11.00. 
Wheat .Acres s.oo 8.00 
Irrigated Crops: 
Be.rmuda Gras.s Acres 19.00 27.00 - 27.00 
.Grain. Sorghum Acres, 
Peanuts Acres 24.00 24.00 ·. 35.00 35.00 · 35;00 35.00 35.00 35;00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
Steers Head 41.25 52~65 - 52.65 52,65 . 41.25 · · 41:2s 74.50 88.50 as.so 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs. 875.93 . 946.00 954.88 971.16 937.16 941.23 1,076.84 1,128.68 1,139.08 
·Hired Hrs. 
Annual Capital Used Dol. 5,781.39 6,630.86 6,681.02 6,816;98 6,143.65 6,166. 75 8,501.81 9,506.81 9,490.09 
Crop Production: 
94~50 Alfalfa Ton 94.50 28.00 28.00 2s;oo 94.50 28.00 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 288.00 288.00 288.00 . 288,00 288.00 288.0Q 288.00 288.00 288.00 
Cotton Seed Cwt. 460.80 460.80 460;80 460:so . 460.80 460.80 460.80 460.80 460.80 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 3,552.00 3,786.00 3,786.00 3,786.00 3,672.00 3,672.00 3,786.00 3,642.00 3,994.00 
Peanuts Cwt. 628.00 . 940~00 1,036,00 l,212.00. 1,212.00 1,234.00 1,282.00 1;282.00 1,282.00 
Wheat Bu. 175,00 .280.00 
1 . . . 
Returns to land, operator's labor, equipment capital, management and. overhead. 
\J1 
°' 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity 
Irrigation yater Supply A~-In. 879.00 975.00 1,050.93 1,522.55 1,677.00 
Net Returns Dol. 19-,316. 76 19,508.93 19,654.99 20,539.20 20,827.89 
Dryland Crops: 
Alfalfa Acres 
Bermuda Grass Acres 
Cotton Acres 64.00 64.00 64.00 17;16 




Bermuda Grass Acres 27.00 27.00 39.65 48;00 48.00 
Grain Sorghum · Acres 32.00 32.00 32.00 78.83 96.00 
Peanuts Acres 35.00 .35.00 35 .• 00 35.00 35.00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
Steers Head 88.50 88.50 110.65 125.25 125.25 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs. 1,156.84 1,192.86 1,225.30 1,309.93 1,327.47 
Hired Hrs. 
Annual Capital Used Dol. 9,518.65 9,584.89 11,150.13 12,208.04 12,217.47 
Crop Production: 
Alfalfa Ton 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 288.00 288.00 288.00 77.00 
Cotton Seed Cwt. 460.80 460.80 460.80 123.00 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 4,474.00 4,634.00 4,406.20 6 ,551. 08 7,392.00 
Peanuts Cwt. 1,234.00 1,234.00 1,234.00 1,234.00 1,234.00 
Wheat Bu. 
1Returns to land, operator's labor, equipment capital, management and overhead. 
Quantity Quantity 
1,776.00 1,837.19 





125.25 129. 71 
1,339.48 1,361.20 
































PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM IV, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Item Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity ·Quan~ity Quantity Quantity. Quant:i.ty Quantity. Quantity 
Irrigation yater Supply .. A.-In. .450.00 .. 468.00 792.00 819.0Q 
. . 
855.00 .·· 1,179,00 1,215.00 1,395.00 
. Net Returns. · . Dol. 16,187.80 20,970.21 21,028.58 22,003.41 22 ,083. 89 . 22,189.75 23,075.55 23,165.86 23,595.10 
Dryland Crops: 
.Alfalfa Acres 57 .00 57.oo 54;00 
.. Bermuda Grass Acres 
· Cotton. Acres .. 65.00 65.00 65.00 65.oo. 65.00 65,00 · 65.00 · 65~00 65.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 235.00 235.00 .. 23:S,.OO . 232.00 229.00 223.00 169·,oo. .169.00 169.60 
Peanuts · Acres 30.00 
mieat Acres· 3.00 3.00 6;00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Irrigated Crops :· 
Alfalfa· Acres 
Bermuda Grass Acres 57.00 57.0d 57.00 57.00 :S7.00 57.00. 
Grain Sorghum · Acres .3 •. 00 9.00 ... 63.00 . 69.00 ~9.00 
· Peanuts Acres 30 .. 00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 · 30.00 30.00 • 30.00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
Steers Head. 64.0U 64.00 69.00. . 164.00 · 164.00 164.00 164.00 164.00 164.00 
· Labor Used: 
Operator . Hrs. 1,125.96 1,170. 75. 1,180.26 1,371.47 1,374.80 1,374.80 1,374.80 1,377.02 1,443.62 
Hired Hrs. 21.61 32. 71 42.64 231.58 231.58 236.02 275.98 281.56 237.16 
Annual Capital Used Dol. 7,818.85 8,260.97 8,645.29 15,209.49 15,237.87 15,277.02 15,555.39 15,547.04 15,637.94 
Crop Production: 
.Alfalfa Ton 199.50 199.50 189.00 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 292.50 292.50. 292.50 292.50 292.50 292.50 292.50 292.50 292.50 
Cotton Seed .cwt. 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 468.00 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 5,250.00 5,250.00 5,196.00 5,844.00 5,916.00 6,012.00 6,768.00 7,032.00 7,332.00 
Peanuts · Cwt~ 600.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 . 1,140.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 
Wheat Bu. 105.00 105.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 -.. -
1Returns to land, operator's labor,equipment capital, management and overhead. 
\J1 
o::> 
T:A:BLE IX (Continued) 
Item Unit Quantity -Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity· ·Quanthy Quantity Quantity 
Irrigation yater Supply A.-In. 1,422.00 2,007.00 2,i72.73 2,250.00 2,424,00 .2,442.00 3,474.00 3,528.00 
Net Returns Dol.· 23,652.U 24,784,00 25,026.16 25,123.87 25,231.24 · 25,296.59 25,494.33 25,503.07 
Dryland Crops: 
Alfalfa Acres 
Bermuda Grass Acres 
Cotton Acres 65.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 166.00 166.00 . 147 .59 139.00 110.00 110.00 110.00 107.00 
Peanuts Acres 
· ·Wheat Acres 




Bermuda Grass Ac;i:'es 57.0(; 5}.00 57.00 57.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 72.00 137.00 155.41 164.00 164.00 164.00 164.00 164.00 
Peanuts Acres 30,00 30.00. 30.00 30.0ci 30.00 30.00 · 30.00 30.00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
Steers .1ead 164.00 164.00 164.00 164.QO 215.00 215.00 290.00 290.00 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs. 1,446.95 1,580.95 1,601. 39 1,601.39 1,616.92 1,616.92 1,656.68 1,654.03 
Hired Hrs .• 237.16 211.81 2i1.81 221.34 335.57 337.79 621.38 622.99 
P.nnual Capital Used Dol. 15 ,66.1. 70 15,678.43 15,795.92 15,857.84 19,530.38 19,547.28 25,388.46 25,440.52 
Crop Production: 
Alfalfa Ton 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 292.50 
Cotton Seed Cwt. 468.00 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 7,422.00 10,607.00 11~269.92 11,579.00 11,057.00 11,081.00 11,081.00 11,009.00 
Peanuts Cwt. 1;134.00 1,134.00 1.060. 34 1,026.00 1,026~00 1,026.00 . 1,026.00 1,020 •. 00 
Wheat Bu. 




PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FAR!':! V, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Item Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantit:y Quantity Quantity 
Irrigation yater Supply · A.-In. 705.00 879.00 1,035.00 1,089.00 1, 101. 00 1,538.19 1,592. 19 1,733.49 
Net Returns DoL· 25,745.41 32 ,991.09 33,549.63 34,023.63 34,184.78 34,219.12 35 ,369 .31 35 ,504. 70 35,855.45 
Dry land Crops: 
Alfalfa Acres 86.00 86.00 57.00 31.-00 22.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 28.58 
Bermuda Grass Acres 
Cotton Acres 133.00 133.00 133.00 133.00 · 133.00 133.00 133.00 133.00 133.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 357.00 357.00 357.00 331.00 331.00 331.00 282.42 273.42 260 • .58 
Peanuts Acres 47.00 
Wheat Acres 26.00 26.00 26.00 26.00 26.00 17 .42 · 
Irrigated Crops: 
Alfalfa Acres 
Bermuda Grass Acres 29.00 55.00 64.00 66.00 66.00 66.00 57.42 
Grain Sorghum Acres 48.58 57.58 79.00 
Peanuts Acres 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
Steers Head 87;00 87.00 137 .00 183.00 198.00 202.00 202.00 202.00 187.00 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs. 1,196.41 1,265.97 1,344.63 1,441.67 1,466.09 1,471.51 1,525.43 1,525.43 1,517.17 
Hired Hrs. 599.12 616.61 742.00 813.44 852. 39 861.04 861.04 867.70 844.12 
Annual Capital Dol. 12,065.87 12,758.53 16,250;00 19,570.27 20,669.89 20,909.87 21,369.41 21,428.13 20,534.64 
Crop Production: 
Alfalfa Ton 304.50 304.50 203.00 112.00 76.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 100.05 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 
Cotton Seed Cwt. 957.60 957.60 957.60 957.6C 957.60 957.60 957.60 957.60 957 .60 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 8,304.00 8,304.00 8,836.00 8,358.00 8,520.00 8,544.00 9,709.84 9,853.84 10,522.53 
Peanuts Cwt. 940.00 1, 786.00 · 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 
Wheat Bu. 910.00 910.00 910.00 910.00 910.00 609.53 
1Returns to land, operator's labor,, equipment capital, management and overhead. 
Cl'\ 
0 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Item Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity 
Irrigationyater Supply A.-In. 1,785.00 2,025.00 2,181.00 2,199.00 2,337~00 3,534.00 3,939. 00 4,179.00 4,206.00 
Net Returns Dol. 35 ,975.04 36,501.21 36,823.04 36 ,851. 30 37-,052.81 38,662.57 · 39,032.93 39,192.55 39,206.12 
Dryland Crops: 
Alfalfa Acres 20.00 
Bermuda Grass Acres 
Cotton Acres . 133.00 133.00 133.00 133.00 133.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 252.00 232.00 232~00 230.00. 230.00 230.00 ·185.oo 145.00 145.00 
Peanuts Acres 
Wheat Acres 26.00 26.00 
Irrigated Crops:· 
Alfalfa ·Acres 
Bermuda Grass Acres 66.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 86.00 126.00 126.00 
Grain Sorghum Acres 79.00 99.00 125.00 127 .00 127 .00 260.00 305.00 . 305.00 305.00 
Peanuts Acres 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47.00 47,00 
Livestock: 
Cows Head 
· Steers Head 202.00 237.00 237.00 237.00 237.00 237.00 237.00 307.00 307.00 
Labor Used: 
Operator Hrs, 1,525.43 1,544.68 1,544.68 1,544.68 1,544.68 1,544.68 1,544.68 1,583.18 1,583.18 
Hired Hrs. 891.48 1,027.83 1,061.63 1,063.85 1,080.87 1,215.20 1;265.15 1,405.61 1,408.94 
Annual.Capital Dol. 21,648.63 24,221. 59 24,192.60 24,210.11 24,318.09 24,491.99 24,816.56 29,869.30 29,894.66 
Crop Production 
Alfalfa Ton 70.00 
Cotton Lint Cwt. 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 598.50 
Cotton Seed Cwt. 957.60 957.60 957.60 957.60 957.60 
Grain Sorghum Cwt. 10,368.00 10,888.00 12,032.00 12,092.00 12,322.00 18,839.00 20,459.00 19,739.00 19,775.00 
Peanuts Cwt. 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,786.00 1,782.00 1,782.00 1,782.00 1,602.00 1,602.00 1,602.00 
Wheat Bu. 910.00 910.00 




dryland grain sorghum, and steers on native range and bermuda grass. 
One exception is that farm I does riot have any dryland sorghum. A 
second exception is that the organizat:ton of typical farm IV contains 
three acres of irrigated a,lfalfa. ·. When water is no longer in short 
supply, each of the irrigated crops comes·in at the high rate of water 
. . 
application •.. It is interesting to Obf?erve the similarities, in terms 
of activities contained, between the optirirum programs of the various 
farms. The differences are, of course, dictated by the relative pro-
portions of the b~sic acreage allotmen.ts, and the relative amounts of 
the different so.ils which. each typical farm has.·. 
Tables XI through·X.V helP. to explain why the changes in organiza-
tion take.place at the various water levels. 'rables XI through XV 
present the programmed optimum cropland uses and optimum levels of 
water use per acre for the five typical farms at alternative levels of 
· water supply.· ··· Under · dry land conditions cotton and peanuts enter the 
optimum solution for all five typical farms at the full allotment 
level. With no irrigation water available, the high producing Lb soils 
are used to.produce primarily cotton, and the Sb soils ::I,n producing 
peanuts.· The remaining soils are taken by grain sorghum, be;rmuda 
grass, wheat, and alfalfa production. The conserving base acreage is 
satisfied w'.1;.th production of alfalfa or bermuda.grass. 
Peanuts is the f:;trst crop to be irr;tgated in all farm situationso 
· Typical farm I uses the 1,ni tial 72 acre ... inches of irrigation water to 
irrigate the peantit allotment at the intermediate level of water appli-
cation. Typical farm II utilizes the .initial 108 acre .... tnches of 
:1,rrigation water to irrigate part of tl+e peanut allotment at the high 
rate. Typical.farm III.uses the first 216 acre-inches of water to 
TABLE XI 
PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM CROPLAND ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM I, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Productivity Water 
Itein Class Level Unit Quantity" Quantity Quantity .. Quantity <iuantity .Quantity · Quantity Quantity Quantity 
Irrigation Water Supply A.-h. . 72.00 90.00 108.00 219 • .00 321.00 567.00 837.00 1,251.00 
c.rops: .. 
Alfalfa Lb Dry land · Acres 11.00 li.OO 11.00 8.QO 
Berinucla Grass Sd 18" Acres 19.00 
Bermuda Grass Le 18" Acres 4.00 
Bermuda Grass Ld .6" Acres 3.00 11.00 J.1.00 18.00 
~ermucla Grass. Ld 18" ·Acres 18.00 18.00 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres 17.oo 17.00 17.00 17.:00 11.00 17.00 
·Grain Sorghum . Sb Dry land Acres 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
Grain Sorghum Sb 9" Acres 7.00 7.00 7.00 13.00 13.00 
Grain· Sorghum Sd Dry laud Acres 25.00 25.00 ·. 25.60 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 19.00 
Grain Sorghl.Ull Lb Dry land Acres 8.00 
Grain SorghUlll Lb 6~' Acres 17.oo 
Grain .sorghum Lb 9" Acres 34.00 34.00 34.00 
Grain s·orghum Le. Dryiand Acres· 4.00 4.00 4.00 4 •. 00 · 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Ac:r:es 18.00 18~00 18.00 15.00 7.00 7.00 
Peanuts· Sb Dry land Acres 6.00· 
Peanuts Sb 12" Acres 6.00 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 6.00 6.00 6.00 · 6.00 . 6.00 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 6.00 6.00 




PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM CROPLAND ORGA.NIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM II, AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Productivity Water Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan-· Quan- Quan-
··rtem Class Level Unit tity tity tity tity tity J:ity tity tity tity tity 
Irrigation Water Supply. · A.-In .• 108 348 729 1,173 1~353 2,073, 2,199 2,315 2,423 
Crops: 
. Bermuda Grass Sd 18" Acres 6 12 
. Bermuda Grass Le 18" ·Acres 7 7 .7 
Bermuda Grass Ld Dry land Acres 49 49 49 
Bermuda Grass Ld 6" . Acres 49 60 60 
Bermuda Grass Ld 18" Acres 60. 60 60 60 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres. 42 33 33 42 
Grain Sorghum Sb 9" Acres 20 20 20 20 20 
Grain .gorghum Sd Dry land Ac,res 64 73 73 64 64 44 44 44 38 32 
Grain Sorghum Lb 9'' Acres 42 42 42 42 42 42 
Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 11 11 11 11 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 20 20 
P·eanuts Sb 12" Acres 20 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 20 20 
Peanuts Sd Dry land Acres 9 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 9 9 29 29 29 29 29 




PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM. CROPLAND ORGANIZATIONS FOR TYPICAL FARM.III, 
AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Productivity Water Quan- -Quan- Quan-_ Quan- Quan- .Quan-
Item Class Level Urtit . tity . t:ity tity tit)'. tity tity 
Irrigat_ion Water Supply .A.-Iri, 216 288 420 477 510 
-Crops: 
Alfalfa. Lb. Dryiand _ - ·Acres 27 8 8 8 27 27. 
Bermuda G_rass Le 18" Acres 
Bennuda "Grass Ld Dry land Acres .19 19 19 
Bermuda Grass Ld 6" Acres 
Bermuda Grass Ld .18" Acres 
Cotton Lb Dry land -- Acres 64 64 64 64 64 -· 64 
Grain Sorghum Sb 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sd Dry land Acres 90 114 114 114 95 95 
Grain Sorghum Lb 6" Acres· 
Grain Sorghum Lb 9" -Acres 
Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 22 22 22 22 22 22 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 48 29 29 29 48 . 48 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 11 11 11 
Peanuts Sb 12" Acres 11 11 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 11 
Peanuts Sd Dry land Acres 24 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 19 19 
Peanuts Lb 9" Acres 24 
Peanuts Lb 12" Acres 24 24 ·5 5 
Peanuts . Lb 15" Acres 



























Productivity . Water Quan-
Item Class Lev-el Unit tity 
Irrigation Water Supply A.-In. lH9 
C:r;-ops: 
Alfalfa Lb Dry land Acres 
Bermuda Grass· Le 18" Acres 
Bermuda Grass Ld Dry land Acres 
Bermuda Grass Ld 6" Acres 27 
Bermuda Grass Ld 18" Acres 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres 64 
Grain Sorgh\lill Sb 9"- Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sd Dry land Acres 90 
Grain Sorghum . Lb 6" Acre'1 32 
Grain S1'.lrghum Lb 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 22 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 21 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 
Peanuts Sb 12" Acres 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 11 
Peanuts Sd Dry land Acres 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 24 
Peanuts Lb 9" Acres 
Peanuts Lb 12" Acres 
Peanuts Lb 15" Acres 
Wheat Lb D!Yland Acres 
{Continued)· 
Quan- Quan- Quim- Quan-
tity tity tity tity 
975 1,051 1,523 1,677 
27 40 48 48 
64 64 17 
90 90 90 9() 
32 32 79 96 
22 22 22 22 
21 8 
11 11 11 11 

































PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM CROPLAND ORGANIZATION FOR TYPICAL FARM IV, 
AT ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
Productivity Water ~uan- Quan- Quan- Quan-. Quan,- Quan-
Item Class Level Unit tity tity tity tity. tity tity 
Irrigation Water Supply A.-In. 450 468 792 819 855 
Crops: 
Alfalfa Sc 18" Acres 
Alfalfa Lb Dryland· Acres 57 57 54 
Bermuda Grass Ld 6" Acre.s 3 57 57 57 
Bermuda Grass Ld 18'' Acres 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres 65 65 65 65 65 65 
Grain Sorghum Sb Dry land Acres 3 3 3 3 
Grain Sorghum Sb 9" Acres 3 3 
Grain Sorghum Sc Dry land Acres 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Grain Sorghum Sd Dry land · Acres 121 121 121 121 121 121 
Grain Sorghum La Dry land .Acres 6 6 6 6 6 
Grain Sorghum La 6" Acres 6 
Grain Sorghum La 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Lb Dry land Acres 54 54 54 
Grain Sorghum Lb 6" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Lb 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 16 16 16 16 16 16 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 86 86 83 29 29 29 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 30 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 30 30 30 30 30 
Peanuts. Sc · 15" Acres 
Peanuts Sd 1511 Acres 






























TABLE XIV (Continued) 
--
Productivity Water . Quan- Quan- Quan-
Item .Class. Level ·Unit t:i.ty tity tity 
Irrigation Water Supply A.:..rn,. 1,422 2,007 2,173 
.Crops: 
Alfalfa sc 18". Acres 
Alfalfa· Lb · Dryland Acres 
Bermuda Grass Ld 6" Acres· .. 57 57 57 
Bermuda·Grass Lei. 18" Acre111 
Cotton Lb Diyland Acres 65 
Grain Sorghum Sb Dry land Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sb :9" ·Acres 6 6 24 
Grain Sorghum Sc· Dry land Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sd Dry land Acres 121 121 103 
Grain Sorghum La Dry land Acres 
Grain Sorghum La 6" Acres •6 6 6 
Grain Sorghum La ·911 · Acres 
Grain Sorghum Lb Dry land :Acres 
Grain Sorghum Lb. 6" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Lb 9" Acres 60 125 125 
Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 16 16 16 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 29 29 29 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 27 27 8.59 
Peanuts Sc 15" Acres 3 3 3 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 18.41 
Wheat Lb . ·~··~Dryland Acres 
Quan- Quan- ·Quan-
tity tity . tity 
2,250 2,424 2,442 
57 86 86 
33 33 33 
94 94 94 
6 6 6 
125 125 125 
16 16 16 
29 
3 3 3 



























PROGRAMMED OPTIMUM CROPLAND ORGANIZATION FOR TYPICAL FARM V, 
AT ALTERNATIVE LE1'ELS OF WATER SUPPLY 
--· 
Productivity Water Quan-· -Quan-. - Quan- Quan,- Quan- Quan:-
Item : Class .Level Unit tity "tity tfry tity tity tity _ 
-Irrigation Water Supply A.-In. 705 879 1,035. 1,089 1,101 
Crops: 
Alfalfa Sb Dry land Acres 29- 29 
Alfalfa Sc Dry land Acres 2· 2 2 2 .· 2 2 
Alfalfa La Dry land Acres 9 '9· 9 _9 
Alfalfa· Lb Dry land Acres . 46 46 46 20 20 20 
Bermuda qrass Ld 6" Acres 29 55 64 66 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres 133 133. 133 133 133 i33 
_Grain Sorghum· Sb Dry land Acres 41 41 70 .70 70 70 
Grain- Sorghum Sb 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sc Dcyland Acres -
· Grain .Sorghum Sd Dry land Aci;es 178 178 
-· 
178 178 178 178 
Grain Sorghum La Dry land Acres 9 9 
Grain Sorghum La 6" Acres 
Grain Sorghum La 9" Acres 
_ Grain .Sorghum - Lb 6" Acres 
Grain ·sorghum Lb 9" Acres 
-Grain Sorghum Le Dry land Acres 12 12 12 12 1.2 12 
Grain Sorghum Ld Dry land Acres 126 126 97 71 62 60 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 47 
Peanuts Sb 15" Acres 47 47 47 47 47 
Peanuts Sc 15" Acres 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 


































TABLE XV (Continued) 
Productivity Water Q'1im-. 'Quan- ·Quan-,·· 
Item Class Level Unit tity tity tity ', 
'' 
Irrigation Water Supply A.-In. 1, 785 . · 2,025 2,181 · 
Crops: 
Alfalfa Sb . i>ryland Acres 
A;l.falfa Sc Dry land Acres. 
Alfal;fa La Dry land . Acres 
Alfalfa · Lb Dry land Acres 20 
Bermuda Grass ·. Ld 6" Acres 66 86 86 
Cotton Lb Dry land Acres 133 133 : '133 
Grain.Sorghum . Sb Dry land Acres 
Grain Sorghum Sb '9" Acres. 70 70 10 
Grairi Sorghum . Sc Dry land Acres 2 2 2 
Grain Sorghum Sd Dry land Acres 178 178 us· 
.Grain Sorghum La Drylam:l Acres 
Grain Sorghum La '6" Acres 9 9 9 
Grain Sorgh~ La 9" Acres 
. Grain Sorghum · · Lb 6" Acres 20 46 
Grain Sorghum • Lb 9" Acres 
Grain Sorghum · Le Dry land Acres 12 12 12 
Grain Sorgh!,llll. Ld 'Dry land Acres 60 40 40 
Peanuts Sb Dry land Acres 
Peanuts Sb 15" . Acres 47 47 47 
Peanuts Sc 15" Acres 
Peanuts Sd 15" Acres 
Wheat Lb _ _D_!Yland Acres 26 26 
Quan~ Quan- · Q'1an..: 
ti'ty tity 'tity. 
2,199 2,,337, 3,534 
86 86 86 
133 133 
n . 12 72 . 
178 178 178 
<9 9 9 ' 
46 
46 179 
. 12 12 12 
40 40 40 
45. .45 45 







































irrigate the peanut allotment at the low rate of water application. 
Typical farm IV uses the initi!3.l 450 acre-:tnches of irrigation water to 
irrigate the peanut allotment at the high rate. And~ typical farm V 
utilizes the first 705·acre-inches of water to irrigate the peanut 
allotment at the high rate of water applicat:(.on (Tables XI-XV). 
There are three pOS$ible adJustments to achange in water supply~ 
a change in total acreage irrigated; a change in acreage of crops with 
differing water requirements; .and a change in rate of application to 
existing crops. For all five typiqa;I. farm.s it j_s more profitable to 
irrigate fewer acres at the higheqt level and plant the remainder of 
allotment to drylarn;l peanuts than to irrigate more acres at a lower 
level. ·Only after the peanvt allotmenthas been irrigated at the high 
rate of water applicat:)'..on, do other crops enter the solutions as 
ir:i;-igatl')d alternatives. 
The second crop tobe irrigated, With the limited amount of water 
is bermudagrass. When the amount of irrigation water available to 
typical farm I is increased to 108.acre-inches, irrigated be:rmuda grass 
enters the optimum. organization (Table XI)" With the third increment 
of irrigation water, typical farm II has more water than is necessary 
to irrigate the peanut allotment at the high rate and b,.9 acres of 
bermuda grass are :irrigated a.t the low rate of water appl:ication (Table 
XII). Typical farm III disposes of enough water to irrigate the peanut 
allotment at the high rate of applicat;ion with the sixth increment of 
water, the extra water is used to irrigate 19 acres of bermuda grass at 
the low rate of water application (Table XIII). Typical farm IV has 
enough water to irrigate the peanut allotment with the first increment 
of water; the second increment .is used to irrigate 3 acres of bermuda 
72 
grass (Table XIV). With the first increment of irrigation waterj 
typical .farm V has enough water to irrigate the peanut allotment at the 
high rate of water application; the second increment is used to irri'c" 
gate 29 acres of bermuda grass (Table XV). 
The third crop to be irrigated is grain sorghum. In general, 
after the peanut acreage ii;; irrigated at· the high rate of water appli= 
cation, the next increments of water are used, first, to increase the 
irrigated acreage of bermuda grass, up to the minimum level of the con-
serving base acril';!age plus the cotton diversion acre~e, and then to 
irrigate grain sorghum at the high rate of water application. 
When the supply of.water is very limiting, cotton production enters 
the optimum s9lut1ons of all five typical farms at the level of the 
allotment. When ::f.rrigatiQn water is less limiting, cotton is substi-
tuted for irrigatedgrain.sorghum production at the high rate of water 
application. 
No general pattern is present With respect to wheat production, 
which is programmed only as a dryiand alternative. When no irrigation 
water is available, wheat ente;rs the optii:num solut10.ns of typical farms 
I, IIJ;, and V. When sufficient irrigation water is ava:ilable, wheat is 
. . . . 
replaced by irrigated grain.sorghum production in the typical farm or-
gap.izations which were previously produc;ing wheat. It should be noted 
that wheat certificate payments were included on l1-; per cent of the 
yield of' each acre. The program did not consider the possibility of' 
planting only 43 per cent of the allotment and receiving the full 
certificate payments for which the farm is eligible. The organizations 
obtained may have contained some wheat if this option had been 
considered. 
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At the high levels of water supply, there is a switch of peanut 
production from the relatively high producing Sb soils to the less 
productive Sd soils. Peanuts are replaced by grain sorghum irrigated 
at the high rate of water application on the Sb soils. In fact, when 
water is no longer a limiting factor, the entire peanut enterprise is 
confined to the Sd soils.irrigated at the high rate of water application 
for all typical farms. The programming resul±E indicate that to obtain 
maximum profits, when water is not a limiting factor, farmers should 
use the high yielchng Lb and Sb soils in producing grain sorghum. How-
ever, when water :ts very limiting the highest returns should be obtained 
by allocating the best soils .to peanut production. These results sug-
gest that, in fact, farmers in the area are doing the right th1ng 
because, under very limiting water supplies, they are actually using 
the best sandy soils for peanut production. 
At the high levels of water supply all the Ld soils are used in 
bermuda grass production .at the high rate of water application (Table 
X-XV). ThiEi is especially true when water is not a limiting factor. 
The land use pattern is generally determined by the proportions of 
the different soils which the typical farms have, as well as by the 
basic acreage allotments of peanuts, cotton, wheat, and conservation 
base. In general, for any particular farm, under dryland conditions or 
very llmiting supplies of water, the Sb soils would be used primarily 
in peanut production. The Lb soils would be used on cotton production 
first, and tb,.en on alfalfa or wheat production. The other soils would 
be taken by grain sorghum or bermuda grass production. As pointed out 
previously, at the high levels of irrigation water supply, or when 
water is not a limiting factor, peanut p:roduction is confined to the Sd 
soils and bermuda grass l:.9 the Ld soils. The remaining soils are 
generally used on grain sorghum production. 
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vilhen water is less limiting, only three crops remain in the opti-
mum solutions: peanuts, bermuda grass, and grain so:rghum at the high 
rate of water application in all typical farms, and dryland grain 
sorghum in four of them. The only exception to this occurs when three 
,;3..cres of irrigated alfalfa enter the optimum solution of typical farm 
IV when water is unlimiting. 
Changes in Resource Requirements and Income 
I 
Tables VI through X also summarize the levels of labor and annual 
capital required by the optimum programs at the different levels of 
farm water supply. Botl;i. labor requirements and annual capit,;3..l used 
incr,ease for all typical farms with the increase in use of irrigation 
watero For typical farm I, the use of operator labor more than doubles 
from no irrigation to irrigation with an unlimited water supply, but it 
is not necessary to hire labor. For typical farm II, operator labor 
for full irrigation is more than double the amount required for the 
optimum dryland organization, and it i.s necessary to hire 22.46 hourso 
Utilizing add1tional operator labor is sufficient to irrigate 
typical farm III for most leveLs of water supply. Only when irrigation 
water is almost unlimi ting or 1mlimi ting is it necessary to hire addi··-
t:I,onal labor. With a supply of irrigation water of 2,352 acre inches, 
it is necessary to hire 56.31 hours of labor in the August-September 
perio~. When water is unlimiting it is necessary to hire 60.90 hours 
of addit:i,onal labor in the same months. Typical farms IV and V require 
hired labor in addition to the available operator labor for all levels 
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of water supply, as well as under dryland conditions, even though the 
total annual.operator labor supply is not completely utilized. Typical 
farm IV uses 21.61 hours of hired labor under dryland condittons, and 
.. 
622.99 hours at full irrigation. The optimum organization of typical 
farm V requ1.:res hiring 599.12 hours of labor under dryland conditions 
and• 1,408.94·~t ··full irrigation •. 
. . . . 
. : . . 
The increase in annual capital used. is significant for all five 
typical farms a$ the supply of 1.rrigat:ion water increase.s. Percentage-
Wise, the ::I,ncreases. in ann0.al capit~l req1;1.irements are lower for the 
. . . . . ' .· 
· larger farms than for the sn1aller ones~ . Obviously, the absolute in-
creases are greater for the larger farms (Tables VI-X). This arises 
because 1:t is relatively more .expensive for the emaller farms to 
introduce irrigation. The prograrnm::T,ng resu.its also indicate that for 
greater. supplies of irrigat:i,on water, there is a higher demand for 
othe:r productive inputs like seed and fertilizers. 
Theincrea.ses in net returl'.'l.s wl).ich result .from the changes in the 
supply .. of irrigation wiiter are presented iri Tables VI through X. · Net 
returns increase with ea.ch a.dditional :I,ncrement · of water for all typical 
.· :. . 
farms. These f'igures.showthe net returns to land, operator's labor\} 
equ.:i'..p~ent Capital., tnanage~~ritand overhead associated With a given 
level of :lrrigatibn development. 
Water Values . 
As discussed in Chapter II, .the simplex .linear programming model 
proVides estimates of t:he marginal value products of limiting resources 
. ·. 
a:s a by-product of getting cm opt:tmum solution. These marg::Lnal value 
products represent. the amount by which .total revenue would decrease if 
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the availability of the resource were decreased by one unit, or the 
amoup.t by which total.revenue would increase if the availability of the 
resource were increased by one unit, all other conditions remaining 
constant. Margi;nal value products indicate possible ga!lns in income 
throue;h acquisitions of scarce or limiting resources. These marginal 
value products represent the maximum price a farmer can afford to pay 
f'o:r an additional acre-inch of irrigation Wq.ter·. 
' . . 
-Figure .2 depicts the marginal value·products of irrigation water 
obta.;ined using.variable re9ourceprogramming. These values are shown 
for all levels of water supply for which an optimum organization is 
determined. 'Integration from zero to a given level of water supply 
indicates the total increase in income that would.result from using that 
particular ~mount. of water.·· . If the value of· this integral is greater 
than the annual fixed costs of•the irrigation equipment, it would. be 
prof'i table t:o irrigate at that particular level. 
The problem handled by linear programming is one of how to maxi-
mize income from a given set of resources. The optimum solution that 
the model chooses is not necessarily one that yields the highest return 
to any one factor, but.one that makes thEl most efficient use of all the 
fixed resources .and yields the maximum returns subJect to the limita-
tions imposed-by these resources. As the supply of any of the fixed 
.resources changes, the optimum solut:ton Will tend to change. As 
· pointed out prev:iously, the values graphically depicted. in Figure 2 in-
d:i,cate how much an addi_tional acre-inch of water, used in combination 
with the other resources, would increase total returns. 
Typical fprm .I shows a value of $11.67 per acre-inch for the first 
72 acre-inches of irrigation wa·~e:r. This arrtoi.mt of water is enough to 
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irrigate the peanut allotment at the intermediate rate of water appli= 
cation. Beyond this level 1 the marginal values of water for this farm 
are much lower. The amount of 1,251 acre-inches of water is all that 
can be profitably used by typical farm I and the value per acre-inch is 
zero for additional water. Typical farm II displays higher marginal 
values for water, at all levels of water supply, than typical farm I. 
~ypical farm .II has a .marginal value per acre-inch of irrigation water 
of $1;'..19 for the first qtcre.;..inches of water. When this farm disposes 
of 729 acre~inches of water, it has as much as is necessary to irrigate 
the peanu.t allotment· at the htgh ra:te of water application and the 
.marginal value of the following acre-inch drops to $4.66. Beyond 2,423 
acre-inches, water is no longer limiting for typical farm II and its 
value declines.to zero. 
Typical farm .III exh:i.bi hi the highest margtnal value per acre-inch 
for the first increments of water •. · This indicates that this farm can 
utilize limited amounts of water more efficiently than any other farm. 
The value of water for this farm ts.$13.82 from·zero to 216 acre-inches 
of irrigation water~.drops to $J.L89 when the peanut allotment has been 
irrigated at the int~rmediate level of water appl1cation1 and falls to 
$4.50 when the peanut allotment has. been irrigated at the high rate. 
With a water level of 2,375 acre-inches~ water is no longer in short 
supply for this farm, and the marginal value of water drops to zero. 
Both typical farms .Iv. and v S;lOW .smaller initial marginal values 
per acre-inch than either typical farm II or III. However, for higher 
levels of water supply,·this situation is reversed. The value of water 
.from zero to 450 acre-inches is $11.84 for typical farm IV. This amount 
. . . 
of water irrigates the peanut allotment of this farm. Farm IV cannot 
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increase net returns by utilizing more than :5~528 acre,-inches per yearo 
From zero to 705 ac:r,e-:tnches, water is worth $11.49 to typical farm V. 
Beyond thi,;3 amount, additional water increases net returns by only $5.43 
per acre-inch up to 879 acre inches. When typical farm V receives 
4,206 acre-inches, all that can be profj_ tably irrigated is being irri-
gated and the marginal value of irrigation water drops to zero. 
The relationships depicted by the curves of Figure 2 are somewhat 
restrict:tve, in the sense.that they are applicable only to farms of the 
type considered in this study.· Furthermore, these relationships are 
normative in nature indicating what the farmer should do to maximize 
profits rather than what he will do. However, it is expected that in 
the long run farmers will tend to adJust to what the analysis indicates 
·they should do, if they want to remain in business. 
Average and Quasi Marginal Returns 
Farmers a,re generally more familiar with the concepts of average 
and marginal returns thap. wtth the rnarginal value product concept; thus~ 
it is perhaps more practical to analyze the cha.nges in income? at 
alternative water supplies in terms of average and mar·ginal returns per 
acre-inchof irrigation water. 
Marginal return (or ma1~ginal revenue) of a given resource is the 
change in the firm's total returns result:ing from. a one···unit change in 
the use of the reE:ource •. For purposes of th::Ls study 9 quasj. marginal 
returns of irrigation water are defined as e.ddi tional returns per acre-
inch resulting from a certain increase in the qua.v:i.t:l ty of irrigation 
water used. More specifically 9 the quas:i marginal returns are computed 
by dividing the increase in not returns from one level. of irrigation 
to the next, by the respective increase in irr:'Lgation water usedo 
Table XVI shows the average and quasi marginal.returns per acre-
inch of water by farm type and le,.rels of water use. Both the average 
and quasi marginal return.s are greater for the first level of :i,rriga-
tion water than for th<': succeeding levels for all typical fax'mS o For 
typical farm I, the first level irrigates the six acres of peanut 
allotment, and increases net income by 1n1.67 per acre-inch of water. 
For. typical farm II~ the first level irrigates nine acres of the 
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peanut allotment and increases net retu3.~ns by $13.31 per acre inch of 
water. For typical farm III, the first level irrigates 24 acres of the 
pea,."iut a,llotment and increases net returns by $13.52 per acre-inch of 
water. For typical farm IV, the f1rst level j.rrigates the ::.o acres of 
peanut allotment and inc:reases net returns by $10.630 And~ for typical 
farm V the first level irrigates the 1+7 acres of peanut allotment and 
increases net returns by ~t10.28 per acre inch of water. 
Typical farms II and III have the highest average returns per acre= 
inch for the second levels of 1.rr:Igation water. These two are the only 
farms for which the first level of water is not sufficient to irrigate 
the full peanut allotment. In genera,l'l the relative size of the 
peanut allotment :ls the main d.etermimmt of the magnitude of the aver~ 
age returns. Typical farms II and III dtsplay the b.:lghest values of 
quasi marginal returns for successtve increment3 of watero This is 
expla1ned by the fact that these two farms have the highest peanut 
allotments in p:roportion to farrn size. 
The average returns indtcate the a.ve:rage value of an acre-inch of 
11<1ater to the farm at a gi Yen level of irr:lgat:ion developmento The 
marginal returns and the marginal value p1~oduc t per acre-inch of· 
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TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE AND QUASI.MARGINALRETURNS1 PER ACRE INCH OF WATER BY 
FARM TYPE AT SPECIFIED LEVELS OF WATER USE 
Farm Type and Water Level 
Typical Farm I 





567 .oo . 
837..00 
.. 1,251.00 































































































Farm Type and Water Level 






































































1 Above vaJ'.'iable costs of pumpi.ng the water. 
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2The figures in this column are obtained 'by dtviding the increase 
in net returns from one level of.irrigation to the ne;xt'l by the 
respective :'!.ricrease in irrigation water used. 
. . . ' . . 
irrigation water are conceptually the. same and indicate. how much an 
additional acre-inch of.1rr1g&t1on watEj!r is worth to the :farm. The 
qµasi margina.Lreturns presenteq. in Table XVI are average values over a 
·range or .interval. · That 1s, the quasi marginal retur:p.s ~e com:t)uted 
for a Wider range .than the m~g1n~ vaiu~ products. This explains the 
. . 
sl1ght differences l;>etween · the margi_nal value products and the quasi 
. . 
~arginal·returns ~t comparable. level~ of irrigation water use~ 
Ae;gregate Primary Impact of Irriga,tion Development 
The first .task in attempting to (ietermtne the aggregate primary 
. . .· . . . . . . 
impact of irrig~tton developme+it :ts to estima.t~ the potential l:;lUpplyof 
irrigation wat~x< Second, this aggregate supply of. wat~r is a~located 
to the individual .farms.· Third,_the over~all potential primary effects 
are determined. 
: . . . . .• 
Potential S1u;eply of Irr:tE5ation, ~afa~r;. 
The water atored inthe sediment-pools-of the structures developed 
in ass~c1at1on·W,:.th the ups~rearn flood prott;1ction program, provides a 
pote~tial source ·of wate~ which may _be used for 1rr1g.at1on. The plan 
·. " . . 
for Sugar Creek Wat~rshed1ncludes 43 retarding structures With an 
aggregate storage capacity of 5,642 acre-feet in the sed;!.ment pools 
(Tab;l.e ~VII). ·However; evaporation and seEitpage losses reduce consid-
erably the amol.,mt of this water that actually ·could be ut;Uized by 
farms for 1rrtgat1o:n. Jlese~i-ch.conducted by Arnold on the Boggy Creek 
Watershed indi~ated that. 46 per cent of this water woul_d be lost 
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TABLE XVII 
.SEDIMENT POOL STORAGE CAPACITY OF THE FLOODWATER RETARDING STRUCTURES~ 


































































































Source: Soil Conservf,l.tion Servi.Ce~ USDA 9 ~ork.~ Plan ~ ~ 
Watershed (Stillwater~ 1959)~ pp. l(t-l1-L~~ 
4 through evaporation. Arnold's study also assumed that an additional 
15 per cent would be lost from other diversions. 
Assuming that an evaporation lOss of 46 per cent, and other losses 
of 15 per cent occurred from structures in Sugar Creek Watershed~ there 
would be an aggregate supply of 26/1-00 acre-inches of water available 
for irrigation in the combined sediment pool storage of aJl floodwater 
retarding structures :i,n Sugar Creek Watershed. Anderson points out 
that the evapor•ation losses from the sediment pools would be reduced 
somewhat if the water was used for irrigation throughout the year 
rather than remaining in the sediment pools. 5 This would tend to make 
the estimate of 26,400 acre-inches of water available for irrigation 
conservative rather than inflated. Another factor making it conserva-
tive is that summer rain may refill the pool after some use of the 
water has been made. This amount of water would be sufficient to irri-
gate about ?8per ce11t of the peanut allotment acreage of the watershed 
a.t the low rate of water appltcat::Lon, or about 17 per cent at the high 
rate. Hence~ irrigation ut:tJ.tzing the water of the sediment pools 
seems to have a l.im1 ted economic potential fo:t the 1,vatersb.ed o 
Allocation of Potential Water ~: 
This section deals with the allocation of the est1mated supply of 
irrigation water to the indiv:Ldual farms of the watershedo A late:r 
4 Adlai F. Arnold 5 "Potential Economic 
Control and Irrigation Development: Boggy 
(1IDpub. Ph.D. dissertation, Oklahoma State 
Effects of Upstream Flood 
Creek Watershed? Oklahoma 01 
lh·;·rel"S.,, +·y ·1962) p 89 ..1. ... J..." - ~ .J~ v 51 ...:.,, ... 'ii f,) " 
~ . . ' ... Dale O. Anderson 1 "The Value of Irrigation liilater j_n the Washita 
River Basin of Roger Mills County, OklahomaH (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation~ 
Oklahoma State Univer,sity, 1965)~ p. 7~-. 
or 
Ob 
section considers the allocation of alternativ-e water supplies. Eco-
nomic theory indicates that if one wants to maximize returns to a 
scarce resource~ it should be allocated among its alternative uses in 
such a manner that those uses yielding higher returns are given prior-
ity. This principle is utilized in allocating the available water 
supply among farms and uses on the farm. Time does not permit deter-
mining the type of farm.s on which the floodwater retarding structures 
are located. Thus, it is assumed that they are randomly distributed 
among the farms, and that all Size farms have access to the water of 
the detention pools. 
Table XVIII is prepared using results from Table XVI, and pre-
sents aggregate annual increases in net returns from dryland to certain 
specified levels of water use by farm type. Thts table is intended to 
assist in the allocat:'.Lon of the ava:Hable water sup:ply to the individ-
ual f1;J.rms. From the information contained in this table, it is evident 
that the 26,j400 acre 'inches of water from the detention pools should be 
assigned to the g1~oup of farms of which typ:Lcal farm III is representa-
tive. Each farm would use li.;:?o acre-inches of ;irr·igat:l.on water~ and the 
aggregate increase in net returns would be $~)86~773. Any other alloca-
tion of the water supply would decrease aggregate total returns to the 
watershed. Thus, the .annual increase in net returns to the watershed 
attributable to irrigation,us:ing the water stored in the floodwater 
retarding structures, is $286,773. 
Potential Primar;z Impact of Irrigation Development 
The primary impact of irrigation development refers to the changes 
in income and resource use at the farm level that result from using the 
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TABLE XVIII 
AGGREGATE.ANNUAL INCREASE. IN NET RETURNS FROM DRYLAND CONDITIONS 
.TO SPECIFIED LEVELS OF WATER USE BY FARM TYPE 
Farm Type and Water. 
Level 
Typical Farm I 
· 72.00 
90.00 
Typical Farm II 
231.00 
;AB.Ob 









Typica:J. Farm IV 

































32 '1 l~72 
33,579 
35,055. 
















































TABLE XVIII (Continued) 



















1F1xed annual cost.s of irrigation equipment have been deducted. 
Represents rieturns to land, operator's labor, management, and overhead. 
water stored in the sediment pools for irrigation. The estimates of the 
primary impact presented in this section are based on the allocation of 
the available water supply discussed :tn the previous section. The 
"with" and II Without" 1approach permits estimation of the magnitude of 
such changes. That is; an estimate ·of the change can be obtained by 
contrasting the aggregate levels of income and demand for productive 
inputs for the two situc!.tions. 
. . . 
. . . . 
Table XIX $hows the present .. arid proJected demand for agricultural 
. . . ' 
productive inputs. The basic c.la.sses of input$ considered. are seed, 
fe-rt;tlizer )11aterials, feed, machinery, fuel and lubricants, and labor. 
T:P,e data for the present demand for.· seed, fertilizer· materials, feed and 
fuel and l.µbricants are taken from the Census of Agriculture. 6 The 
figure for present demand for m~ch:tnery was synthesized because no 
specific d~ta oould be found for this input class. The present demand 
for r111;1chil'le~y was _es_timated as~rnming that the annual depreciation for a 
.' ·:- .·. . . · .. '. 
basic set. of m~chinery represents the average annual dema..'1.d for machin-
ery for a given farm. Appendix B, Table LXIV, p~:-esents the calculation 
of the depreciation ·fo:t' a basic set of farm machinery. The aggregate 
estimate of demand for machinery is obtained 'by multiplying the figure 
,.., 
for annual depreciation by the number cif farms.r 
The Census of Agr1culture provides information on the amount of 
hired labor. by countief:3, but the figures for expenditures on hired 
labor include fam:ily labor. Thus, the present demand for labor is 
6 _.· . . ... . . . 
u. S. Departme.nt of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United States 
Census of Agriculture, 12.!z2· (Washington, 1961). 
7The estimated present 13-nd proJected values of this chapter refer 
to the entj,re area ¢0:nsid.ered 1.n association With the interdependence 
model rather .than to the watershed. 
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TABLE XIX 
PRESENT AND PROJECTED DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVE INPUTS 
Item ProJected Cha..'1ge Present 





Fuel and Lubricantsl 
Labo:r.2 
Tot~ls 













7-LJ.. 097. 126 
.,,r I , ....... '...,.. 
1The estimate of the change includes the increase in direct 








2The amount of the change is a result of the increased amount of 




~stimated using the :figures for hir~d labor from the Census, and assum-
ing that a regular worker worked 44 hours per w~ek and received $1.00 
per hour in the census year. 
The proJected demands for p:roducttve inputs are calculated by 
s;I.mply adding the value of.the change 1n demand.to the present quantity 
demanded •. The. proJected demartd. for seed is estimated t9 ;lncrease by 
$;,,564 ann~lly as a. rirsult .of using .the wat~r from the· sediment pools 
for 1rrigat;ton. The proJected demand'for fertilizer materittls 1s esti-
mated to 1nc~eaf3e by $13, ?lO an.nil.ally. The demand for feed Will increase 
. . . . . . . 
by an 1nsig.p.iffoiant·$341. The annual machinery demand, including di-
rect demand and demand froltl ·custom work, is proJected to increase 
$24,117. The demand for fuel and lubricants is estimated to experience 
an :thcrease of $14,841 per ~urn,.cons1der1~g both direct demand and 
. . . . . 
demap.<'i from custom work.• And, the de~ahd for 1a'bor11s pro3eeted to have 
an 1.p.crease of $9,'809 from c~stom work. ·. The direct increase in demand 
for labor is met With available _family l~bor.· Asswning th.at a regular 
worker; works 44 ho~s per. week,.·· and is paid $1.50 per hour, the 1,n ... 
·.. . . . . . :. .. · .. 
creased labor demand, resu;tt1ng from using the.water stored in the 
sediment ppols for irrigation, is equivalent to.~hree fuil-time workers. 
Appendix B, .Table LXV, shows the brea.l<down of custom charges used in 
estimating the increase in demand for.machinery, fliel a!id lubrtaant:s, 
and labor .from cust9m charges. 
In summary, the utilization of the wi:iter stored in the sediment 
pools of the floodwater retard1.ng structures, if used for irrigation 
purposes, Will cause an agg:regate·net increase in farm 1?).Comes of 
$::>86, 773 annuaJ,.ly.. 'There will· be an ad9,itional ne.t increase in demand 
for productive inputs of $66,282 per anm,im (Table XIX). This figure 
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includes an increase in dema.rid for labor equivalent to three full-time 
workers. These increase~ are, however~ only. the primary or direct 
impact o:f irrtgat16n d~veiopment •. The direct 1,mpact affects primarily 
the farm111$·sector ,of the economy in consideration, but the primary 
impact also generates addi t1oiial changes iri the rest of the economy 
through multiplier ·effects. ·. These changes are estimated in the follow-
ing ch.apter. 
CHAPTER IV 
. SECONDARY IMPACT OF ·IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT 
The theor.eticaJ. interdependence niodel used in estimating the 
secortdary impact of irrigati~n development is presented :l:p.Chapter II. 
This chapter describes the procedures used to estimate the parameters 
of the model and presents the resµlts obtained,. 
Delimitation of the Geographic Area 
The secondary impac.t of irrigation development is not confined to 
the specific area whe1~e it occ.urs,. but is also felt iri. surrounding 
areas With Whf(;:h the produc:i;:ng and Qonsµming units O·f the irrigated 
area have economic tieso It is necessary td consider this fact in 
attempting to· delineate .the c:ll'.'ea over which the secondary impact of 
irrigation development is felt. Economic linkages are particularly 
important between small agricultural·areas and relatively large trade 
centers. . The area conside;r:-ed in estimating the secondary :l.mpact of 
i;r:-rigation deV1elopment includes the.folloWing counties: Blaine, Caddo, 
Canadian, Custer, Grady, Kiow.';l., and Washita. The selection of these 
co'LJ,llties is supported by pre·ir1ous work carried on by the Agricultural 
Extension Service of Oklahoma State University to determine community 
boundaries and neighborhoods.· This investigation dete:rmined the extent 
of farmer's travel to o'pta:in ag.:ricul tural inputs and cc;msumer goods and 
services. S~rice. secondary data are used in this phase of the study, :'l'..t 
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is. necei::;sary to delineate the. area in terms of counties instead of more 
specific geographic boundaries~ , . A11 the .. counties included contain 
Cities th1:J.t may. be cons;tdered important :tracie centers in ~he Vicinity 
of the watershed.: The <;ity of Lawton in Comanche County is an impor-
. ·. . . · .. ·-~ .· . . .· . . . . . . 
tant trade center for the area. Howeve~,. this C~tmty 1S not included 
because rrmdt of Jts ~co~omtc' activity orlgiuat~s from ·a mil;J. tary base. 
· Basfc-Deriv~tive Mult:tpl1er .Estimation 
. . ·. . . 
The cl.a.ta used in. estimating the Ql;lsic-deri vati ve mul t1pliers are 
obtained from. the l960JJnited.. St/3.tes Genstis, of .Population.l The proce-
dure used in qeveloping the basic~derivative multipliers, invo.lves 
calculation of location ~u6tients andspec1aJ.:l:zationrat1os •. The loca-
tion quotients indicate the prim:~ry market or;ie~ta~ion of indu9tr:I,es in 
' ' ' 
: . . . . . . ' . . 
'a givensiJ.bJect economy. The specializ~t1ori ratios'permit separating 
total emp:Loyrne:n;t iijtQ t>asi,q :and q,eri vat:tv; empl:o,ment. ' ,· 
. .,·.·.' ·, ... · .····· ,._., ...... ' ....... ' ..... ' '·.. ·'. 
. . . . . . -·~ 
Location quotients are. estimatElQ. for each of t.he 38 industries in 
• ·. .= • 
the 1960 Census, 1n,ord~; tO. determine the probable market areas which 
industries in the S'\lbJect eco:r1omy·m1ghtbe serving. Two. location quo-
. . . . . . . 
tients (LQ) are calculat~d for e&ch industry. First, t.he area included 
in the second . phase of thi.s . stud;y (B~a.ine, . Caddo, ·.· Canc:tdian; Custer, 
Gr~dy, Kiowa, and Washita Couri.ties).is cons:tdered as thesubJect econ-
omy and the United Sta.tes as a: benchmark economy. Second, w:i;. th the 
same subJect economy, Oklahoma. :ts taken as the benchmark economy. 
1United Sta.tee Department of Commerce~ Bureau of th~ Census, u • .2• 
Census '£! Population: 1Q60.t VoL t, Part 38, Oklahoma (Waship.gton 
1961).' 
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Table XX presents the location quotients obtained as aresult of these 
comparisonso ~. corresponds to the comparison between the subJect 
economy .and Oklahoma, .1~ refers to the comparison between the subJect 
economy and the United States~ Aloca.tion quotient greater than one 
for a particulei.r industry indicates that the subJect economy has 
specialized in th:i,~ incfo~try~ in the sense tha:t it exports part of th:ts 
industry's product or service. 
The values of the locat:t.on' quqtien~s are also assumed to reveal 
the economy or market area which supports any specialization occurring 
in the subJec:t economy" 2 For example, the two location quotients cal-
. . 
culated. for agriculture i:t:1 Ta,ble XX are greater. than one. This sug-
gests that part of the employment in agriculture in th~·subJect economy 
must be classifi<"~d as basic o Sonie of the agric~ltural prod~ction is 
exported from the svbJect area. It can also be observed that the loca-
··• tio:p, quotient obtain,e·d wit4 the Un:i.ted States as the benchmark economy 
·. . . . . 
. .· . 
is. greater thal'.l. the location quotient o'btained ·when Oklahoma is consid-
. . 
' . . 
ered as the 'benchmark economy (3~6874 and 205961, respect1velyL This 
indicates .that the agricultural products exported from the subJect area 
are more ori,mted to the United States market than to the Oklahoma 
mark;e'co In this case; the 'tfn1ted States is selected as the benchmark 
economy wtth which the sub,Ject · area, shou_ld be compared to estimate the 
specialization ratio for: agriculture, or the proportion of.employment 
:'1.n agriculture which ::ts supportt:1d by receipts With a source external to 
the subJect economy.·· 'l'hE;i sam~ c!'iterion is used in evaluating each of 
the other industrial classificat:io:hs •. · 
2 ·. 
Thompson~ pp. 61.,.;62~ 
TABLE XX 
EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY GROUPS., LOCATION ,~UOTIENTS,; SPECIALIZATION RATIOS., AND BASIC AJ."\!D DERIVATE EMPLOYMENT 
Subjec; Areal·· . Oklahoma ~. L L SI?eciali~a- Basic 
Number % of Total Number % of Total Number % of Total Ql Q2 tJ.on Ratio Employ- Derivative 
Industry Classifieation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (2) I (4) (2) I (6) % ment Employment 
Agricultural 




Furniture, and Lumber and Wood .Products 
Primary Metal Industries 
Fabricated Metal Industries 
Machinery, except Electrical 
Electrical Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 
Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment 
Transportation Equipment, except Motor Vehicle 
Other Durable Goods 
Food and Kindred Products 
Textile Mill Products 
. Apparel and Other Fabricated Textile Products 
Printing, Publishing, and Allied Products 
Chemical and Allied Products 
Other Nondurable Goods (including not 
specified manufacturing)· 
Railroad and.Railway Express .Service 
Trucking Service and Warehousing 
Other Transportation 
Communications· 
Utilities and Sanitary Service 
Whole.sale Trade 
Food and Dairy Products Stores 
Eating and Drinking Places 
Other Retail Trade 




Other Personal Services 
Entertainment and Recreation Services 
Educational Services, Government 
Educational Services, Private 
Other Professional and Related Services 
Public Administration 
Industry not Reported 
TOTAL 
11,807 24.30 73,539 9.36 4,256,734 6.59 2.5961 3.6874 · 72.85 8,601 3206 
4 .01 · 319 .04 93,150 .14 .2500 .0714 .oo O 4 
1,183 2.43 35,129 4.47 · 654,006 1.01 .5436 2.4059 58.41. 691 492 





























































































































































































































































































































































































!Includes Blaine, Caddo, Canadian, Custer, Grady, Kiowa and Washita Counties '° °" 
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Table XX contains the specialization ratios estimated for each of 
the industries using the formula given in Chapter II, page 41. The 
special::lzation ratio assumes .that the combined employment of the sub-
Ject and the benchmark economies in an iAdustry is adequa,te to make 
both areas self-sufficient. For each area tobe self-suff:!cient, each 
should have an empioyment level in the in4ustry proportionate to its 
total employment. 'l'he difference between the actual level of employ-
ment and the estimated seif~suff;lcient level of ~mployment provides an 
estimate of the amo1,U1tqf employment in the particular. industry, which 
is sustained by sales outside the subJect economy. 
For explanatory purposel;l, consider the following example. Assume 
that agricultural employment is 80 in the benchmark economy and 40 in 
the subJect economy. Further, suppose that total employment is 400 in 
. " . . . 
the benchmark economy and 100 in. the subJect economy. This means that 
agricultural employment represents 20 per cent and 40 per cent of total 
employment in the benchmark and· subJect economies,. respectively. The 
location quotient for agricultur~ in th~ subJect economy compared With 
the ber.ichmark economy would be 2.00 (.40divided by .20). If both 
economies had the .same level of employment in agriculture as a per cent 
of total employment, the location. quotient for agriculture in the. sub-
Ject economy would be. LOO, and this would imply that agriculture 
showed no greater concentration 111. the suhJect economy than in the 
benchmark economy. The location quotient of 2.00 for agriculture in 
the subJect economy indicates specialization by agriculture in the sub= 
Ject economy. Were the two c1,reas self-sufficient, the expected employ-
ment in agriculture would be 24 per cent in both economies, or 24 in 
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'Z 
the subJE;:;Ct economy 5 and 96 5-n the benchmark economy • ..:;;> It folJ.ows that 
the employment :ln agr::Lc:ulture, in the subJecteconomy~ supported by ex-
ports outside the region 1s equal to :16 ( LrO minus 24). · The specializa-
tion ratio may be obtained directly from the formula introduced in 
Chapter II: 
Specialization Ratio= 
LJ.0 - 40 + 80 (100) -1 .... 00 ___ +__,.4 ..... o-o 
= ~~--....... --,-----------4 o 
40 - 24 
4o 
which indicates that l+o per cent of agricultural emplo;yment in the sub-
Ject economy is basic. This procedure was used to estimate the special-
ization r~tios presented in Table XX. 
From the specialization ratios calculated in Table XX, total em-
ployment in the di.fferent industry categories can be separated into 
basic and de,~ivative. The specialization ratio for agriculture, for 
e:x:ample 1 is 72.85 per cent'.> which implies that of the total employment 
in agriculture 72.85 per cent is basic and 27.15 per cent is derivative. 
Apply:'l.ng these percentages to total employment in agriculture, it is 
found that 8,601 persons employed in agriculture may be considered as 
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-500· .24. 
belng in basic or· export act:i~ri.ties, .· and 3,266 may be coni:;;idered as 
being in derivative activities .. · Followin,g th.is procedure, the amount 
of ba_sic and derivative. employment. in the, iest of .the :t.ndu.stry groups 
is estimat_ed (Table XX). Aggregating mrer all industry categories a 
. .· 
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total basic emplo;y-m~ntof i3~965, and a total derivative employment of 
34; 616 are estimatedo Using t~e;~ •est1.ma:tes,· .a basic def:tvative. employ-
ment ratio or basicdE;riyative multiplie:r of 2~48 is obtained. This 
ratio indicates that 24-8 persons employed in derivative i_ndustries are 
: . . ·. . . : . .. 
supported by 100 Jobs in basic. activities, according to 1960 data • 
. ·. ..·. . ·. . . . . . . . . . : 
This also implies that if the_ ratio of basic to derivati.veemploymeri.t 
has remained constant since .1960, an increase of 100 Jobs in agriculture 
will lead to an increase of 248 jobs. in der:tvative activities. 
The b~sic-derivative ratio might have chang;ed during the last 
eight years, but more·. recent etnploym~ri.t data to compute the ratio are 
not available .. From .l95Q t9 1960 there _was a :r·educt:l'..on :ln agricultural . .. ,• , ... ' . 
. . ·· ... ·:' .·'.·· ·'. ·. ,. '.·· ... ·.· ... -
employment in the area considered, and nonagricultural employment re-
mained more or less stable •. ·· 'l1hus, the ratio based on 1960 data i.s 
greater than the same ratio based 011 1950 data. If the trend ·that ·· 
. existed dill'.':i.ng the 1950 1s persisted through the last eight years, it is 
probable that the basic-derivative ratio based o~ current data would be 
. . 
greater than the ratio comput~d for 1960 .. Com;iquently, it is expected 
that any error-induced bythouse-of 1960 data _is on the con~ervative 
side, i.e., :it may tend to underestimate the a~ount of derivative em-
plo;yment resulHng from an increase in baste employment •.. 
A basic-total employment n1ul tiplier is computed by adding one to 
the basic-derivative ratio previously estimated, resulting in a basic-
total employment. multiplier of ;.48 fo:t' the sµbJect economy •. · This 
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multiplier indica.tes that for each 100 Jobs created.in basic activities, 
total employment increases by ;,48 Jobs; · This multiplier can be com-
puted directly, di vidi.p.g · total ·employment by basic employment; 
:1..e., 48,581 divided by 13,965, whiqh yields 3.48. The basic employment-
population multiplie!'.. is estimated by simply ·d1vidiilgtotal population 
by basic erpployment. · TJiis multipliet're:Sts upon the ass~ption that. 
ther~ is· a constant relation~hlp .between the .labor force of a commu-
nity and the size of. the p9pu.:(.ation '#hich it supports •. Usihg popula-
. tion d:ata, from th~ 1960 Cefrsus 6f.'l?opulation a.nd the level ~f basic 
' . . . . . . 
employment estimated formerly' a basic employmerit':"po:pulation multi plier 
.· . . . . . 4·· 
of 10.67 ts obtatned. . . ~his rpultipl:ter indicates tb.at every 100 per-
sons employed in basic industries support 1,067 persons, 1nciud1~ 
themselves. Anoth.er r.atio that can be estimated is the total 
employmeri.t.:.popu.lation ratio, which shows,how many persons are .supported . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .. 
by each Job hold:er, regardless of which Job ·he has~ Th1,~ rati() is 
estimated as 3.06 for the isubJect area, which indicates that each em-
ployed pe:rson 13upports 3.06 P~rsons. 
Regression Muitipliers 
Five of the multipliers included 1n the interdependence model dis-
cussed in · C4i9-pter II are estimated using re~ress:fon anp.lysis. Several 
sources. o.f information are. ul3ed in th:ts part of the Eitudy. The main 
sources, howeve:r, a~e the ·un1ted States Census of Pop\llation of 1950 and 
1960, the United StGl.tes CenEi.US o.f Business of 1948, 1954, 1958, and 1963, arid 
4 . ·. 
· Total Population 
Blaaic Em!)l,Oyinent .. or-
,, . . 
149,001 
.13,965 = 10.67> 
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information compiled by :the Research Foµndation of Oklahoma State 
Un:I.versity.5 Appendix B, Ta.ble LXIII, contains the data: used 1:n com-
puting the regression inultipli~~9• · Both cross sectional data and time 
. . . 
serie,s data a.re used. in estimating the regression coefficients. Four-
teen observations, one fo:r each of the seven.counties included in the 
SUbJect area for'the years 19.50 and J96bare:used. · The CO'?f'ficien,ts 
. . 
obta1:q,ed using least.;;.squares regress.1ori are d;tscussed in the following 
f:J.. ve sectione. · 
ExpenditUJ:"e-Emplo;rment Multiplier 
. . : 
Thie rriultiplie:rrelates employment. in the wholesale, reta11 and 
. , . . . . . 
services firms of the economy to the to~~l ·volume. of sales of these 
~ame firms. The funct.1onaJ. relationship ~ssumed in the model between. 
these two variables is of the folloWing form: 
:;: kc -~ ·.wrs 
wnereEwrsref'ers to.employment 1rithe wholesale, retlrlland service 
i'1:vms of the area, · C · ... · :ts the volume of sal~s of. these same firms, and ·. wrs 
·~ is thij coeff101ep.t that shows how char,i.ges in. the volum1;1 of trade in 
. : . . '.. . . . . . 
t:he wholesale, retail and s~rv1ce firms affect e~ployment in the same 
~u'b~ul!otor. The es.t1ma.ted value o:f' .·~ .. i.s % = 0.1095. Hence, the esti-
. - . . 
m@lt1ng form of' the reh.tfonship is:·· 
. (19.03 •. * ) 
5w. Nelson Peach, Richard W. Poole, arid. Ja,mes D, Tarver. ·. Count~ 
B·uildin.g Block !P.'f:! foi~ae5io:nal Analysis:· Oklahoma (Si;.illwate:r-, 19 5). 
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The number :j.n parentheses .is the t-value. The two asterisks indicate 
that the estimated coefficient is significantly different from zero at 
the 99 per cent confidence leveL The IP value is the coefficient of 
determination which is equal to tl1e proportion of the dependent vari-
able variance 11 explained" by. the linear influence of the independent 
variable. In this case, the R"3 value of .965. indicates that the lea1;3t 
square regression of E on C · accouµts for 96.5 per cent of the 
ffS ffS · · · . 
variance in Ewrs· These inter~retations are .applicable to the t-values 
and R3 values found in connection with each of the regression 
mul tipl:lers. 
'rhe estimated value of Is, ~3 = .1095, incl:1.cates that for every 
change of ten million dollars in the volume of trade in the wholesale, 
retail, and service fj_:rms, the level of employment in this subsector 
will change by 1,095 Jobs j'_n the same direction. 
!:.,<:J1mla tio:n-Government Ernplo;:tment Multiplier 
This multiplier ;indicates how changes in.population ·influence the 
level of gover·nment employri1ent. The functional relationship between 
these two va;.~1ables is assumed to be as follows: 
E = k P g 4. 
where E is government employment, including public administration at 
g 
all levels, school teachers~ and public service workers. Pis total 
population, and k4 is a population-government employment multiplier. 
The estimate of k4 :i.s ~4 ;:: 0.036. Thus, the estimating form of the 
equation is: 
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(15.28 * * ) 
The estimate of k4 indicates that a change of 1000 1n total popu-
. . . 
l?,tion results in a ch~ngeof 36 in government employment in the same 
direct:ion. 
. . . . . 
Employmen t-Persona:l Income Multi plier · 
,( I 
This multi plier show$ how ag:ricul tural per$onal income is affected 
. ·. . ., 
by changes in the total level of employment. Thl:3 assumed functional 
relat1onsn.1p between these two variables. 1s; 
. . . 
.·Y·=ki;E. 
a· 
Where ya represents agricultural personal income, E 1Ei total level of 
em;ployment and ks is an employmerit..;personal income rilult:J.plier •. 'l'he 
estimate of ks is~= 0.9:?. The estimating form of the relationship 
1s: 
~ = .916 
· (11.92 "' * ) 
Thi~ sugg~.sts · tl'~at for evr.pry change in total employment of 100, 
p@r~ori~l inco.me to agr:tcul tu:re changes 'by $92, ooq in the · same 
di:r®o t1on. 
This multiplier 1ndicat€!show pefsoual income to employees and 
proprietore in the wholes~le, retail, and service firms responds to 
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changes in the volume of sales in these same firms. The functional 
relationship.1:ietweeri these two variables is: 
y = ksCwrs wr9 
. . 
where Y is personal income to wholesale, retail and service firms, wrs 
C is total volume of trade in these fii,ms. and 1.- is an expendi t.ure-wrs ·. · . • ~ 
personal income mul t:l.plier. The estimatC;i of ks is ~ = 0.3045. Hence, 
the est1matin~ form of the equation -is: 
~ · · = O ";'.045 C •.. wrs •.;' ·· . wrs 
(26.19"' • ) 
This indicates that for every change of $1,000 in the volume of sales 
in the wholer:iale, retail and servfce firms, the level of personal in-
com.El to the same subsectorwill.change oy $304.50 in the same direction. 
J?.0J2ulation-Government Personal Income· Mul ti;elier ·. 
This multiplier relates changes in governmental personal income to 
changes in population. The functional relationship assurµed between 
these variables is the foll.oWing: 
whe:r~ Y 1~ gove:rri.menh.1 personal• income, P is total population and tr . g • .,,., 
ts a populat:ian .... governmental personal income multiplier. The estimated 
va.111@ of ·,kq is ~ ~ 0.1401, and the est;t.mating form of the equation :ts: 
· t = 0.1401 P 
g . Rl' = .519 
(3.75 '"'. "' ) 
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The coefficient in this relationship indicates that a change of 
1,000 in the level of population results in a change of $140,100 in 
governmental pere;ona~.income •. 
. Per Capita Consumption Expendi hires 
The last coefficient appearing·in the interdependence model dis-
' . . . . . . . 
cussed in Chapter .II is .. the p~r ca.pi ta consumption of goods and E;ierv-
ices by the consumers of t:\1-e ~tudy area~ .. Olson estimates per ~api ta 
consumption. for southwestern Oklahoma based ~n 1nformat1on from .the 
· . · 6 7 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. on non.farm consumptiqn expenditures. ' 
His estimate of ~, ~ = 1,266, is us~d in this study. The area con-
. . . . ~ .·. . . . . 
sidered in Olson's study.oveil.aps the.area of the presep.t study and no 
more recent statistical data exist that can be used to estimate this 
varriable. 
.· .. ··. •·ipiriqal In terdependetnce Model 
'l'he theoretical. interdependence model discussed in Chapter l:I is. 
presented below With the estimates of its parameters. 
~Ed ::;: 2~48 6~ (1.0) 
t,..P = 10.67 A~ (2.0) 
E = E + E (3.0) a· na 
E ::::: E + E + E + E (3.1) a mm wrs g 
. :-...... ' 
601son, p •. 64,. and Appe;ndix E. 
7u:n:tted States Departmeilt of Lab~r, Bu,reau of Labor Statistics. 
· Consumer Exfenditures ~. Income, Small Ci.ties in ~ Southern Region, 
B.L.S. Report l'To. 237 ... 75 (\o!c:1;shington, Apr:ll, l9~). . .· .· 
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't - E + E + 'E + 1: a mm wrs g 
~ -· E + E + (E + .1095 !::,.C . ) + (E + .036 !::,.P) a mm wrs wrs g 
y - y + y a na 
(4.o) 
y :,:: y + y + y + y + y a wrs g mm r 
(4.1) 
'¥ = '¥ + t + '¥ + y + y a wrs g mm r (4.2) 
/\ 
y = (Y + a 
.92 !::,. E) + (Y . + wrs • 
7 045 AC ) .,,. wrs + 
(Y + .1401 !::,.P) + y + y g mm r (4.3) 
c - c + c rs pa c (5.0) 
~ ::::: c +~ rs pa c (5.1) 
~ = c + l,260P .. rs pa (5.2) 
This model is used to proJect the secondary impact of irrigation devel-
opment on employment, population,.income, and expenditures Within the 
area of influence of the development. · The estimates made· usiri.g this 
model are presented in the following section. 
ProJect:ton·qf Secondary Impact 6f Irr:'tgation Development 
'rhe secondary impact ts based upon the primary adJustments in the 
agrieultural sector, and the magnitude·of the basic changes in the 
agricultural sector .determines the proportion of the secondary impact. 
The eshmates of the primary and secondary impact correspond to a 
maximum potential which Gould be rei;1lized only if the assumptions on 
which the study :ls based ~emet. That is, i.f profit maximization is 
actually th~ goal which det~rmines farmers behavior, and if the alloca-
tion of the a-1railable water supply takes place in the manner described 
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in. Chapter III. Considering the size of the watershed and the limited 
amount cif water available for irrigation.from the detention pools, it 
is reasonable to· expec'i: .that the total economic impact will actually be 
somewhat less than the :q.urnerical estimates presented. 
Changes ,in EinploYffient · and Population: 
Tb,eincrea6e in demand for labo;, resulting from the utilization of 
the available water supply, was estimated in the previous chapter to be 
equivalent to three full-time workers. It ts possible .that }?art of this 
. .· ·. . . ·. '.' ' 
increase in labor 11.se Will produce products for consumption in the . 
study area. However, it is reasonable to expect that. for a basically 
. . . 
: . . . 
agricultural area like this, any increase in agricultural production 
will be primarily oriented to th.e. export market. Thus, th.e increase in 
. . . ' . . 
farm erriploymex1t is . ¢lass1f:le'd. as incirease in basic, employment. 
The fir$t equat;ton in t;h:e interdependence model introduced in 
Chapter JI a:n.d ~st.imated in.Chapter IV is used to proJect the change in 
der1vqtive·employment that.will resuit·f:r:om the initial change in basic 
employment. The second equation serves fo prdJect the change in popula-
tion resulting from the change 111 basj_c em:ployment. Basic employment 
was est1mated·to increase by three farm .workers, and.the values of~ 
and ~ were estirpated as 2.b.-8 and 10.67, respect1vely. Plugging these 
values ;into Equc;ttions (r..o) and (2.0); the following is obtained: 
(1.0) 





-· 10.67 (3) 
- 32. 
'rhe coefficients k1 and ls-a appearing in these two equations were 
estimated usix1g ecoiwpric base analysis. Again, the economic base ap-
proach to regional mul tiplie,r Etnalysis has a,s its basic assumption the 
notion that a region or local area can economically exist and expand 
only 1')ecause of its specialization in product output, part or all of 
which is exported and sold to other areas. Activities which produce 
primarily for the local economy (derivattve act;Lvitie$) are dependent 
upon the basic activities. Changes in basic employment generate 
ad.]ustments in the same d:i.rection in derivative employment and total 
populatic;n. 
The total emplo;yment mult:i.plier, which is equal to the basic .. 
der:Ivative multiplier .plus one (or .Is. + 1 :::.: 3.48), can be used to esti-
rt:,sulting from an in:'i.ttal chal'1ge i11 basic employnl':m.t. Or, 
·- 10 0 
These results indicate that the total impact on employment and 
population generated by the utilization of the water of the detention 
pools for irrigc:1.tlon~ will be a net gain of ten full=time Jobs ( three 
in agriculture and $even in nonfarm activities), and an increase in 
population of 32 persons. 
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Equations (3.0) and (3.1) 0descr1be the c:omposltion of total employ-
ment in the study a1:>ea. Equati.ons (:3.2) and (3 .• 3) are used to proJect 
the future level1,3 o;f employment.· The change in employment in the whole-
sale, retail, ,:md service subsecto:r is assumed to be determined by the 
change in the volume of trade in the same subsector. The change in 
go·v-e;r.nment employment is dictated by the change in populationo · The 
J..e·vel of agricultural '"mployment is a pre-determined variable in this 
part of the study, and the level of employment in the mining and manu-
facturing sub.sector is considered to remain constant. Equation (3.3) 
1s also .1~sed to estimate the change in the volu.mi;; of trade in the 
wholesale,·reta11, and service sales subsector. Thus, the variables 
~C , 6 E , a:nd .6E are estimated in the following m.1mner where 8: 
RS RS g · · · 
E - 11,810 (pre ... dete:r.m:tnGd variable) 
a 
E - l+,1+75 mm 
E :\"M 25,941 
Wl'E;l 
E tF. 6. 36~ 
g ' 
~wrs ,.: EWI'SJ ,j,, .1095 6 cw:t"'S :::o 25,9~·1 + .1095 AC'W'.!:'S 
~g t~ Eg t .Q36.6P ·~ 6,)62 + .036' (:32) 
fj'f,' l~ + E . a na (3.0) 
. 8Appernd1x B, Ta'ble LXIII, contains information on the present 
values (1960) of the 'veJ:'1.r:i.bles included in thE:, interdependence model. 
E ·- E + E + E + E a mm WrE; g 
~ ::::; E + E + (E + k tc 
Since 
then, 
a mm wrs 3 
·- 11,810 + 4,475 + ( . l 25, 9 tl 
[6,;362 + 07 6 ' ,./ (32)] 
- 1+8,589 + .1095 6,C • wrs 





48,589 + .1095 6 C 
wrs 
- 6 wrs 
·- $5L},795 wrs 




) + (E + k4 6 P) wrs g 
+ .1095 6 C ) + wrs 
Hence, gov·ermnent; employment is estimated to increase by 1, and 
wholesale, retail, and service sales employment by six as a ;t'esult of 
the initial chang~s in the farm sector. The total change in both the 
wholesale and retail trade is estimated to increase by $54 1 795 per 
year. In Sl;irnmary, the utilization of the water stored in the detention 
pools of the floodwater retarding structures for 1rrigat5_on, is esti-
mated to cam:,e e. total increase in population of 32 persons, a total 
1ncreas1:; in employment of ten Jobs ( three in agriculture; one in govern-
rnent; and six in whole;;;ale, retail, and serv:ice sales activities), and 
an increase in the vohune of trade (retail and wholesale) of $54,?95. 
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Changes in Per,sona_l Income 
Equations (~-.0) and (4.1) describe the.composition of total per-
sonal incomes of the study area. Personal income is defined as the 
income received by persons from all sources during the calendar year. 
It includes cash plus selected payments in kind without deducting per-
sonal. income hi.xes and other d.irect truces. Equat;I.on (4.3) is used to 
. . . . 
proJect the total .level·of.personal income of the area. Personal in-
come to mining and manufadtur:tng and personal income to retired popula-
tion are as:;;umed. to remain 1,.inchanged. for purposes of this study. The 
change in personal tncorne to.agriculture is assumed to be influenced by 
the change in total employment {Jj_y == ~L\E); the change in personal . . .· . . a . 
income to the wholesale, retail,. and serv:tce sales subsector is assumed 
to be affected by the change in the volume of trade in the same sub-
. sector (b,.Y == keL\C ) ; and the change in personal income to govern-
ffS ~S . . . . 
ment is assumed to be determined by the change in total population 
(L\Ys = k.pP). The changes in total employment, total volume of trade, 
and total population were estimated above to be 10, $54,795, and 32, 
respectively •. Thus~ tQtal personal income can be estimated as follows~ 
y = y + y ·. · a. na 
y = y + y + y + y + y 
a wrs mm g r 
4 = ~ + t + y + ~ + y g . r a wrs · mm 
4 :: (Y + ks6E) + (Y + ks~C ) + (Y + k.yL\P) + Y 
a . . wrs wrs g . mm + y r 
= [52,325,000 + 920(10)] + [83,207,000 + .3045 (54,795)] 
+ [35,064,ooo + 14.0.1 (32)] + 18,379,000 + 24,402,000 
(4.2) 
== (5?.,325,000 + 9,200) + (83,207,000 + 16,865) + (35,064,ooo 
+ 4,483) + 18,379,000 + 24,402,000 
213,407,368. 
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Total personal income, exclusive of the .initial change in net farm 
incomes, is estimated to be $213,407,368, which represents an increase 
of $30,368 above the present level, .Personal incomes to agriculture; 
to wholesale, retail, and service sales; and. to goverp.ment employees 
are proJeoted to increase by $9,200; $16,685; and $4,483, respectively, . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
per year, as .a result of using the water of the detention pools for 
irrigation. 
Chall{>es in.Expenditures 
Equations (5.-0) ·• and (5.1). indicate that the total level. of expen-
ditures in retail and service .trade is composed of the deiriand for 
agricultural productive i~puts and the demand for consumer goods and 
services. The dernq.nd for agricultural productive inputs was estimated 
to increase by $66~2.82 in Chapter III a~d total population was esti-
mated to increase by.3:? persons in a previou~ section of this chapter. 
Usfng Equation. (5.3), the· proJected level of expenditures is obtained: 
c c + c (5.0) rs. pa c 
~ - c + ·~ .. (5.1) rs .Pa c 
~·. ::::: c .• ·. + Kap (5.2) rs pa. 
~ = 34, 093,126 + 12.60 {149.,033) (5.3) rs 
= 221,874,706. 
The level of total. expenditures in retail and serv1ce trade is 
expected to increasE:1 by $106,602 annually. Of this, .$66,282 
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corresponds to the increase in derqand for agricultural productive in-
puts, and $40,.320 t6 the increase in personal consumption expenditures 
1n consumer goods and serv:lqes. 
The estimate of the.change in.the volume of trade in the wholesale, 
retail, and service sales in Equation (3~3) <.t/C = 54, 795) represents . . ~s . 
. the increase in the volume of .trade in the wholesale, retail, and serv-
ice sales subsector of the study area •. The estimate of the change :tn 
the volume of expendi ture.s in the retail and service trade obtained 
from Equation (5.3), ($106,602), corresponds to the increase in demand 
. . 
for agricultural prod.uctive, i;nputs and the increase in demand for con-
• • I 
sumer. goods .and .services. This last estimate includes only expenditures 
at retail and se:rVice establishm.ents.. Thus, one would expect the first 
estim.at.e to be greater than the second. · ·However, part of the retail 
and·service·establishments from which farmers and consumers buy may be 
located outside the study area. This leakage explains the nature of 
.. 
the discrepancy between the two estimates. 
'.l:,'his chapte!:' has de~lt W1_th the estimation of the interdependence 
mode]. and the proJection of. the. secondary impact of using the current 
supply of water for irrigation •. The following chapter discusses the 
potential economic impact of irrigation development. 
CHAPTER V 
POTENTIAL '.E:CONOMIC IMPACT OF IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT 
The basic ohJective of this study.is to assess the potential eco-
· nomic impact of 1rr1gat:1on development. Chapter III presents the 
optimum organizations for typicc:1.l farms of the study area under dryland 
and irrigated conditions, and shows the estimates of the primary ef-
. . . 
fects of irrigation development.. Chapter IV contains the estimates of 
the interdependence model parameters required to determine the second-
ary impact of irr:Lgationdeveloprnent, and presents the numerical 
resultso This chapter utilizes information developed in tne two pre-
vious chapters to: (1) summarize the aggregate economic impact result.;. 
ing from the utilization of water stored in the retention structures of 
Sugar Creek Watershed for irrigation purposes; (2) pree;ent estimates of 
· primary and se(Jot1dary benefits of 1:rriga.tion developme17-t; and (3) con-
sider alternati v<"" levels of irrigation water· supply and analyze the 
potential·econom1c impact of using them for irrigation. 
Economic .Potential of Irrigation Development . 
It was estimated in Chapter III that the primary impact would con-
sist of an increase :tn aggregate net farm income of $286,773 per year, 
and an increase in aggregate demand for agricultural productive inputs 
of $66~282 annually. 'rh1s increase in demand for productive inputs 
comprises an increase in demand for labor eqUivalent to three full-time 
lllt. 
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Jobs per year. 
By ustng. the interdependence model est:imated :i,n Chapter' IV,· 1 t is 
· possible to trace the ,secondary effects or secondary impact of irriga-
tion develoJ:)ment. ·· It 'wa,s found in Cha:pte:r IV that the ini t:'lal increase 
in e:mployment :in the fa,rril. sector would. crea.te seven additional Jobs in 
the nonfarm economy. ·One more J)erson would.be employed in governmental 
activit11;;ls, and .s1:x: addit:i.ona1 workers. would' be. working in wholesale, 
· 1;eta11,. and· service sales act1v1t1e.s. Population was estimated to in-
. crease by 32 persons .. ·. Total personal income of the study area iS pro-
Jecte.d to increase by $30,368 as a result of .. the secondary. effects. 
And, the .total volume of expenditures. 1:q retail outlets and service 
. . ' . 
firms is estimated to increase by $106,60:? per year.· . Table XXI summa-
rizes these results·• 
Estimates of Primary and Se.c~ndary Benefits 
The change in aggregate.net farm income.obtained 1:ri Chapter III is 
. . 
equivalent to what is referred to,in the.literature on water resource 
development projects as p:r:tinary benefits; Le., the value of the 
. . . 
products pr services directly resulting fr6m the pro.:rect,·net of all 
non-proJect. costs inc't.u;-red in their re.alization (See Chapter II). Thus, 
. . . . 
the primary·or direct benefits of utilizing the water of the detention 
pools'of the floodwater.retarding structures 6f Su,gar Creek Watershed 
a.re estimated· tQ be $286,773 a;nnually. 
· Secondary benefi ti::; of watershed .development were defined· in 
Chapter II as the inqrease in.net incomes.o:r other beneficial effects 
resulting from a.ctiv:1M..es stemming from or j_nduced by the proJect;.. In 
spite of the controversy which e:ic1sts with respect to the procedures 
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TABLE XXI 
PRESENT A.NI> PROJECTED LEVELS OF AGGREGATE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY1 
Item Unit. p t2 res en ProJected Change 
Total Populatton No. 149,001 ;i.49,033 32 
Total Employment No., 48,585 48,595 10 
Agric uJ. tural No. 11,807 11,810 3 
Nonag:r.1 c.ul tura1 No. 36,778 36,785 7 
W o Ro and s. No. 25,941 25,947 6 
Mining and JV!fgo · No. 4, 1+75 4,475 0 
Go·vernmen t No. 6,362 6,363 l 
Total Personal In.come $000 213,377 213,724 317 
Agricul t:ural $000 52,325 52,621 296 
Nonagricultural $000 161,052 161,073 21 
Wo R. and So $0()0 83,207 83,224 17 
Mining and Mfg. $000 18,379 18,379 0 
Government $000 35,06Lr 35,068 4 
Retired Population · $000 2L~, 1+02 24,402 0 
Total Volum.e ,of Expendi-
tures in Retail and 
Service Trade $000 221,799 221,875 106 
Ag. Prod. Inputs $000 34,027 34,093 66 
Cons um. Expendit. $000 187,742 187,782 i+o 
"".--,,,.,.... . _........,-=-·-"•·=·~ -----
1Present ,1md proJected levels of aggregate population, employment, 
personal tnc: ome, and e:xpenci.1 tu.res; and changes resulting from usii1.g the 
water of the detention pools of the floodwater retarding structures of 
Sugar Creek Watershed for irrigation. 
21.960. 
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that should be usecLin estimating secondary benefits, and wHh the cur-
rent diversity of opinion on the legitimacy of the inclusion of second-
· ary benefits in proJect Justificat:'l.on, the Bureau of Reclamation has 
continued to include indirect benefits :in its analyses of irrigation 
pro,Jects •. The indirect benefits ai;'e calculated from summaries of farm 
budget data representing future conditions with and without the proJect. 
Thes\';: benefits are computed using pe:rcentage factors to selected items 
of gross farm income and expenses. 
The secondary or indirect benefits calculated in this manner, are 
an est:tmate of the impact of an irrigation proJect on the nonagri,cul-
tural sector of the ·economy. It has been.argued that since indirect 
benefits will accrue fromone of several possible reclamation proJects 
· from a national point of View secondary benefits normally have very 
littlfJ sign::!.f1oa:nce in economically Justifying a resource development 
. . ' . . 
proJect. HoweVer, from., the local point of .view, such benefits are real 
. . . 
and contribute to the growth of the local economy. 
Personal ::Lncome constitutes the principal measure for assessing 
secondary benef::tts becaufm :H shows how econom:ic c;i.ctiv:t.ty pays off~ and 
because it is a good index of the economi.c welfare of the people. The 
estimate of the change in total person.al income providei:;; a measure of 
the change in wages and salary payments and other forms of income, 
associated with irrigatiQn development, to the residents of the area. 
This may be considered to be the monetary v1;1lue of the local indirect 
benefit!;> of irrigation development. Thus, the local secondary bene-
fits, resulting from th.e use of the water stored in the detention 
pools of t;he floodwater retarding structures of S'ugar Creek Watershed 
for irrigation, are estimated to be $30,368 per year. Hence, the total 
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benefits of 1rriga-tion development (primary and secondary) are est1-
mated to be $317,141 annuallyo 
All.ocat1on of Alternative Water Suppl:ies 
The above analysis has been concerned With allocat:ing the actual 
s1,;1.ppJ.y of water available in the watershed, and estimating the primary 
and secondary effects that .would r.esult from +ts use in 1rrigat1ono 
. .· . . ':. : ·. ·. .· . 
The analysis has shown that the.economic potential of irrigation devel-
opment in Sugar Creek .Watershed is limited by the quantity of water 
. stored :f_.n the floodwater retcU"ding structures •. Although cost estimates 
. .. . 
. . . . ·. . . 
of increasing the water storage capacity of the struct1,1res were not 
avail.able, some of these structures do have: potential for this }c::J,nd of 
deYelopment. '.Phis section discusses the primary .and secondary economic 
impact of utilizing somewhat larger·quantities of water thi,,n are cur-
rently available. Th~ purpose of th;ts analysis is to examine the eco-
nomic potential to farmers of ct·eveloping additional storage for 
irrigation by entering into cost-sharing agreements with the Federal 
Government. to develop the additional storage capacity.· 
1'hree aJ:t:ernative levels. of water supply are considered: 33,000; 
39,600; and 52 1 800 acre tnches, which correspond to 125 per cent, 150 
per cent, and 200 per cent of. the supply presently available. The fol-
lowing estimates of primary and secondary benefits are rl'iade for these. 
three water levels using the procedures discussed previously. 
Bene.ff ts From I:q_q_r_e§;sihg the Water Supply 25 Per Cent 
A supply of 33,000 acre inches of water would be allocated to the 
group or . farms of ~hich typical. farm III is representative. Each farm 
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would use 510 acre~inohes of irrigation water;.and the aggregate in-
crease in net f~m·returns would be $319,625 (Table XV!II). This 1n-
crease.i~ net farrn 1r1,come, together w:1th an increase 1n·de!J1and for 
agricultural productive inputs of $66,93,7 (Table XXII) gives an estimate 
' ' 
of the pr1mary effects of u~ing this .supply of water for irrigation. 
' ' ' 
The :tncrea,se in. demand, for agr1cul tural productive :x.nputs comp;r-ises an 
' increase in demand for. labor e·q{iivale:rit: to four full.-time workers. 
. . . ' 
Using the interdepen:dence'model 'results :tn the foiloWi~ estimates of 
the seconq,ary impact~ · Der·1 vati ve employment is estimated to increase 
by 10 workers (2.48 x 4); and t.dtal employment increases by 14 full-
't1me Jobs (3.48 x 4). Population 1s .estimated to increase by 4;; 
· . persons (l0.67 x 4),;. 'The :ch~ges in employment in the nonfarni secto;r 
caused by the proJ~cted 'change~ in tr,~ farm sector are estimated. ~sing 
Equation (3.3) of the interdependence model. The 1.evel ·of employment 
1n· the who).esale', :ret~;t,::.'and service sales subsecto!' is prdJected to 
. -·... ·. . . . . . 
inc:vease by eight, and.the level of employment j',n the government sub-
. . . . . . . .· 
sector is est:tmat~d to increase: by two·. Similarl;, the .. volume of· trade 
ir,i. the wholesal~, retail, ~d service sales subsector 1s proJeoted to 
,· • • 1 •• 
' ' '1,' 
increase by $73, 059. · 
.· L~ = E · + E. (E + .10956 C. ) + (E. + .036 t,P) (3o3) a mm wrs · wrs · g · · . 
11,811 + 4,475 + (2.5~941 + .10956 cw.rs>+ [6,362 + .036 (43)] 
= 48,591 + .1095 6 G ·. 
fl.. . . . . . · · .. wrs 
E = E + A ' . ' ' ' ' 
a na · · . 
:;:_ 11,Bll + (36,778 + 10) 
= 48, 599 . ', . . 
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'I'ABLE XXII 
PRESENT AND PRO,JECT.ED DEMAND FOR AGRICULTTJRAL PRODUCTIVE INPUTS AT ALTERNATIVE LKVELS 
OF AGGREGA'I'E WATER SUPPLY 
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·. ·. . . . . .. · . . .. 
Equation (4,,3) is used to proJect the personal income 
. ' . ' . of the area. 
. . 
Total personal income i's p:roJected to increase.by $41,l50. Personal 
. . . . . . . 
incomes to agriculture; to wholesale, retail, and service sales; .and to 
government are. proJected to incr.ease by $12,880; $22,246; · and $6,024, 
respectively~ _Total personal 1:o.come is est::I.mated to reach a· level of 
$213,4·18,;150 exGlus1ve· of the initial increase in net farm incomes. 2 
. . 
Equation .(503) permits proJecti~g .the le;el of expenditures of the 
.area. The demand for agricultural. productive irtputs was estimated to 
increase by $66,93Jper year •. · Using E9.uat1on ,(5.3), the demand for 
consumer goods and services 1$ :proJe;ted to increase $54,180 annually. 
Thus, the volume of.expenditures 1n retail and service.trade is esti-
mated to increase by $1:?l,J,17 per year. 
~- 8 
Thus, 6E - 2 - g 
,6,E 0:, 8 wrs 
b,Cwrs = $73~0590 
2i· = (Y. + k ~E) + (I' + i,. AC · ) + (4.3) · . a · s · ~$ , ~s 
( y + k., L\P) + y . + y 
g . = r. . 
= [52,325,000 + 920 (14)] + [83,207~000 + .3045 (73,059)] 
+ (,35,064,ooo + 140.1 (43)J + 18,379,000 + 24,402,000 
= 213,418·,150 
Thus 9 b,Y :::: L~l,150 
• AY a 
:::: 12,880 
b,.Y . :::: 22~24-6 . · wrs 
AY = 6,024. g 
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Benefits Frol'!!.. .. lncreasing the Water Supply 50 Per Cent 
A supply of ir!'igation water of 39,600 acre-inches would be allo-
cated to the group of farms from which typical farm II was selected as 
representat:I.ve. This allocatiortwould increase aggregate net farm 
returns by $417,937 (Table XVIII).· The aggregate increase in demand 
for agricultural productive inputs would be $96,024 per year (Table 
XXII), of which the increase in demand for labor is equivalent to four 
full-time workers. Since the basicchanges in employment and populaUon 
are the same for the supplies of 33,000 and 39,6ooacl:'e,;.1nches of 
water, the secondary effects are .also equival.ent. 
Benefits From II2:_creasing the Water Suppl:y lOOl?erCent 
A supply of 52,800 acre.:..j_nches of water would be allocated in the 
following manner to maximize aggregate net farm income for the area: 
the typical farm II g:roup would recefve 39,,3:;>4 acre-inches, and the 
typical farm III group would ge.t lJ,176 acrE;)-inches. Each of the farms 
in group II would use ;48 acre-inches~. This allocation would increase 
aggregate net farm retu'.r'ns to the watershed by $553,739 per·yea:r 
(Table XVIII). The aggregate ·demand.for agricultural productive inputs 
is estimated to increase by $14-3,504 annually (Table XXIIL This in-
crease in dema:qd comprises an increa(:>e in demand for farm labor equiv-
alent to f:ive full-time Jobs. 
The secondary effects are proJected using the flow or interdepen-
dence model. The original change in labor causes an increase in 
derivative employrrient of 12 ( 2 o 48. X 5). . Thus, total employment is 
proJ·ected to increase by 17 Jobs (or 3~4-8 X 5), and total population by 
53 persons .(1,0o67 x 5). The change in employment in wholesale, retail, 
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and serv:tce sales~ and the change in government employment are proJected 
using :Equation (;,o3). This equation also permits one to estimate the 
change in the total volume of trade (retail and wholesale) in the area. 
Whole.cm1e, retail, and service sales employment is expected to increase 
'by 10; government employtnent is proJected to increase by two; and the 
total volu.me oi' trade in the wholesale, retail, and s<';rvi.ce sales sub-
. 3 
sector ts est:.'Unated to increasf~ by $91,324 per yearo 
Equation (!.i .3) is used to proJeCt the changes in personal income. 
The changes in total personal income; personal 1.ncome·to agriculture; 
personal i.ncome to wholesale,.retail,.and service sales; and personal 
income to government are estimated to increase by $50,8?3; $15,640; 
$2?,808; and $7,i+25, respectively, per year. The total level of per-
sonal Income is esttnm.tE,d to be $213,427 ,873, exclusive of the original 
+ E + (E ' 1, 01095.6 C . ) + [E + .036 (53)] 
mm wrs . - wrs g 
+ .it/!·'75 + (25,941 +. 010956 cw.rs) + (6,362 + 2) 
+ 0109 
t _.. + t 
t'Ul 
~ ., Ql 2· +. . ,:'" '700"' ·- J.J. 'l u_,_.. .)D, I 7 .· 
.•.. 1+8,602 
c wrs 
48 ~ 602 ... i+8, 592 + o 109 13 L\C . · · wrs 
f__1C .•• 91.3.2.4· 
wrs ' 
L',E .... 01095 (91.324-) - wrf:, 
-· 10 
6,E .. 10 
wrs 
lE .... 2 
I O' 
Q 
AC ('01 '7.."'.2' 4 
Ll •·• ~/ j..-'--··<> wrs 
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. . . 4 
increase in net: farm incomes •. 
The demand for agricultural pr-qductive·in:puts was estimated to 
increase by $143,504 .. From 'Equation (5.3,), the total level of e:x:pendi-
tures tn c.onsumer goods and services is proJected to increase bY 
$66,780 (1,260tiI>),and the total volume of.retail and service .trade is 
.· proJected to be$221;978,388 '.(~ ~ncrease·.of $210,284 ·~er year)~· .• Table 
XXIII summarizes the ,:r.esults.for the three alternative .water levels 
considered. · 
Economics of tncrea$ineJi the WatE!r Supply 
The increase in net returns resulting from i~c~eme:r;it1ng the supply 
of water for irrigation from the amount currently available to 33,000 
. . . 
a.ere-inches wquld b~. $32;852 per year. This 1na1·cates that farmers 
could pay up t; $4.98 per acre-inch of: wat.er used per year. The present 
. . . . . 
_value of t,h_e s·t,re~ of .net. r~tM17n~. p~r.aq~e~;l'lch;. discounted for 12 
. . . . ,·. : ., . . . 
years ( the -assumed life of the 1rr1-gat1on systemJ at seven per cent is 
$39.55 •. Thus, the maximum amount- farmers could pay for developing this 
additional storage capacity would be $39 .. 55 peracre-:tnch of water 
4A= · · 






- · . ffS 
+ [35,064,ooo ~ .. i46.1 (&)] + 18,379,000 + 24,402,000 
= [5?,325,000 + 920 (17)] + [8;;,207,000 + ·.3045 (91,324)] 
. + [35,061+,ooo + :i,.40.1 (5·3)] + 18,379,000 + 24,402,000 
' . . 
= _21:,, 427 ,87'.3 
= $50,873 
- 15 640 
. ' 
= 27 8o8 ' . 
= 7,425. 
TABLE XXIII 
. . . . . . . - . . . . . . 
- -
PRESEN'r AND -PROJECTED LEVELS -OF AGGREGATE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AT AL'rERNATIVE LE.'VELS 
OF AGGREGATE WATER SUPPLYl - - - -
. 2 ·33 2000 Acre inches 39; 600 Acre In-ches 52 2800 Acre Inches 
Item Unit Present _ Projei;ted Change Projected Change Projected Change 
Total Population No. 149,001 149 ,044 43 149 ,044 __ 43 149,054 53 
Total .Employment No. 48,585 48,599 14 48,599 14 48,602 17 
Agricultural No. 11,807 11,811 4 11,811 4 11,812 5 
Nonagricultural _No. 36,778 36,788 10 36 ,78-S 10 36 ,790- 12 
- W.R. & s.-- No~ 25 ,941 - 25,949 8 25,949 8 25,951 10 
_ Mining & Mfg. No. 4,475 4,475 0 4,475 -_ 0 4,475 0 
Government No. 6,362 6,364 2 -6,364 2 6 ,362 - 2 
-Total Personal Income -$000 213,377 213,738 361 213,836 459 _213,981 604 
Agricult::ural - $000 52 ,325_ 52,658 333 52,756 431 52,894 569 
Nonagricultural $000 - 161,052 161,080 28 161;080 28 161,087 - 35 
W.R. & S. $000 83,207 -83 ,229 22 83,229 22 83,235 - .28_ 
- Mining & Mfg. $000 18,379 18,379 0 -18,379 0 -- 18, 379 - 0 
Government _ $000 35,064 35 ,070 6 35,070 6 3-5 ,07i - 7 
Retired Population $000 24,402 24,402 0 24,402 0 24,402 0 
Total Voltn11e of Expendi-
tures in Retail and 
Service Trade $000 221,769 221,890 - - 121 .221,919 • 150 221,978 209 
Ag. Prod._ Inputs $000 34,027 34,094 ·57 34,123 96 34,170 143 
Consum. Expenditures $000 187,742 187,796 54 187 ,796 54 187,808 66 
1Present and projected levels of aggregate population, employment, personal income and expenditures; and changes resulting from using 






available at the pilmp. 
If the· supply of water. for irrigation is.· increased, from the amount 
currently available to 39,600 acre-inches, net returns would increase 
by $l;a~164 annually. This implies that farmers could pay up to $9.94 
per acre-,.:i,nch of water used per year. The present value of the stream 
. . ' . 
of net; retu.rns pe:r e.cre-inc.h, discounted for 12 years at seven per cent, 
would be $?8.95. Hence,farmE;'rscould pay a maximum of $78.95 per acre.;. 
inch of water available at·the purrip, for developing this additional 
capacity. Farmers can pay more per acre-inch of water for developing 
·. . . ·. . . 
the second level of additional capacity because the increased amount of 
water available per farm permits utilizing the irrigation systems more 
efficiently~ That is, the surplus above the lump sum of annual fixed 
the first. 
Inc:reasing the supply of j_!'rigation water from the quantity 
presently available to 52,800 acre-,inches would :result in an increase 
of net farm returns of $266,966. This means that farmers could pay up 
to $10.11 pf.:r acre-inch of water used per year. The present value of 
the stream of net returns per acre-inch, discounted for 12 years at 
seven per cent, would be $80.30. Thus, the maximum amount farmers 
could pay for developing; this additional. storage capacity would be 
$80030 per a<:~re-:l:.nch of water available at the pump. 
This section hat, dealt with· the estimation of the potential eco-
. nomic effects of using alternative. supplies of water for irrigation. 
The costs of adding to the aggregate storage capacity would have to be 
compared With the potential economic benefits in order.to assess the 
. . 
trt\El economic impact of such developments. 'fhe Soil Conservation 
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SerVice could provide cost estimates· of ad.ding to the water storage 
capacity, and furhish:informat:ion about which str-uctures offer the best 
. . . 
possibil:,:.tie,s. · With t:tJ.ese e$t1mates arid the kind of analysis presented 
in this .sectj'..on, a. decision could be reached abo.ut the profitability of 
· such. an endeavor, arl;d about. the mos~ desirable aggregate storage capac-
' . . . 
· i ty to develop~. farmers could use the procedures followed in the three 
. . . . ·, . . . . . 
examples above to. determin~ how much. they cou.ld afford to pay for any 
additional c.sq:iac1ty. · Of .course, this. kind of proJect could be under-
taken only if i~st1tut1onal arrimgements permit, and if the farmers are 
Willing to share not only the :interest .and tht3 benefits, but also the 
c.osts~. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONGLUSIONS 
Using the water stored in the floodwater retarding str.uctures in 
Sugar Creek Water,shed for irrigation offers area farmers a potential to 
increase their :net returnso Since, irrigation t:l.evelopment stimulates 
off-fa.rm economic activity, this economic potential is not restricted 
to the farm sector. The over-all purpose of this study was to present 
estimates of the importance of·irrigation.development to the various 
groups of the local economy. This chapter is divided into three 
pa.rts: . obJectives and procedures~ findings and conclusions, and impli= 
eatlons. The fir;:;,t part restates the obJectives of the study and 
describes the procedures used to fulfill.the obJect1ves. The second 
section p:r,esent.;; the numerical results and draws some conclusions based 
on these resuJ. ts. 'I'he last portion discusses the implications of the 
studyo 
ObJeQtives and Procedures 
The maJor obJect1ve of this study was to deterrnine the primary and 
secondary impact resulting from th\'1 use of water in the Sugar Creek 
Vv'atershed fioo(iwater retention structure sediment pools for irrigation. 
The specific obJectives were to: (l.) develop optimum farm organizations 
for representative farms in the watershed, under alternative levels of 
water supply; (2) determine the 1ra:lue of irrigation water to the 
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:'Individual farms; (3.) estimate the changes in farm income and resource 
use ar1stng from irrigation development; (4) develop a model that would 
estime,te the effect of' the irrigation· development on employment 5 popu-
lab.on, and business act:tvi ty in the community; (5) estimate the second-
ary benefits of irrigation development for the water supply currently 
avail&b1'7; and (6) est:tmate the primary and secondary impact of devel-
oping larger quantities of water. 
Five typical farms were defined us:j.ng informa,tion from a sample 
of fa;r,ms in the watershed. These farms were dei;,igned to reflect 
physical a;nd institution1;J..l farm resource situations common to the area. 
A description.of the typical farms is presented in Chapte:r II;[~ Table 
IV. 
Liw,lar programming was used al'i the operaM_onal technique for esti-
mating the net r•eturn.s and allocation of resources :for the repre~;enta-
tive farmso Variable resource programrtJing, allowing the s1,1.pply of 
water avai.lable per farm to vary from zero to an unlim1t5-ng amount, 
was used to determ~ne the optimum farm organizations at alternative 
le<c.rels of water ,3upply, the value of irrigation water to the individual 
farms~ ai"l.d the changes in income and resource use ariE;ing from irriga-
tion developmento 
Input=output data for the programming analys'.i.s were obtained from 
several sourG?S. The yield estimat.es and cropping systems were ob= 
tained from county extension personnel, and staff members of the 
Departments of Agricultural Economics and Agronomy. Machinery costs 
were based on data developed from other southwestern Oklahoma studies~ 
and price assumptions approximate C1-U'rent prices paid and received by 
farmers of the study arecl,. The crop and livestock enterprises 
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considered were those currently being used in the watershed. Appendix 
A contains the crop and livestock budgets prepared for this study. 
The allocation of the available water supply among farms and uses 
on the farm was based on the economic principle which states that if 
onl.'! wants to maximize return.s to a scarce resource, it should be allo-
cated among its alternative uses in such a manner thcl.t those uses 
yielding h5.gher retlll'.'ns are given priority. 
The aggregate primary impact of irrigation development was esti-
mated by determining the changes in. income and, resource use.With and 
without irrigation for the particular farms, and then aggregating for 
the whole area. The change in income calculated in this manner may be 
considered an estimate of the primary.benefits of irrigation development. 
An econom1c interdependence model was designed to represent the 
:i_ntersectoraJ. linkages of the local economy. 'Ehis model wa,s used to 
prechct the effects that the initial changes 111 the farm sector, arising 
from irrigation development, would impose on th(': rest of the economy. 
'l~he model 0011,sists of a set of five basic equations and their estimating 
formso The fi:rst two equations of the model are functional relation-
ship,s indicating how changes :i.n basic employment affect derivative 
ernployment ql]ld population. The other equations describe the composi= 
ti.on of total employment, total personal income and expE1nditures in the 
area of study o Two of the coefficients in the model are estimated · 
using economic base analysis and five of the eoeffic1ents are el:)timated 
using regrel;lsion anaJ.ysisr These seven coeff:1.cients represent multi-
pliE;::rs of differen~- k:l.nds indtcating how changes in one variable affect 
another variable o 'rhe last coeff:Lcient in the model is the per capita 
comsumptton of goods a11r4 services in the study area. · The methodology 
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:'Lnvo1ved in econom:j_c base an1;1.lysis consisti;, of an estimation of a. ratio 
of some quantifying measure of the derivative to basic industries. 
Basic industrie$ are those which produce goods all or part of 1.r,,rhich are 
sold in external markets. Der:1,vative industries are those which pro-
duce goods and services primarily for the local consumers. 
The interdependence model was used to proJect the secondary impact 
of irrigation development on employment, population, personal income, 
and expenditures w-lthin the area of influence of the development. The 
estimate of the change in total personal income provides a measure of 
the chan.ge in wages and salary payments and other forms of income ac-
cruing to the residents of the area as a J:1esult of irrigation develop-
ment. This may be coneiidered to.be the monetary value of the local 
indirect or secondary benefits of irrigation development. 
The procedures outlined above were used to estimate the primary 
and 1::;econdary impact of us::t.ng the water currently availablE; in the 
sediment pools of the floodwater retard::tng structures for irrigation. 
They were.also used to estimate the primary and secondary impact.of 
developing 1arger quantities of water. 
F::tndings and Conclusions 
The relative amounts of land op the flve typical farms used 1n the 
programm:Lng analysis were as follows: typical farm I., 139 acres of 
total land, 9Lf ,;:1.cres of cropland and 38 acres of rangeland; typical 
farm II, 3L~7 acres of total land, 202 ?,Cres of qropland, and l.28 acres 
of rangeland; typical farm III, 1+80 acres of total land, 291 acres of 
cropland~ and 165 acres of rangeland; typical farm IV, 680 acres of 
total land, 390 acres of cropland, and 256 acres of rangeland; and 
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typ:!,caJ. farm V, 1~020 1;:\cres of total land, 623 acres of cropland, and 
346 acres of r~ngeland. 
L~ear Programming Result~ 
Of all the activities programmed, peanl\ts and grain .sorghum were 
the only crops to enter all opt:1mum farm org1;:tnizations. One feeder 
cattle enteriprise based qn native range or 1;:>ermuda pasture also entered 
all plans. Under dryland cqnditions, the optimum plans for each of the 
typical farms included peanuts, cotton, grain sorghum, and steers. All 
typical farms with the exception of typicc1-l farm II, also included 
alfalfa to satisfy the conserving base acreage restriction, and to 
utilize the minimum cotton d:i,version. acreage. Typical farm II complied 
11dth the conserving base restriction With the inclusion of bermuda 
grass. Irrigation water was init:I,.ally allocated to peanuts on each of 
the typical farms. ;It was more profitable to irrigate fewer acres at 
the htgh level of water application and plant the remainder of allot-
ment to dryland peanuts than to irrigate more acres at a J,ower levelo 
Only after the peanut allotment had been irrigated at the high rate 
did other crops enter the solutions as irrigated alternatives" 
The second crop to be iJ'.irigated with the limited amount of water 
was bermuda grass. 'rhe higher acre0ge of bermuda grass was util:i.zed by 
an increased number of steers. As water became less limiting 1 irri-
gated grain sorghum entered each of the solutions. When water was no 
longer a limit:Lng factor, five act1v1t:ies remained in the optimum 
plar1.s: ir~'."igated. peanuts, irrig,;;1.ted bermuda grass~ irrigated grain 
sorghum~ dryland grain sorghum, and steers on native range and bermuda 
gra$$. One exception was that farm I did not have any dryland sorghum. 
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A second exception was t.hat the organization of typical farm IV con= 
tained three acres of irrig0ted alfalfa. All the irrigated activities 
came in at the high rate of water application. 
The land use pattern was generally determined by the proportions 
of the ~ifferent soils .which the typical farms had, as.well as by the 
basic ~creage allotments of peanuts., cottqn, wheat, and conserving base. 
The analysis indicated that to obtain maximi,:un pr9fits, when water is 
not a limitip.g factor, farmers i;;hould use the high yielding Lb and Sb 
soils in producing grain sorghl.jlil. ·However, when water is very limiting 
the highest returns should be obtained by allocating the best sandy 
soils to peanut production and the best loamy soils to cotton 
productionQ 
The marginal value pro due ts of irrigation water· declined With in-
. . 
creases in water availability. · Typical farm III showed the highest 
values of water for very limiti~g levels of water supply. Iiowever, 
typical farm V had higher values than any other farm for high levels of 
water supply. This' indicates that typical farm III can use limited 
amounts of water more efficiently than the other farms considered, 
while typical farm V utilizes large amounts of water more.efficiently~ 
Both labor requirements and the i.:ise of annual capital increased 
for all typical farms With the increase :i,n use of irriga:t1on water. 
However, utilizing additiqnal operator labor was sufficient to irri= 
gate typical farms I and lI at .all levels of water supply, and for 
most levels of irrigat16n•of typical farm III. Typical farms IV and V 
requir~d hired labor in addition to the available operator labor for 
i:tll levels of water supply as well as under dryland cond;ltions. 
Primary Impact of Irrigation Development 
I 
The aggregate primary impact of 1rr:I.gation develol)merit refers to 
the changes in aggregate'fa:rm income and.demand for agr:I.cµltural pro-
ductive '.inputs t:tia.t result from using the water of the sediment pools 
for irrigation. The combined sediment pool storage capacity of all 
floodwater retarding structures in Suga;r Creek Watershed is 67,704 acre-
inches. Of th,is amount, it was estimated that. 26,400 acre-inches would 
be available for irrigation after deduction for evaporation and other 
losses. This supply of water was allocated among the farms of the 
watershed resulting in an aggregiate increase in net returns to the 
waterslied of $286,773, and 8-P:· aggregate inq:rease in demand for agricul-
tural productive inputs of $66,282 per year.· The increase in aggregate 
farm income may be considered a measure of the primary benefits of 
irrigation.development. 
Secondary Impact pf Irrigation Development 
The results of this studyind:I.cated that using the water stored in 
:the sediment pools of .the.floodwater retarding str~ctures for 1rriga-
tionwouJ.d result 1P. a net increase of J,.O full-time Jobs per year 
(three in agriculture; one :in government; and six in wholesale, retail, 
and service sales activitie.s),and an increase tn population of 32 per-
sonsp The volume of tr~d.e ih the wholesale, reti3-11, and service sales 
activities would increase by $.'54,795 per year. Total personal incomes 
to agriculture; to w):lolesale,. retail, and ser'V'ice sales; and to govern ... 
ment employees were proJected to increase by $9 9200; $16 9 685; and 
$4,483, respectively, per.year. Th,e level of total expenditures in 
retail and serviqe trade was expected to. increase by $106,602 annually 
(of which $66,282 corresponded to the increase in demand for agricul-
tural produptive inputs and $40,320 to the increase in personal con-
sumption expenditures) a 
Secondary benefits bf watershed deivelopment were defined in 
Chapter-II as the increase in net 1µcomes.or other beneficial effects 
. .. . 
resulting from activities stemming fro~ or ind'Q.ced by the proJect. 
Personal income.c6nst1tutei;; a good measure for assessing secondary 
benefits, because it shows how economic activity pays 0ff. '?hus, the 
estimate. of .the increase in.total personal income, $30,368 per year, 
may be considered to be the monetc1.ry value_ of.the local indirect bene-
fits of irrigation development. 
. . . 
Allocation of Alternative Water·Supplies 
. . . 
The economic potential of irrigation development in Sugar Creek 
·watershed is limited by the amourit of water presently available. 
Although no data were available to estimate.the cost of increasing the 
storage capacity. of the structures, some of these structures offer 
potential for this __ kind of development. Three alternative levels of 
water supply were considered to.examine the economic potential to 
farmers_of developing additional sto;rage capacity for irrigation 
water. The three levels considered were: _.33,000; 39,600; and 52,800 
acre-inches, wp.ich correspond to 125, 150, arid 200 per cent of the 
s1,1pply currently available. 
Using the procedures discussed al:>ove, the following results were 
obtained. Utilizing a net supply of 33,000 ~ere-inches would increase 
net farm returns $319,625, and·the demand for agricultural productive 
inputs $66, 937 per. year. · The·. estimate of the increase in demand for 
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agricultural productive inputs includes an increase in demand for labor 
equivalent to four full-time workers. Using the interdependence model 
to proJect the secondary impact resulted in the following estimates. 
Nonfarm employment was pro,Jected to increase by 10 (wholesale, retail, 
and service emp::J_oyment 8 and .governmental employment 2). Total popula-
tion was proJected to increase by 43 persons, and total personal income 
by '.~41,150 (agriculture $12,880; wholesale, retail, and service sales 
$22,246; and government.$6,024). The volume of expenditures in retail 
and 9ervic(;") trade was proJected to increase by $121,117. 
. . 
A supply of water of 39,600 acre-inches, used for irrigation, would 
increase aggregate net farm incomes $417,937, and the aggregate demand 
for agriqultural productive inputs $96,024. The increase in dema.nd for 
agricultural producttve inputs includes an increase in demand for labor 
equivalent to four full~time Jobs. S1i1ce the basic changes iri employ-
ment and population werE:: the same for the supplies of 33')000 and 39,600 
acre-inches of water?· the secondary effects were also equivalento 
Util1zing a supply of 52,800 acre-inches of water would increase 
aggregate net. farm incomes by $553')739 and the demand for agricultural 
productive inputs by $143,504 per year. This increase in demand com-
prises an. increase in demand for labbr equivalent to five fulh·time 
,Jobs. The secondary effects were proJected using the interdependence 
model. Total population was proJected to increase by 53 persons; 
wholesale~ retail, and service sales employment was proJected to in-
crease by 10; and governmentaJ .. employment was proJected to :increase by 
two. Total personal income was proJected to increase by $50,873 
annually (agricultv.re $15~640; wholesale, retail, and service sales 
it27,808; and government $7,425), an(i the volume of retail and service 
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trade was proJected to increase by $210,284 per y·ear. 
The results indicated that farmers u,sing a payoff period of twelve 
years and an interest rate of seven per cent could i;nvest a maximu,m of 
$39.55 per acre-inch of water used per year for increasing the storage 
capacity from the present level to 33,QOO acre-inches. Similarly, 
farmers could invest up to $78.95 and $80.30per acre-inch of water 
used per year for increasing the storage capacity to 39,600 and 52,800 
ac;r'e-fnches, respectively. Farmers can invest; more per acre-inch of 
water used for the larger levels, because.the increased amounts of water 
available per farm.permit utilizing the irrigation systems more 
efficiently. 
Implications 
The results of this study have :indicated that using the water 
stored in the detention pools of the floodwater retardin~ 13fructures of 
Sugar Creek Watershed for irrigation purposes is economically desirable. 
From the point of VJ_ew of welfare economics, if the principles dis-
cussed in Chapter II in relation to the Justification of· water resouree 
development proJects are kept in mind, such µtiltzation is socially and 
economically Justified. Irrigation development offer$ possibilities to 
the farmers of the watershed of increasing net returns. Through multi-
plier effects, the :i,nitia.l changes in the farm sector originating from 
irr:Lgat:Lon development,· produce net increases in the aggregate levels 
of employment, population, :personal income, and expenditures. 
The results of th:i.s study are useful for several purposes. First, 
the programmed optimum farm organizations can pe used by farmers and 
extension person'-"1:el as guides for planning optimum farm plans. Second, 
the marginal value products of water can be used by.farmers in deciding 
. between dryland and irrigated farming, and also to what level they 
.. . 
should go 1f they do want to irrigat~-. Third, the estimates of primary 
and. secondary impacts. provide an insight· into the. importance of .irriga-
tion development to the.local economy. Fourth, farmers can use the· 
procedures a~d results p;.esented in Chapter .IV to determine how much 
they could·afford to pay for developing additionai water storage 
capacity •. · 
The pr?cedure used in this study to investigate the nature and 
e;x:tent of the t:iCo.nomic .impact o'f i:i,rrigation development can be applied 
. by the federal, fltate, or local agencies for. the evaluat1o'n of water 
- . . 
resource development prbJects •. Theprocedure used. to analyze the 
. . . . . .. ' ' 
. . . . 
secondary.impact of frrigat::'l.ondevelopment is based upon the recogn:i,tion 
that because of intersect6ra.1·11nk;age~,- the different sectors of the 
. . . . . . . . . . : . . 
economy are :'tn te:cdependeri.:t ~ ~is tmplies tp.at changes in one sector 
. : . ', . . ·. •' ' ,. . . . . : ~ . 
are d:Lffused. th:roughout the rest of the eCJonomy in harmonious movements. 
· The diffus1on of changes can be traced by means of multiplier analysis. 
. . 
This.procedure permits estimating the changes in erilPloyment, population, 
income~ and expenditures generated by the initial changes in the agri-
cultural sector, .as well a$. to quantify the secondary benefits of irri-
gation development. 
This study has shown that irrigation development can exert a sig-
.. . ' . . 
n:if'icant :impact on economic growth and community development. The 
:tnc;rease in economic acUvity stimulated by. Irrigation development is 
important because it representsgains in1:ncomesnot only for·the 
. . . : .. · .'.. . ... 
farm~rs 'put for other local groups l;iS welL 
. . . . . . . The 6reat1on of new .Jobs, 
whl,ch u~ually ;provides incent:tve fo; increases in popu.lat1on, :tias a 
tremendous importance for.areas such as the one considered in this 
·study., which has experienced out-migration and declines in employment 
:in·recent years. Irrtgation development can be an important factor in 
reversing or mitigating these trends. 
Limitations 
· The optimum .farm organizations presented in this study apply only 
to assumed price-cost, technical, and institutional relationships 
assumed for Sugar Cpeek Watershed. The synthesized typical farms used 
ln the programming analys:'Ls are not necessarily equal to any particular 
farm in the watershed; rather, they reflect physical and institutional. 
farm resource situations common to the area. The crop and livestock 
enterprises considered were those currently being used in the water-
shed. It is possible that enterprises not programmed may yield greater 
net returns. 
The linear programming results obtained are based on the assump-
tion of perfeqt knowledge about. input-output coefficients, prices, and 
decision maker's obJectives. Add:I.tiona1ly, the linear programming 
analysis 1.ndicates what the farmer should do to .max1m1ze profits rather 
than whi1t he will do o. Thus, these results could be attained only if 
farmers are able to achieve. the efficiency implied by the profit maxi-
m:lzing static linear programming framework. 
The.actual quanticyof water available in the structures for any 
given year is subJect to variability.; .The actual supply of water 
available for irrigation depends on the amount of runoff in the water-
shed, evaporation,; seepage and the use of the water. 
The estimates of the primary and secondary impact of irrigation 
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development should be understood as a maximum potential which could be 
attained only if the assumptions underlying this study are met. The 
model used to proJect the economic impact assumed that the water avail-
able would be allocated among farms al;ld uses such as.to max:im:t.ze re-
turns for. the watershed. The actual magnitude of the estimates 
depends on th? number of farmers adopting irrigation and on how effi-
ciently the water is u$ed. Another assumption of the model was that any 
farm would have access to the water O:f the structure$. However, this 
may not be the case. 
Deli very costs from the structur.es to the farm irrigation pumps 
were not included in the analysi8 •. ,They would need to be tncluded in 
order to assess the true economic benefits of irrigation development. 
Need for Further.Research 
The methodological procedures utilized in this study could be 
refined to incorporate· uncertainty in the analy$1s.. Using a range of 
prices rather tha.n single values would permit one to evaluate the ef-
feet of different price1:1 on the farm organ:tzations·c1nd on the demand 
schedules for irrigation water. Variability of water supply could be 
incorporated by est1matir1e{ the probability distri but1on of runoff which 
adds to the water supply available for irrigation. This would permit 
one to predict the amount of water available for irrigation for any 
particular year more accurately. 
Research is needed to incorporate the costs of deli.vering the 
water from tl).e structures to the farm irri.gation pumps. Determining 
the type of farm£ on which the structures are located, the distance 
from the structures to the pumps, and other factors would permit 
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estimation of the appropriate costs for a given r~presentative farm. 
Additiorial research is also needed on reasonable methods of con-
trolling the use of the water from the structures~ Only if the avail-
able water supply i~ allocated among alternative uses in such a manner 
that those uses yielding higher returns are given priority, Will it be 
possible to maximize aggregate net returns for the watershed. 
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The enterprise budgets used in t:P,e linear progra.mmirig analysis of 
this study are based on .1nfo.rmat1on collected from the Caddo County 
ExtensionDirector,.staff members of the Departments of Agronomy and 
Agricultural Economics of tne Oklahoma State Univers:l.ty, and personnel 
.of the Soil Conservation.Service. Da.ta obtained from secondary sources 
'.· ' ' ' 1 
were·a,lso extremely useful. 
. ' ' 
Th~ machiri'?ry costs used in developing the budgets are based on 
f.our-row.equ:tpment, and are tabulated i:r:i, ':t'able XXIVof this Appendix. 
Custom harve;:;t:tng · fs a5:sumed in developing the.se budgets~ Table XXV 
presents the typical field op.eraticins, usual· times, time::; over, m,;1chine 
· hours, tractor hours, · and non:i.rrigation labor for the crops included in 
the linear progr.a.mming analysis. Table XXVI shows the estimated total 
1Charles o. Hopkins and Vernon R. Eidman, Alternat:tve Irrigated 
Grav Epterprises 2!! Clay,~~· Sand¥ Soils of Southwestern Oklahoma: 
Resource Requ,ireme;nts, Costs~ Returl'l.s, Oklahoma Agricultural Exper1-
ment Sta,ttori Processed Series p..;.600 (St;tllwater, 1969); P. Leo 
Strickland and Terry Dwµi; Crop Enter;p;1se Budgets for Dryland Produc-
tion, Southwestern Oklahoma, Okla,homa Agricultural Experiment Station 
and.Farm Production Ek:onom1cs Division, ERS, USDA, Processed Series 
P-599 (Stillwater, 1969); Harry H. Hall, Larry J. Connor, .Odell L. 
Walker, and Willi~ F. Lagrone, Resol..U'ce Requirements, Costs,~ 
Expected Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock En~e;r-_Eri.~·:H' Oklahoma 
Panhandle, Oklahoma Agricultural ::\lli{periment Station :Pro6esse<,i Series. · 
P-459 (Stillwater,. 1963); and Will;tam L, Brant, ".Analysis of the Repre-
·. sentat.1ve Farm C9ncept as a Tool, in. Area .Supply Res;ponse Research and 
.!!'arm Management Education II ( uripub. Ph.D. il.issertation, Oklahom,;1 State 
University, 1967). . . 
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investment and annual fixed costs of irrigation systems used in the 
programming analysis. T&ble XXVII presents the estimated acre.inches 
of water applied per month for the different crops. The rest of this 
Appendi~ (Tablex XXVIII to LXII) contains the crop and livestock 
budgets. 
TABLE xxtv 
ESTIMATED COST PER·HOUR.QF USE FOR SPEQIFIED MACHINERY 
Item 
tractor· 











· One way 
































































~uel .627, lube and filter .094, Etnd repair. and maintenance .72 per 
hour~ The remaining operating.costs in this colwnn are fo?:the implement 
itself. One must add the operating cost of the tractor and implement to 
obtain the' operating cost o;f ~ given field opera~ion •. 
Source: P.· Leo .St:dckland and Terry D~nn, :crop Enterprise Budgets 
for Dryland Production, Southwestern Oklahoma, Oklahoma Agricultural 
Experiment Station and Farm Production Economics Division, ERS., USDA, 
Processed Series P-599 (Stillw~ter, 1969). · · · 
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··TABLE XXV 
TYPICAL FIELD OPERATIONS, USUAL TIMES, TIMES OVER, MACHINE HOURS, 
TRACTOR HOURS, AND NONIRRIGATION LABOR 
REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIED CROPS 
Crop and Usual Times Machine · Tractor . Nonirrigation 
Operation Time Ove-.:- Hours Hoursl Labor2 
Alfalfa 
Establishment 
Moldboard July·. 1 .444 .488 .532 · 
Disc Aug.-Sept. 2 • 34 • 374 .410 
Apply Fertilizer September 1 .042 .• 046 .050 
Spring tooth Sept.-Oct. 2 • 28 • 308 .336 
Spike-tooth Sept.-Oct. 3 .21 .231 .252 
Drill Sept •. -Oct. · 1 .285 • 313 • 342 
.Total 1. 601 · 1. 761 1.922 
Alfalfa 
Apply Fertilizer March l .42 .046 .050 
Spike Tooth March 1 • 07 .077 .084 
Total .112 .123 134 
Bermuda Grass 
Establishment 
Disc March• 1 .17 .187 • 204 
Moldboard April 1 .444 .488 .532 
Apply Fertilizer . May 1 .042 .046 .050 
· Spike-toot'q June 2 .14 .154 .168 
Total • 796 . 875 .955 
Bermuda Grass 
Apply Fertilizer May 1 • 042 .046 .05 
Chip June 1 • 07 .077 .084 
Total .112 .123 .134 
Cotton 
Shred Stalks Februray 1 .17 .187 .204 
Moldboard March-April 1 .444 .488 . 532 
Disc March-May 2 • 34 .374 .410 
Apply Fertilizer April-May 3 .126 .139 .151 
Spring tooth April-May. 1 .14 .154 .168 
Plant May-June 2 .42 .462 .504 
Rotary H.oe June-July· 2 .19 .209 .• 228 
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TABLE XXV (Continued) 
Crop and Usual Times Machine Tractor Nonirrigation 
Operation Time Over Hours Hours 1 Labor2 
Cultivate June,:-July 2 .so .550 .600 
Total 2.33 2.563 2.796 
Ensilage 
Shred Stalks February 1 .17 .187 • 204 
Moldboard March-April 1 .444 .488 • 532 
Disc March.;.May 2 • 34 • 374 .410 
Apply Fertilizer April-May 1 .042 .046 .051 
Spring tooth April 1 .14 .154 .168 
Plant April-May·. 2 • 42 .462 .504 
Rotary·Hoe May-June 2 .19 .209 • 228 
Cultivate J"une-July · 2 .50 • 550 • 600 
Total 2.246 2. 471 2.696 
Forage Sorghum 
Shred Stalks February l .17 .187 • 204 
Moldboard March;,.April 1 ~444 .488 • 532 
Disc March:-May 2 • 34 .374 • 410 
Apply Fertilizer April-May 1 .042 .046 .050 
Spring tooth April-May 1 .14 .154 .168 
Plant May-June 2 .42 • 462 .504 
Rotary Hoe· June-July 2 · .19 • 209 .228 
Cultivate July-Aug. 2 .so .sso .600 
Total .2.246 2.470 2.696 
Grain Sorghum 
Shred Stalks Februray l . li .187 ,204 
M:oldboard March-April l .444 .488 • 532 
Disc March-May 2 • 34 • 374 .410 
Apply Fer.tilizer April-May 1 .042 .046 .051 
Spring tooth April 1 .. .14 .154 .168 
Plant April-May 2 • 42 .462 .504 
Rotary Hoe May-June 2 .19 • 209 .228 
Cultivate June-July 2 .so .sso .600 
Total 2.246 2.471 2. 696 
Peanuts 
Apply Fertilizer Apr.-May-Nov. 3 .126 .138 .151 
Disc April-May 2 • 34 • 374 .408 
Moldboard March-April l .444 .488 .533 
Spring tooth April-:-May .. 2 .28 • 308 • 336 
Plant April-May 1 .21 .231 .252 
Rotary Hoe May-June 2.5 .• 237 .261 .284 
Cultivate May-June 2 • 50 .55 .600 
Drill Nov. 1 .285 .313 • 342 
Total 2.422 2. 664 · 2.906 
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TABLE XXV (Continued) 
Crop and · Usual Times Machine Tractor Nonirriga tion 
ffoursl . Labor2 Operation Time Over Hours 
Wheat 
Di,sc June-Aug. 2· .34 • 'J74 .408 
Moldboard · · June-July ·. 3 .133 .146 .159 
Chisel June-:July 2 .42 .46i .504 
Sweep July-Aug. 2 .42 .462 .504 
Apply Fert;i.lizer . Aug. 1 .042 . .046 .050 
· Springtooth Aug. 1 .14 .. .154 .168 
Dri.11 Aug~-Sep~ 1 .285 .313 ·• 342 
Total . 1. 780 1.958 . 2.135 
• · Lrractor time is · 1.1 times the mach:l.ne time to allow for field 
changing, etc~ 
2 . . . . 
Total labor is 1. 2 times machine time to allow for adj us ting 
equipment, ll,1brication~ maintenance, etc~ 
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. . •. 
TABLE XXVI 
. . . . . 
. ESTIMATED .TOTAL INVESTMENT AND. ANNUAL FIXED COSTS OF · 
.IRRIGATION SYSTEMS USED l;N PROGRAMMING 4,NALYSIS 
It~ 
Investment: 












2,032. 80 .· 
1,000.00 
4,407.80 
339. 69 . 
55. l.O · 
13. 22 . 
154.27 
562.28 
. . .· ·. '. ' 
Size' of Irrigation System 
Medium . 
1.,475.00. 
2 ,032. 80 
2,000.00 
· 5 ,507. 80 
416.35 
68.85 
. · 16. 52 
192 .• 77 






















Total . ·Monthly Water App lied. (Acre-Inches). 












































































Seed (50% replant) 




· Rye Fertilizer: N 
p 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Insecticides 
Herbicide 
Power & Machinery Oper. Costs 
Defoliants 
Picking Lint 
Ginning, Bag & Tie (lint) 
Hauling (seed) 
Interest on Annual Capital 
· Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead 
Labor Required 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery 
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Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Insecticides 
Herbicide 
Power & Machinery Oper. Cos ts 
Defoliants 
·picking Lint 
Ginning, Bag & Tie (lint) 
Hauling· (seed) 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return toLand~ Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead 
Labor Required 
Fixed ·costs: 
Power & Machinery 










































.· Produc ti vi ty Class 
La Lb Le 
Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan-,. Value Quan-




















































































56 .. 38 200 
10.56 320 
























































PEANUTS: PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND SANDY SOILS 
Price or Productivity Class 
Cost per Sb Sc Sd 
Item Unit Unit Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantit;2: Value 
Production: Cwt. 11.00 20 220.00 · 17· 187.00 15 165.00 
Total Receipts Dol. 220. 00 .· 187.QO 165.00 
. Inputs: 
Seed Lb. .33 75 24.75 75 24.75 75 24.75 
Rye Cover Lb. .041 65 2.67 65 2.67 65 2.67 
Fertilizer:. N Lb. .10 10 1.00. 10 1.00 10 LOO 
p Lb .. .08 40 3.20 40 3.20 40 3.20 
K Lb. .05 20 1.00 20 1.00 20 1.00 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 3 .45 3 .45 3 .45 
Lime (custom applied) Ton 6.00 1 6.00 1 6.00 1 6.00 
Herbicide. Acre 6~75 1 ·. 6. 75 1 6.75 1 6.75 
. Insecticides & Fungicides . Lb. • 45 30 · 13. 50 30 13.50 30 13.50 · 
Power & Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 5.11 5.11 s.11 
Dig & Shake Acre 3.50 · .2 7.00 · 2 7.00 2 7.00 
Combine Acre 15.00 1 15.00 1 15.00 1 15.00 
Haul,. Clean & Dry Ton 16.00 1.00 16.00 .85 13.60 .75 12.00 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 33.03 2.31 33.03 2.31 33.03 2.31 
Total Specified Costs 104.74 102.34 100. 74 · 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 115.26 84.66 64.26 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 2.91 ·4.36 2.91 4.36 2.91 4.36 
Fixed Cos ts : 
. Power & Machinery Acre 5.67 5.67 5.67 
Return to Land, Management & 














· Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Lime· (custom applied) . . . 
Herbicide· 
Insecticides & Fungicides 
Power & Machinery Oper. Costs 
. Dig & Shake 
Combine 
Haul, Clean & Dry 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead 
Labor Required 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery 































































































































FORAGE SORGHUM; PRODUC'l1ION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND SANDY SOILS 
Price 0£ "·······.· · ···· · ··· .... · ····.·· Productiv:i.tf Ciass 
· Cost per Sb Sc Sd 
Item Unit Unit .. guantity · Value guantity Value · guantity Value 
Production: 
Hay Ton 18.00 · 4.5 81.00 4.0 72.00 3.0 54.00 
Total Receipts Dol. 81.00 . 72.00 54.00 
Inputs:. 
Seed Lb. .20 15 3.00 15 3.00 15 3.00 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10·. 60 6.00 60 6.00 40 4.00 
p Lb. .08 40 . 3.20 40 3.20 20 1.60 
'K Lb. .05 30 1.50 20 1.00 10 .50 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 
Power & Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 4.71 4.71 4.71 
Swathing Acre 2.50 1 2.50 1 2.50 1 2.50 
Baling Bale .17 · 135 22.95 120 20.40 90 15. 30 
Hauling Bale .15 135 20.25 120 18.00 90 13.50 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 12.35 .86 · 12.03 .84 8.05 .56 
Total Specified Costs Dol. 65 .12 . 59.80 45.82 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment . 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. · 15. 88 12. 20 · 8.18 
Labor Required · Hr. 1.50 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery Acre 5.26 5.26 5.26 
Return to Land, Management & 





F-ORAGE SORGHUM: PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURl'\lS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND LOAMY SOILS 
· Productivity Class 
Price or. La Lb Le Ld 
Cost per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit tity tity. tity tity. ---- -~------
Production: 
Hay Ton 18.00 5.0 90.00 4.5 81.00 4.0 72.00 2.5 45.00 
Total Receipts 
Inputs: 
Seed Lb. • 20 14 2. 80 14 2.80 14 2.80 14 2.80 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 40 4.00 40 4.00 30 3.00 30 3.00 
p Lb. • 08 20 1.60 20 1.60 20 1.60 20 1.60 
K Lb. .05 0 --- 0 --- 10 • 50 10 .50 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 
Power & Machinery. Oper. Cos ts. · Acre 4.71 4. 71 4.71 4. 71 
Swathing. Acre 2.50 1 2.50 1 2.50 1 2.50 1 2.50 
Baling · Bale .17 150 25.50 135 22.95 120 20.40 90 15.30 
Hauling Bale .15 150 22.50 135 20.25 120 18.00 90 13.50 
Interest on Annual Capital Do!. .07 7.66 .54 7.66 .54 7.41 .52 7.41 .52 
Total Specified Costs Do!. 64.30 53.50 55.18 44.58 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead 25.70 21. 50 17~82 • 42 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 
Fixed Cos ts : 
Power & Machinery Acre 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 
Return to Land, Management & 




. TABLE XX.XIV 




· · Total Receipts 





Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Power & Ma.chinery.Oper. Costs 
Combining... , · -
Hauling· 
Int;ereston Annual Capital 
Total_ Specified Costs 
·Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital,Management & Overhead 
Labor llequired 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & · Machinery 
Return to Land, Management & 
Overhead · · · 
Price o,; Productivity Class 
Cost per. . 'Sb .. . Sc. . Sd 
Unit · Unit·_._··~·· Quantity·. Value. Quantity. Value.··· Quantity Value 
Cwt. · 1.93< - 36 ·. . .· 69.48 • 
. . 69.48 · 
Lb. .21 · 7 · ·1.47 
Lb. .10.·. 40 · 4.00 · 
Lb. • 08 · 20 1.60 
Lb. .05 10 ~50 
Acre • 15 .. . 1··· .15 
Acre 4.71 
Acre · 3~50 ·. 1 3.50 
·Cwt. .• 09 36 3.24 
Dol. .07 . 5 .87 · -'•l 
19.58 
·Dol. 49.90 





















· 3.50 ·. 
· ·.· 2,70 
· .38 ..• 
18.01 
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. 4. 71 
3.50 
•24 ... · 2.16 











GRAIN SORGHUM: PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND LOAMY SOILS 
Price or 
Cost per 
Item Unit Unit 
· Production: 
Grain 






















Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 
Labor Required · Hr. 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery 















La Lb Le Ld 
Quan- Value · Quan- . Value Quan- · Value Quan- Value 



































































· 1.26 6 
3.00 . 30 
. 1.60 20 
.so 10 

































ENSILAGE: · PRODUCTION COS'l'S AND RBTURNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND SANDY SOILS 
Price or ProductivitI Class 
Cost per · Sb Sc Sd 
Item· Unit Unit guantitI Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Production: 
Ensilage .Ton 6.00 13.50 81.00 12.00· 72.00 9.00 54.00 
. Total Receipts Dol. 81.00 72.00 54~00 · 
Inputs: 
Seed Lb;. .17 15 2.55 15 2.55 15 2.55 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 80 · 8.00 80 8.00 80 8.00 
p Lb. .08 40 3.20 40 3.20 40 3.20 
K Lb. .05 10 .50 10 .so 10 .50 
Fertilizer·Spreade:r Rental Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 l .15 
Power & Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 4.71 4.71 4.71 
Chop & Haul Ton 2.00 13.50 27.00 12.00 24.00 9 18.00 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 12.14 .85 12.14 .85 12.14 .85 
Total.· Specified Cos ts DoL 46.81 43.81 37.81 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment · 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dal. 34.19 28.19 16.19 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & . Machinery Acre 5.26 5.26 · · 5.26 
Return to Land, Management & 





ENSILAGE: . PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETU-RNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAtm LOAMY SO!LS 
TABLE XXXVIII 
ALFALl"A E.S'l'ABLISHMEI\JT: PRODUC'I'IQN COSTS· PER ACRE ON DHYLAND SANDY AND LOAMY SOILS 
~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~--~~~~-
Price or ~~~~~~~~P~r~o~d=uctivity Class 
· Cost Per Sb Sc · Sd 
Item Unit Unit 






Lime (custom applied) 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Power & Machinery Oper. Cos ts 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Cos ts Above 
Land, Labor, Equipment Cap. , 













. Power & Machinery Acre 
Total Specified Costs Above 









































































ALF.ALFA: PRODUCTION COSTS AND·RETURNS FER ACRE ON DRYLAND SANDY SOILS 
Price or -- Productivity Class Cost per Sb Sc Sd 
Item Unit Unit Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value -~-------
Production: 
Hay Ton 25.00 .. 3. 5 87.50 3.0 75.00 2.0 50.00 
Grazing AUM .} .7 .7 
Total Receipts 87.50 75.00 50.00 
Inputs: 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 · 0 --- -0 --- 0 
p Lb. .08 80 6.40 80 6.40 ,80 6.40 
K Lb. .05 40 2.00 40 2.00 40 2.00 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 l .15 
Insecticides Acre . 3.65 1 3.65 1 3.65 1 3.65 
Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Acre .19 .19 .19 
Swathing Acre 2.50 3 7.50 3 7.50 3 7.50 
Baling Bale .17 105 17.85 90 l.5.30 60 10.20 
Hauling Bale .15 105 15.75 90 13.50 60 9.00 
!t; of Establishment Costs Del. 30.57 7.64 30. 57 · 7.64 30.57 7.64 
Interest on Annual Capital Del. .07 12.39 .22 12.39 • 22 12.39 .22 
Total Specified Cos ts Dol. 53.49 48. 91. 39.31 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 34.01 26.09 10.69 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 
Fixed Cos ts: 
Power and Machinery Acre • 20 .20 .20 
~ of Establishment Labor Dol. 3.73 .93 .93 .93 
Return to Land, Management & 




ALFALFA: PRODUCTION GO.STS AND .RETlJRNS PER ACRE ON DRYLAND LOAMY SOILS 
. ·: .. .,.,,. 
Price or Productivity Class 
Cost per La Lb Le 
Item .·unit Unit. Quantity· Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ---
Production: 
Hay Ton 25.00 4.0 100.00 · 3.5 87.50 2.0 SO.DO 
Grazing AUM .7· .• 7 .7 
Total Receipts 100.00 87.50 50.00 
Inputs: 
Fertilizer: N. Lb. .10 0 --- 0 -- 0 
p Lb. .08 60 4.80 . 6-0 4.80 60 4.80 
K Lb. .05 30 .L50 30 1.50 30 1.50 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 · 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 
Insecticides Acre 3.65 1 -3.65 1 3.65 1 3.65 
Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Acre .19 .19 .19 
Swathing Acre 2.50 3 7.50 3 7.50 3 7.50 
Baling Bale ~17 120 20.40 105 17.85 60 10.20 
Hauling Bale .15 120 18.00 105 15.75 60 9.00 
~ of Establishment Costs Dol. 30.57 7.64 30.57 7 •. 64 30.57 7.64 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .01 10.29 .18 10.29 .18 10.29 .18 
Total Specified Cos ts Dol. 64.01 59.21 44.81 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 35.99 28.29 5.19 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 
Fixed Costs: 
· Power and Machinery Acre • 20 .20 .20 
~ of Establishment Labor Dol. 3.73 .93 3.73 .93 3.73 .93 
Return to Land, Management & 
Overhead Dol. 34.67 26.97 3.87 !-' 
°' 00 
TABLE XLI 
WHEAT: PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON DRYL.A.ND SA...l\fDY SOILS 
.. ·:·~·:-". 
Price or, Productivity Class 
Cost per · Sb Sc Sd 
~~~~~~~~ 
Item Unit Unit Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Production: 
Grain 


















Power ari.d1,achinery Oper. Cos ts Acre 
Combining- Acre 
Hauling Bu. 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. 
Total Specified Cos ts Dol. · 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment 
Capital, Management & Overhead 
Labor Required 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery 













































































































WHEAT; PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON DRYLANDLOAMY SOILS. 
Productivity.Class 
Price or La Lb Le _ Ld 
Cost_ per Quan.;,. - Value Quan- Value - - Quari- • .·value Quan-
____ Item Unit a Unit. - .tity -- . tity -- - tity tity 
Production: - - · · · 



















• Power & Machinery Oper. ·costs -- AC:re 
- Combining1/ - __ _- _ Acre· 
Hauling . _ _ _ _ Bu. 
",interest on Annual Capital - Dol. 
_- _Total Specified Costs ·• Doi. _ 
· Return to Land, Labor, '.Equipme.nt 
Capital, Management & Overhead - Dol. -
Labor Required Hr. 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery Acre 
Return to Land, Management & 







-_ 2.00 _ 




· 33 52~80 _-- 35 
a: • 6 .5 
52. 80 _ 
. . 
56. oo- - 26 --- 41. 60 
- 56.00 - .4 .--------. - 41.60 
20 
.• 3 
60 2.46 · 60 2.46 - 60 2.46 - - 60. 
_ 2 2.00 -· 2 . 2~·.cm _ - 2 2.00 2 _ 
50 - 5.00 . 50. - - 5.00 - so - 5.00. - 50 
30 2.40' 30 _-. 2.40 30 . 2~40 30 
10 -.. so 10 - .· --.50 . 10 .so - ·10 -
• · 1 2. 00 . · .- i 2. 00 - 1 - 2. 00 1 
3~7i 3.71 ·. . 3. 71 -_ 3. 71 
T 3. 65 . - l 3 .75 l · 3. 30 
33 -_ l.82 35 1.93 26 -_-- 1.43 
12.23 .· .86 12.23 - -- .86 -- 12.23 .86 
24~40 24.61· 23~66 
28.40 31.39 17.94 
·2.14 3.21 2.14 3.21 -- 2.14 .. 3.21 
4.10 4.10 4.10 



























TABLE XLIII - ·. . 
.• BERMUDA GRASS ESTABLISHMENT: PR~DtrCTION. COSTS PER ACRE ON ~RYLAND SANDY .~ND LO~; SOILS 
Price or ·. Prod~~tivity ciass 
Cost per Sb .. Sc . Sd 
Item .· · Unit · Unit · Quantity· Value • QuailtitY · Value: · QuatJ,tity Value 
Inputs: .· · . · 
· Contract Sprigging-!/. 
Fe.rtilizer: N · 
p 
. K ·. 
Lime (custom applied) . 
Power & Machinery Oper.· .. Costs 
Interest on· Annual Capital.· 
Total Specified Costs Above 
Land, . Labor, Equipment Cap. , 
Management & Overhead · 
Labor Required · 

























· .96 · 1.44 
Power & Machinery Acre 1. 73 
Total Specified Costs Above 
Land, Management & Overhead Dol. · 41. 63 
1/ . . 
- Sprigs are furnished. 
·1 .··24~00 
20 . 2.00. 
· ·40 . 3.20 





























BERl'1UDA GRASS~ PRODUCTION COSTS AND YIELDS PER ACRE ON DRl'LAND SA.l'VDY SOILS 
Price or 
Cost per 









. · Lb. 
i.b. 
Power and Machinery· Oper. Cos.ts Acre 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre 
1/10 of Establishment Costs Dol. 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. 
Total Specified Costs Above· 
Land, Labor, Equipment Cap., 
Management & Overhead Dol. 
Labor Required: 
Regular Hr. 
1/10 of Establishment Labor Dol. 
Fixed Costs: 
Power & Machinery Acre 
1/10 of Establishme~t Costs Dol. 
Total Specified Costs Above 








Sb S<: Sd 















































































Power & Machinery Oper. Cos ts 
Fertilizer SpreadP-r Rental 
1/10 of Establishment Cost 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs Above 
Land, Labor, Equipment Cap., 
Management & o"verhead 
Labor Required: 
Regular 
























La Lb Le 
Quan- Value Quan- Value· Quan- Value Quan-












































































1/10 of Establishment Costs Dol. 1. 73 .17 1.73 .17 1. 73 .17 1.73 .17 
Total Specified Costs Above 





COTTON: PRODUG'l'ION COSTS AND P.ETURIL3 PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED SANDY SOILS 
~-~~~-------··--........ -------·---------
Sb 
Inches of Irrigation 
Sc 
Price or 6" 9" 15" 6" 9" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan-




















Crop Insurance $100 
Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. 
Picking Lint Lb. 
Ginning,. Bag and Tie Lb. 
Interest on Annual Capital Del. 
Total Specified Costs Del. 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Del. 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 
Non Irrigation Hr. 
Fixed Costs: 






121:l. 12 725 
24.00 1,160 
152.12 































































































15 8. 55 
850 42. 50 





























































































































Return to Land, Management and 






























Power and.Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Picking Lint 
Ginning, Bag and Tie 
Interest on Annual Capital 






"Return. to Land, Labor, "Equipment, 



























Power and Machinery 
Irrigation A,-In, .27 
Return to Land, Management and 
Overhead Dol. 
La Inches of Irrigation Lb 
r r ~ 15" 
Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Quan- Value Quan- Value · Quan- Value 





156.04. . . 






















3 · .45 
600 30.00 
600 12.60 






















4.3. 89 --1.:..Ql 


































































6 3.42 · 
3 .45 





















• 3 .45 
700 35.00 














































TABLE XLVII (Continued) 
·~: 
Le Inches of Irrigation 
Price or 611 9" -I.5-" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 













Power and Machinery Oper. Costs 
Irrig.ation Oper. Costs 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Picking Lint 
Ginning·, Bag and Tie_ 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 





Power and Machinery 
Irrigation 












































































































































































Power and Machinery Oper. Costs 
Irrigation Oper Costs 
Fe.rt:ilizer Spreader Rental 
Dig and Shake 
Combine 
Hauling, Clean and Dry 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 




Fixed Cos ts: 
Power and Machinery 
Irrigation 














































Sb Inches of Irrigation Sc 
9" 12 11 15" 9" 12" .. . . 1511 
Quan- Value .Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- · Value 
















































































































































































































































TABLE XLVIII (Continued) 
--
Sd Inches·of Irrigation 
Price or . 9" 12"· 15'' 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Uni.t utz tit:2: utx 
Production: 
Peanuts Cwt. 11.00 28 '308.00 . 32 352.00 34 374.00 
Total·Receipts Dol. 308~00 352.00 374.00 
Inputs:· 
Rye Seed Lb. .05 .·· 65 3.25 65 3.25 65 3.25 
Peanut Seed Lb. .33 80 26.40 80 26.40 80 26.40 
·Fertilizer: N ,Lb. .10 12 1.20 12 1.20 12 1.20 
p Lb. .08 48 · 3.84 48 3.84 48 3.84 
K Lb. .05 24 1.20 24 L20 24 1.20 
Herbicide Acre . 6."75 1 6.75 1 6.75 1 6.75 
Insecticide Lb. .45 60 27.00 60 27.00. 60 27.00 
Power and Machinery Oper •. Cos ts Acre 5.11 5.11 5.11 
Irrigation Oper Costs A.-In. .57 9 5.13 12 6.84 15 8.55 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 3 .45 3 .45 3 .45 
Dig and Shake ·Acre 3.50 2 7.00 2 7.00 2 7.00 
Combine · Acre 15.00 1 15.00 1 15.00 1 15 •. 00 
Haulipg,-Clean and Dry Tori 16.00 1.4 22.40 1.6 25.60 1. 7 27.20 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 41.25 2.89 42.41 2.97 43.58 3.05 
Total Specified Costs Dol. 127.62 132.61 136.00 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 180.38 192. 39 238.00 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 1.11 1.67 1.48 2;22 1.85 2.78 
Non Irrigation. Hr. 1.50 2.91 · 4.36 2.91 4.36 . 2.91 4.36 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 5.67 5.67 5.67 
Irrigation A.-In. .27 9 2.43 12 3.24 15 4.05 
Return to Land, Management and 
I-' Overhead Dol. 166.25 176.90 221.14 --.:] 
00 
TABLE XLIX 
PEANUTSg PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED LOAMY SOILS 
·---- - ------·---·---~-------------------------· ------------------·---
.Lb Inches of Irrigation Le 
Price or 9". . · ·· 12" · ·· · 15" · 9" . 12" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan-· Value Quan-. Value Quan-'- Value Quan-












Power and Machinery Oper. Costs 
Irrigation Oper.Costs 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
·Dig and Shake 
Combine 
Hauling, Clean & Dry 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 





Power and Machinery 
Irrigation 






























































































































































































































































































TABLE XL1X {Continued) 
Ld 
Inches.of Irrisation 
Price or 9" 12" 15" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit -tit tit1 _tit1 
Production: 
Peanuts Cwt. 1i.oo 24 266.00 27 297.00 30 330.00 
Total·Receipts Dol. 266.00 297 .00. 330.00 
Inputs: 
Rye Seed Lb. .05 65 3.25 65 3.25 65 3.25 
Peanut Seed Lb. .33 80 26.40 80 26.40 80 26.40 
Fertilizer: · N Lb. .• 10 12 1.20 12 1.20 12 1.20 
p Lb. .08 48 · 3.84 48 3.84 48 3.84 
K Lb. .05 24. 1.20 24 .1.20 24 1.20 
Herbicide Acre 6 •. 75. 1 6.75 1 6.75 1 6.75 
Insecticide Lb. .45 60 27.00 60 27.00 60 27.00 
Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Aere 5;11 5.11· 5.11 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. .57 9 5;13 12 6.84 15 8.55 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 3 .45 3 .45 3 .45 
Dig and Shake Acre 3.50 2 7.00 2 7.00 .2 7.00 
Combine Acre 15.00 1 15.00 1 15.00 1· 15.00 
Hauling, Clean b Dry Ton 16;00 1.2 ·. 19.20 1.35 . 21.60 1.5 24.00 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 41.25 2.89 42.41 2.97 43.58- 3.05 
·Total Specified Costs Dol. 124.42 128. 61 132. 80 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 141.58 168.39 197.20 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 1.11 1.67 1.48 2.22 1.85 2.78 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1.50 2.91 4.36 2.91 4.36 2.91 ·4.36 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 5.67 5.67 5.67 
Irrigation A.-In. .27 9 2.43 12 3.24 15 4.05 
Return to Land, Management and 
f--' Overhead Dol. 127.45 152.90 180.34 00 
0 
TABLE L 
ALFALFA~ PRODUCTION COSTS A.ND RErURNS PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED SANDY SOILS 
-----
Sb Inches of Irrigation S·c 
Price or 12" .15" 18" 12" - 15" 18" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value .Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit tity tity tity tity ~ tity - -·--~·-~---~ 
Production: 
Ray Ton 25.00 s.o . 125.00 6,0 150.00 7.0 .175.00 4.5 112.50 5.5 137.50 6.5 162.50 
Grazing AUM .8 125.00 .9 150.00 1.0 175.00 .8 112.50 .9 .137.50 1.0_ .162.50 
Total Receipts Dol. 
Inputs: 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 20 2.00 25 2.50 30 3.00 20 2.00 2.5 2.50 30 3.00 
j> Lb •. .08 · 80 6.40 100 8.00 12.0 9.60 80 6.40 100 8.00 120 9.60 
K Lb. .OS 40 . 2.00 so. 2.50 60 3.00 40 2.00 so 2.50 60 3.00 
Insecticide Acre 2.00 2 4.00 2 4.0ei 2 4.00 2 4.00 2 4.00 2 4.00 
Powe.r and Machinery Oper. Cos ts Acre .19 .19 - .19 .19 .19 .19 
Irrigation Oper; Costs A.-In. .57 12 6.84 1.5 8.55 18 10.2"6 12 6.84 15 8.55 18 10.26 
Fertilizer Spreader Rerital .Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 1: .15 1 ,15 
Swathing Acre 2.50 . 4 10.00 5 12.50 6 15.00 4 10.00 5 12.50 6 15.00 
Baling Bale .17 150 22.50 180. 30.60 210 35.70 "135 22.95 165 28.05 195 33.15 
Hauling Bale .15 150 25.50 180 27.00 210 31.50 135 20.25 165 24.75 195 29.25 
1/4 of Establishment Costs Dol. 30.57 7.64 30 • .57 7.64 30.57 7.64 30.57 7.64 30.57 7.64 30.57 7.64 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 16.66 1.16 20.31 1.42 23.94 1.67 14.66 1.16 20.31 1. 42 23.94 1.67 
Tota! Specified Costs Dol. 88.38 105.05 121. 71 83.58 100.25 ·116.91 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
36.62 44.95 53.29 ~ 37.25 45.59 Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 1.48 2.22 1.85 2.78 2.22 3.33 1.48 2.22 1.85 2.78 2.28 3.33 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1.50 .13 ,19 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 ,19 .13 .19 
1/4 of Establishment Labor Dol. 2.88 • 72 • 72 • 72 • 72 .72 • 72 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machlnery Acre .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 
Irrigation A.-In. .27 12 3.24 15 4.05 18 4.86 12 3.24 15 4.05 18 4.86 
1/4 of Establishment Costs Dol.. 3. 73 .93 3.73 .93 3.73 .93 3.73 .93 3,73 .93 3.73 .93 
Return to Land, Management and 
















Power and Machinery Oper. Costs 





1/4 of Establishment Costs 
Interest on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 




1/4 of Establishment Labor 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery 
Irrigation 
1/4 of Establishment {;osts 












































La Inches of Irrigation Lb 
12" . · ·15" 18" 12" 15" 
Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan-. Value .Q11an~ Value Quan- Value Quan-


























































































































5 .• 0 125.00 

























































































































FORAGE SORGHUM~ PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED S.1-\NDY SOILS 
··· Sb 
Inches of ·Irrigation 
Price or 3"· 6" 9" 
Cost Per.· Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan-· Value Quan-
















. Power and Machinery Oper. Cos ts . Acre 
Irrigation Oper. Costs . ·. A.-In. 
Fertilizer Spread~r Rental Acre 
Swathing Acre 
Baling Bale 
Hauling . . Bale 
Interest on. Annual Capital Dol. 
Total Specified Costs· Dol. 
Return to Land, Labor, ·Equiprr.ent., 
Capital; Management & Overhead 













Irrigation Hr. 1.50 
Non Irrigation 
Fixed Costs: 
Power. and Machinery 
Irrigation 
























































































































































































































TABLE LII (Continued) 
Price .or ·.3" 
.sd .. Inches.of Irrigation 
c6'.' 9" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value·· Quan- Value 
.Item Unit· .·Unit tity tity tity 
Production: 
Ray Ton i.B.00 4.0 72.00 4.8 86.40 5.5 99.00 
Total Receipts Dol. 72.00 86.40. 99.00 
Inputs: 
.20 25 Seed Lb. 25 5.00 5.00 · 25 ,5.00 
· Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 60 6;00 80 8.00 100 10.00 
p Lb. .08 40 - 3.20 50 4.00 60 4.80 
K Lb. .Q5. 30 1.50 30 1.50··_. 40· 2.00 
Power and Machinery Oper. Cos ts Acre 4.71 4.71 • 4. 71 
Irrigation Opet Costs .A.-In. .57 3 1. 71 6 3.42 9 5.13 
Fertilizer_ Spreader Renta:l Acre .15 1 ,15 -1 • 15 1 . - .15 
Swathing Acre 2.50 1 2.50- 2 5.00 3 7.50 
Baling Bale .11 i20 20.40 144 24.48 165 28.05 
Hauling Bale .15 .. 120 18.00 144 21.60 - 165 24.75 
Interest on Annual Capital -Dol-. .07 10.91 .76 11.02 • 77 14.28 1.00 . 
Total s·pecified Costs Dol. 63.93 _ - 81.63 93~09 
Return to Land,- Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 8.07 4.77 - 5.91 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 . 37 .56 .74 1.11- 1.11 1.67 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1.50 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 5.26 5.26 5.26 
Irrigation: A.-In. .27 3 .81 6 1.62 9 2.43 
Return to Land, Management and 





FORAGE SORGHUM~ PRODUC'I'ION COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED LOAMY SOILS 
La Inches of.Irrigation Lb 
Price or 3" 6" 9" 3" . 6..- -
Cost Per Quan-, Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit tity tity tity tity tity 
Production: 
Hay Ton 18.00 6.0 108. 00 6.8 122.40 7.5 135.00 5.5 99.00 6.3 113.40 
Total Receipts Dal. 108.00 122. 40 135.00. 99.00 113.40 
Inputs: · 
Seed Lb. .20 25 5.00 25 5.00 25 5.00 25 5.00 25 5.00 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 60 6.00 80 8.00 80 .8.00 60 6.00 80 8.00 
p Lb. .08 40 3.20 50 4.00 · 60 4.80 40 3.20 50 4.00 
.K Lb. .05 30 1.50 30 1. 50 40 2.00 30 1.50 30 l.50 
Power and Machinery Oper. Cos ts Acre 4.71 4. 71 4 .. 71 4. 71 4. 71 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. .57 3 1.71 6 3.42 9 5.13 3 1.71 6 3.42 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 1 .15 1 .15 1 .15 l .15 1 .15 
Swathing Acre 2.50 1 2.50 2 5.00 3 7. 50 . 1 2.50 2 5.00 
Baling Bale .17 180 30.60 204 34.68 225' 38.25 165 28.05 189 32.13 
Hauling Bale .15 180 27 .00 204 30.60 225 33.75 165 24.75 189 28.35 
Interest on Annual Capital Dal. .07 10.91 .76 11.02 • 77 12.77 .89 10.91 .76 1.1.02 .77 
Total Specified Costs Dol. 83.13 97.83 110.18 78.33 93.03 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
24.87 24.57 24.82 20. 37 Capital, Management & Overhead Dal. 20.67 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1. 50 . 37 .56 ·• 74 1.11 1.11 1. 67 .37 .56 .74 1.11 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1. 50 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4.05 2.70 4;05 2;70 4.05 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26. 5.26 
Irrigation A.-In. .27 3 .81 6 1.62 9 2.43 3 .81 6 1.62 
Ret_urn to Land, Management and 


























































Power and Machinery Oper, Cos·ts Ac.re 
Irrigation Oper, Costs· · A.-In. 




Interest on Annual Capital 







Return to Land, Labor; Equipment, 































TABLE LIII (Continued) 
Le Inches of Irrigation Ld 
. 3•,-.- -- -6". . 9" -j" 6" 
Quan- :value Quan,- Value Quan..:. Value QQan.,.- Valiie Quan- Value Quan-






















. 1. 71 
.15 





































































































































































































Power and Machinery Oper; Co!>tS 
IrrigationOper, Costs · 
Fertilizer Spreader Rent.al.· 
Chop and. Haul· · · 
Interest on Annu.al Capital 
· Total Specified Costs · 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment,. 
.Capital, Management & Overhead 
Labor Required: · 
Irrigation 
Non Irrigation 
Fixed . Cos ts : 
·Power and_ Machinery 
Irrigation 




































Inc:l:iE!s __ Qf Irrigation Sb 
3" 6" ·gn -3" 6" 
Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan~ Value Quan~ Va,lue Quan-

























. 44. SJ. 














120.00 · 22 Tio.oo . 
3.40. 20 
10.00 · 120 
4.00 .60 



































































































































GRAIN SORGHJJM~ PRODUCTION COSTS ANu RETURNS PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED SANDY AND LOAMY SOILS 
·--.:-~-·· 
-· La 
Inches of Irrigation Lb 
Price or 3" 
Cost Per Quan- Value 

















Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Acre 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-in. 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental 
Combining 
Hauling 
-Interest on Annual Capital 






Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dal. 
Labor Required: · 
Irrigation 
Non· Irr_igation 
Fixed Cos ts : 
Powe_r ·and Machinery 
Irrigation 





















































6" 9..----- 3" 6" 
Quan~ Val_ue Quan- Value Quan- Value· Quan- Value Quan-







































































































































































'rABLE LV (Conti:,,ued) 
Sb Inches of Irrigation 
Price or 3" 6" 9" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit tity tity tity 
Production: 
Grain . Cwt. 1.93 44 84.92 52 100.36 60 · 115. 80 
Aftermath ADM .40 . 45 .50 
Total Receipts Dol. 84.92 100.36 115.80 
Inputs: 
Seed Lb .• .21 15 3.15 15 3.15 15 3,15 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 70 7.00 90 9.00 120 12.00 
p Lb. .08 40 3.20 40 3.20 60 4.80 
K Lb. .05 20 1.00 20 1.00 · 20 LOO 
Power and Machinery Oper. Cos.ts Acre 4.85. 4.85 4.85 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. .57 3 1. 71 6 3.42 9 5.13 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 1 .15 l .15 1· .15 
Combining Acre 3.50 1 3.50 1 3.50 1 3.50 
Hauling Cwt. .09 44 3.96 52 4;6B. 60 5.40 
Interest on Annual Capital Dol. .07 9.88 .69 12.07 . 84 15.33 1.07 
Total Specified Costs Dol. 29.21 33.79 41.05 
Return to Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 55. 71 66.57 74.75 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 • 37 .56 .74 1.11 1.11 1.67 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1.50 2. 80 4.20 2.80 4.20 2.80 4.20 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 5.40 5.40 5.40 
Irrigation A.-In. .27 3 .81 6 1.62 9 2.43 
Return to Land, Management and 




B:SRWIDA. GR4SS; PRODUCTIO!'' CCS?S AND YIELDS .PER ACRE ON IRRIGATED SA.NDY AND LOAMY SOILS 
Sb & Lb Sc & Le Sd & Ld 
Inches of Irrigation 
Price or 6" --18''- 6" 18" "6" 18" 
Cost Per Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
Item Unit Unit titv tity utr tity titr titx 
Production: 
Pasture AUM 7.0 10.5 7.0 10.5 7.0 10.5 
Inputs: 
Fertilizer: N Lb. .10 60 6.00 90 9.00 60 6.00 90 9.00 60 6.00 90 9.00 
p Lb. .08 30 2.40 60 4.80 30 2.40 60 4.80 30 2.40 60 4.80 
K Lb. .05 15 .75 30 1.50 15 .75 30 1.50 15 .75 30 1.50 
Power and Machinery Oper. Costs Acre .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 
Irrigation Oper. Costs A.-In. .57 6 3.42 18 10.26 6 3.42 18 10.26 6 3.42 18 10.26 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental Acre .15 l .15 l .15 l .15 l .15 1 .15 1 .15 
1/10 of Establishment Costs Dol. 47. 77 4. 77 47. 77 4. 77 47.77 4. 77 47. 77 4. 77 47. 77 4. 77 47. 77 4.77 
Interest on .Annual Capital Dol. .07 13.90 .97 21. 79 1.52 13.90 .97 21. 79 .1.52 13.90 .97 21. 79 1.52 
Total Specified Costs 
Above Land, Labor, Equipment, 
Capital, Management & Overhead Dol. 18.65 32.19 18.65 32.19 18.65 32.19 
Labor Required: 
Irrigation Hr. 1.50 .74 1.11 2.22 3.33 .74 1.11 2.22 3.33 • 74 1.11 2.22 3.33 
Non Irrigation Hr. 1.50 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 .13 .19 
1/10 of Establishment Lab,:,r Dol. 3.12 .31 4.80 .48 3.12 .31 4.80 .48 3.12 .31 4.80 .48 
Fixed Costs: 
Power and Machinery Acre 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 
Irrigation A.-In, .27 6 1. 62 18 4.86 6 1. 62 18 4.86 6 1.62 18 4.86 
1/10 of Establishment Costs Dol. 5.70 .57 13.74 1. 37 5.70 .57 13.74 1.37 5.70 .57 13.74 1. 37 
Total Specified Costs 
Above Land, Management 




PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS PER STEER FOR GOOD FEEDER 
. CATTLE ENTERPRISE; ROUGHED THROUGH WlNTER 
ON RANGE AND co·rTON SEED CAKEl 
Price or Cost 
Item Unit. ·· per Unit. Quantity 
Production: 
Feeder 





c.s.c. (15 /I/day, 150 days)· 
Veterinary and Medicine 
Salt 
Hauling and Marketing Costs 
Property Tax 
Int. on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Returns to Land, Labor, 
Fixed Capital, Mgmt~ 
and Overhead 
Lab or Required 
Returns to Land, Fixed· 

















































Jan. - April 
2.80 
May - July 
1.50 
Aug. - Sept. 
1.00 
Oct. - Dec. Total 
2.30 7.60 
1Fall buy - October 15, and sold off grass Octobe.r 15. 
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.TABLE LVIII 
PRODUCTION cos·rs AND REiTURNS PER STEER FOR GOOD FEEDER CATTLE 
ENTERPRISE; WINTER RA'I'ION OF SMALL GRAIN PASTURE WITH FORAGE 









Small Grain Grazing 
Forage Sorghum 
C. s. C. (1. 5 fl/day) 
Veterinary and Medicine 
Salt 
Hauling and Marketing Cost 
Property Tax · 
Int. on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Returns _to Land, Labor 
Fixed Capital, Mgmt. 
and Overhead 
Labor Required 
Returns to Land, Fixed 
Capital, Mgmt. and Overhead 
Pri.ce or Cost 





























• 48 · 10.50 
.. · • 04. . 22. 91 
<. 07 . 51.'21 
1.50 2.76 
Labor Requirements (Man Hours Per Steer) 
Jan. - April 
l.62 
·May - July 
.oo 
Aug, - Sept. 
.oo 
Oct. - Dec. 
1.14-





















PRODUCTION COSTS AND RE'.11URNS PER STEER FOR GOOD FEEDER CATTLE 
EN'J.IERPRISE, GRAZED THROUGH SUMMER ON NATIVE.RANGE 









Veterinary and Medicine 
Salt 
Hauling and Marketing Cost 
Int. on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs . . . 
Returns to Land,•·. Libor, ...... . 
Fixed Capital, Mgmt., 
· and Overhead 
Labor Required 
Returns co Land, Fixed 
Capital, Mgmt. and Overhead 
Price or Cost 

























Labor Requirements (Man Hours Per Steer) 
Jan. - April 
.55 
May - July 
1.50 
Aug. - Sept.·. 
1.00 

















1 . . 
Spring buy - April 15, and sold. off native pasture October 15. 
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TABLE LX 
PRODUCTION cos·rs AND RETURNS FOR BEEF cow HERD (25 cow UNIT); 
SPRING CALVING; COWS WINTERED ON COTTONSEED CAKE AND 
. . NATIVE_ RANGE OR BERMUDA PAS'rtr.REl . 
Price or Value 
Item · Uni_t Cost per Quantity or 
Unit . 
Production:. 
Cull Cows (3 head) Cwt 10.57 29.50 
Heifer Calves (7 head) ·ewt. 22.70 30.00 
Steer Calves (11 head) Cwt 25.46 49.50 
Total Receipts Dol. 
Inputs: 
. Range AUM 336~00 
For1:1.ge Sorghum Ton 18.00 .75 
c. s. c. (1. 5 II I day ; 150 days) Cwt 3.49 63.00 
Salt Lbs.·. .03 . 840.00 
Veterinary and Medicine !)pl. 
Bull Depreciation . ··_·. DoL. 
Hauling and Marketing Costs Cwt .48 109.00 
Property Tax Dol. .. .04 . 972. 00 
Int. on Annual Capital Dol. •• 07 5,104.00 
'l'otal Specified . Cos.ts Do!. 
Returns to Land, Labor, Fixed 
Gapi tal, Mgmt. , and Overhead Dol. 
Labor Required Hr. 1.50 279.00 
Returns to Land, Fixed 
Capital, Mgmt, , and Overhead Dol. 
Labor.Requirements (Man Hours Per Cow) 
Jan. - Api-11 
8.10 
May - July 
1.12 ·. 










































l 1· b h 1 f d ld Ca ves orn Marc ; non-creep e ; so off native range October 1 
as good-choice feeders. 
TABLE LXI 
PRODUC'.L1ION COSTS AND RETURNS FOR :SEJillf COW HERD (25 COW UNIT); 
SPRING CALVING, COWS WINTERED ON NATIVE RANGE, FORAGE 
SORGHUM A.ND SMALL GRAIN PASTURE·(WIN'l'.ER ONLY)l 
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Price or · Value Value or 
Item 
Production: 
Cull Cows (3 head) 
Heifer Calves (7 head) 




Small Grain Pasture 
Forage Sorghlllll 
c. s. c. (1. 5 II/ day; 75 days) 
Salt 
Veterinary and Medi cine 
Bull Depreciation 
Haii.ling and Marke ting Cos ts 
Property Tax 
Int, on Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Retun1s to Land, Labor, Fixed 
Capital, Mgmt. , and Overliead 
Unit Cost per Quantity 
Unit 
Cwt 10.57 29.50 
Cwt 22,70 30.00 
Cwt 25.46 49.50 
Dol. 
AUM 251. 00 
AUM 70.00 
Ton 18.00 7.00 
Cwt . 3,49 31.25 
Lbs. ,03 840.00 
Dol, 
Dol. 
.Cwt .48 109.00 
Dol. .04 972.00. 
Dol. .07 5,068.25 
Dol. 
.Dol. 
Labor Required . Hr. 1.50 279.00 
Returns to Land, Fixed Capital ·· 
Mgmt~, an:d Overhead . Dol. 
Labor Requirements (Man Hours Per Cow) 
or Cost per 
Cost Cow 
. 311. 81 12.47 
681.00 27.24 




25.20 · 1.01 




354.78 14.19 --842.74 33. 71 
-· 1,410.34 56.41 
· 418. 50 16.74 
991.00 39,67 
Jan. - April 
8.10 
May - July 
l'.12 
Aug. - Sept. 
• 36 




1calves born March l; non..;.creep fed; sold off native range October 1 
as good-choice feeders .• 
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TABLE LXII 
PRODUCil'ION COSTS AND RETURNS F'OR BEEF COW HERD (25 COW UNIT); FALL 
CALVING; COWS WINTERED ON NATIVE RANGE, SMALL GRAIN PASTURE 
(WINTER ONLY)~ AND GRAIN SORGHUM STUBBLE WITH.FORAGE 
· SORGHtJM · AND COT'r0NSEED CAKEl . · 
Price or Value V~lue or 
Item Unit Cost per Quantity or Cost per 
Production: 
Cull Cows (3 head) 
Heifer Calves (7 head) 




Small Grain Pasture 
Grain Sorghum Stubble 
Forage Sorghum 
c.s.c. (1.5 ///day; 75 days) 
Salt . 
Vetetinary and Medicine 
Bull Depreciation 
Hauling and Marketing Cost 
Property Tax 
Int. on.Annual Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Returns to Land, Labor, Fixed 
Capital,· Mgmt., and Overhead 
Labor Required .· · 
Returns to Land, Fixed Cap., 




















Labor Requirements (Man Hours per Cow) 
Jan.-April May-July Aug.-Sept 
4.94 1.04 . 1.00 





















































1calves born November l; non"""creep fed; sole! off native range July 20 
as good-choice feeders. 
APPENDIX B 
INFORMA'HON USED TN THE ESTIMATION OF THE 




. DATA USED IN E,STIMA.TES OF INTERDEPENDENCE MODEL AND SOURCES 
. Emp lciymeri t Vohnne of Personal 
Year 
l 
Total Employment1 2 Mining and 1 Goverrunent1 Agriculturfl Trade In 2 , 3· .Income to 2 4 5 and Population Employment W.R., & S. ' Manufac.turing : .. Employment Emp loymeti. t · W.R.; & S. W.R., &. S. ·• ' 
County (No,) (No.) (No.) (No.) (No.) (No.) ($1,000). ($1,000) 
19§0: 
Blaine 15,049 5,261 2,079 428 473 ·2,281 18,335 3,685 
Caddo 34,913 10,085 3,974 8.26 942 4;343 31,910 8,682. 
Canadian 25,644 8,806 4,710 .552 · 981. 2,563 26,120 9,.284 
Custer 21,097 7,576. 3,979 455 · 779 2,363 35,071 7;466 
. Grady. 34,872 11,037 5,159 1,251 1,060 · 3,567 38~020 12,005 
Kiowa 18,926 6,111 2,918 . 329 520 . 2,344 2.fl,025 6,420 
Washita 17,657 6,226 2,200 .•. i.20 429. 3,477 · 14;691 · 4,ll6 
Total 168,158 55,102 25,019 3,961 · 5,184 20,938 190,172 51;658 
1960: 
Blaine 12,077 · 4,167 1,890 -543 414 1,320 22;027 5,788 
Caddo 28,621 8,734 4,206 ··768 . 1,243 2,517. 42,993 13,881 
Canadian 24., 727 8,139 4, 788 .744 I,155 1,452 48,407 15, 756 
Custer 21,040 8,006 4,781 483 1,162 1,580 51,22.4 15,358 
Grady 29,590 10,048 5,490 1,.502 1,326 i, 730 49,917 17,830 
. Kiowa 14,825 4,875 2,659 349 544 1,323 31,019 8,951 
Washita· 18,121 4.,616 2,127 .. 86 518 1,885 17,075 5,643 
Total .149,001 48,585 25,941 4.475 6,362 11,807 ·262,662 · 83,201 
.. 1source: U.S. Census of Population for 1950 and 1960. 
2Whoiesale, Retail and Service Sales S.ubs.ector. 
3source: . U.S. Census of Business for 1948, 1954, and 1963.. Votumes dealing with Retail, .Wholesale, Trade and Selected Services. Projected 
to 1950 and 196~ --- - · · · · 
4source: ·County Building Block Data for Regional Analysis, Oklahoma. 
· 5sum ~f wages paid in Wholesale and Retail Trade Services, .Services, Finance, Insurance and Real Estates, Contract Construction, Public 
Utilities, and 87.5% of Proprietor· and Property Incomes. 
6sum of wages paid in Mining and Manufacturing and 12.5% of Proprietor and Property Incomes, 





































.TABLE.LXIII (Continued) . ·· .... , .. .-, . :· ··. 
' ' 
Personal· 
























to Reti~ed4 7 
Population. '. · 
·. ($i,OOO) 
1,348 






- 15 ,266 
5,371 1,365 . - 2,256 2,087 
10,249 5,128 3,392 4,760 ·.· .•. 
7,450 ·. 4,799 2,824 4,421 . 
7,217 5,070 2,318 . 3,149· 
7, 734 . :, , 716 . 5, 430 5, 319 -
5,393 1,645 ·.. ', 1,459 2,791 
8,911 i3,341 700' '' l,875 ' 
52,325 . 35,064 18,379 24,402 
1s6urce: . U.S. Census of Population. for 1950 and 1960: 
2Who1esale, Retail and Service Sales Subsector •. · 
3source: U.S. C:ensus of Business for 1948, 1954, and 1963. Voltimes dealing. with Retail, Wholesale, 
Trade and Selected Services~ Projected to 1950 and 1960. . . . 
4source: County Building Block.Data•for Regional Analysis, Oklahoma; 
5sum -of wages paid in Wholesale.and Retail trade Servic~s, Services, Finance~ Insurance.and Real Estates, 
Contract Construction, Public Utilities, and 87.5% of P:rop:r:1..etor and Property Incomes. 
6sum of wages paid in Mining and Manufacturing and 12.5% of Propriet~r and Proper~y Incomes. 





. .. . . . .. : . . 
CA:LClf,LA.TION qF ANNUAL DEPRECIATION FOR:BA$+C.FARM MACHINERY 
New Salvage · Years of Annual 
.· Machine C9st Valµe Life ·Depreciation 
Tractor 1~ioo 2,160 8 630 
Cultivator· 750 . 90 .. .12 •. 55 
Planter·· 900 108 15 52 
Spring Harrow 488. 59 15 28 
Moldboard · 910 .. 109 15 53 
Disc l,;l.35 1,36 15 66 
Float 500 60 l,5 29 
Rotary Hoe. '. 'fiOO 528 ,15 35 
drain Drill. ..•. ·.·• 1,03~ · 12,4._. ,, 15 60 
.Stalk. Cutter 
,, 
400 .... 48. 1.5. 
,· 
23 
Chisel 650 78 15· 38 
List~r 900. 108. 15 52 
One Way 1,100 145 12 79 
Total 1,200 
. • · TABLE I.XV .·· 
. .· . 
BREAKDOWN. or .. .cusTo~•cHARGES INTO-LABO~~ ruEL;.ANir .LUBRICANTS, 
. · REPAIRS Al'lD · DEPRECIA'rION, IN'rEREST AND. RETURNS 
. TO ·. MACHINlil .OWNER'S ... RISK fl.ND. OVERijEADl · . . . . 
201 
Item. % of Total.Charge 
Total charges 
Labor ·· . ·•· · ··,. ·· 
· Fuel .and Lubri.cants 
Repairs ~d D~preciation 
Interest · · · ·. 
Returns to owner's Risk 
a11d Overhe~d 





h,ource.:: Carl E. Olson, "The 'Impact Of Agricultural Resource 
Adjustments on the Economy of Southwestern Okla:ho.ma/' (Unpublished 
Ph'.D. dissertation~ Oklahom::i. State University, 1967), p. 12,3. 
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